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A Warren fishway designed to fas
ter the return of the salmon fisheries
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
in the Georges River was the chief
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab subject under discussion when the
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established executive committee of the Knox
In 18?6 and In 1891 changed Its nam e to
the Tribune These papers consolidated j County Pish and Game Association
March 17. 1897.
j met at the Knox Hotel In Thomaston
•••
*•' last night. It was learned tnat $700
♦
The stim ulus of being banked — has already been pledged, and there
on Is very poweiful. —Harry »
is strong hope to believe th a t the
Emerson Fosdick
Warren town meeting next Monday
will act favorably upon the requested
appropriation
of
$200.
These
AW AITING A TRIAL
amounts, supplemented by donations
from summer residents and local citi
Abraham Cassman Ends His zens
should meet the cost. It is
Life By (Hanging At the planned to begin work at an early
Police Station
date. It is believed that a 14-foot
fishway will be sufficient for the p u r
Abram Cassman was to have ap
pose. Part of the money raised will
peared before Judge Z. M. Dwinal in
Municipal Court yesterday to answer be used for the purchase of fish. Ad
ditional interest is expected on the
the charge of stealing junk.
The case was not called. Cassman 1part of local citizens and non-resi
dents as soon as work actually be
was dead.
Committed to the police station. gins.
At last night’s meetings it was vot
Cassman committed suicide in his
cell by hanging himself with a scarf. ed to hold the annual meeting at
A lodger notified police of the act, Union date and place to be a n 
and Medical Examiner H J. Weis- nounced by Clarence Leonard, R. M
man. investigating the case, reported McKinley and Prank Gordon, who
were named as committee of a r 
a verdict of death by suicide.
The deceased was 70 years of age, rangements. Alfred C. Hocking will
and had spent a large portion of his prepare the entertainment program.
F. A. Winslow, C. Earle Ludwick of
life In this city, which he left several
months ago to make his home in Rockland, E. Stewart Orbeton of
Rockport. Dr Walter P. Conley of
Portland.
His career here, where he operated Camden, A C. Hocking of St. George
a junk business and store had been Oscar Starrett of Warren. Albert El
more or less of a stormy one, bringing liot and Arthur McDonald of T hom 
him into quite frequent contact with aston and Clarence Leonard of Union
the authorities.
were appointed a nominating com
mittee, which will meet Friday nigtit
March 12 at The 'rfiorndike Hotel,
Rockland, with supper at 6 30.. Each
member is privileged to invite a guest.
Pish and game legislation at Au
gusta was discussed with much in 
Entire Stock of
terest and the Association went on
record as opposed to the shipping of
live or dead rabbits outside of the
' State.
No meeting would be completed
M ust Be Sold At O nce
without a discussion of the fox situ 
ation. It was stated that these a n i
and
mals had captured all of the p h eas
N othing Will Be Saved
ants at the Knox Arboretum.
Selling Out to Bare W alls
Harold Leach presented the propo
sition of a Sportsmen's Show at the
Community Building in Rockland
next winter. The idea was favor
228 M A IN ST., R O CKLANft. M E.
25-lt
ably met.
A d v e r tis in g ra te s based u p o n
t io n a n d v e r y reaso nable, i
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GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS

C lothing, Boots, S hoes
M en ’s Furnishings

A . LEVY

SPECIAL FOR
M ONDAY A N D TU ESD A Y
SHA M P O O . FIN G E R W A V E ANU M A N I
CURE
S1IW
SHA M P O O ,
M ARCEL
AND
M A N I
C U R E ............. .................... - ....... - ..... ........ Sl.oo

P eter Pan B ea u ty Shoppe
25-lt

TEL. 99G
Over Leach’s
386 Main St.
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TIME IS EXTENDED
GETS HIS OLD JOB

Latest Chapter In the Pro
longed Deer Isle Bridge
Matter

The PWA informed Senator White
and Representative Brewster of
Maine that time for awarding con
tracts would be extended from .March
1 to April 15.
Tuesday, White and Brewster
headed a delegation asking for the
extension. The delegation included
Raymond C. Small, secretary of the
Deer Isle Bridge District; David B.
Steinman, of Robinson & Steinman.
New York engineers who designed
the bridge; Jesse E. Montee, of the
Montee Caisson Corporation, New
York; Rubin Doblow of Robinson &
Steinman; Clyde McCormack of the
Phoenix Bridge Company of Pennsyl
Gov. Lewis O. Barrows has appoint vania and Roy C. Haines, assistant
ed Deputy Sheriff Robert A Webster to Brewster.
Previous bids for the substructure
as probation officer—a position which
Bob was filling witn excellent satis have all been too high for available
faction until the change of adminis funds, though the Phoenix Company
tration came four years ago. Con has offered a low bid for the super
valescing from a pneumonia attack structure which is within the limit of
Deputy Webster will soon be able to funds.
Col. Horatio Hackett, PWA assis
resume his duties at the Court
tant administrator and a group of
House.
his legal, financial and engineering
staff, heard Montee explain that he
SCALLOPERS QUIT
would offer a bid within the limit
of available funds if the time-ex
Canadian and Japanese Im tension were granted. He has a spe
ports Force Prices To An cial process of laying foundations
which permits a lower bid, he said,
All-Time Low
and can complete the bridge by June
The price of winter scallops has hit 30, 1938. the original time set for
$1.25 a gallon for an all time low completion, so th a t the extension of
and this bad situation can be directly time will not delay completion-date.
The last bids for the bridge were
traced to huge Canadian and Jap
anese imports, according to Commis opened Feb 11, when the Phoenix
sioner Rodney E. Peyler of the De bids were received and since 60 days
partment of Srti and Shore Fisheries. are allowed for acceptance, It may
“The price is unheard of for this not be necessary to ask new bids for
time of the year," said the Commis superstructure. New bids for sub
sioner," and many of the Maine boats structure will be advised.
are quitting for the season or laying
The delegation had planned a con
at anchor until the price rises as ference with Secretary of the Inthey cannot make both ends meet 1terior Ickes Thursday to lay the re
quest for extension before him. but
at $1.25 a gallon.’'
Scallops have been bringing around notification th at the extension had
$1.75 a gallon lor the past few been granted made this unnecessary.
months and this price was considered
PWA has allocated $315,000 grant
very low. The boats get but few and $385,000 loan for the bridge, the
fishing days a week, due to weather, State of Maine underwriting the
and the beds are not especially pro loan.
lific. The catches run so small that
a reasonable price is necessary if the
MISSING FISHERMAN
bouts are to make expenses
Newly found beds in Canada are Coast Guard Craft Search
yielding enormous catches and the
For Him In Vicinity of
markets are being flooded with the
foreign specie a t low prices. Japanese
Monhegan
scallops are being landed in New
York at from $1. 20 to $1.40 a gallon. ’ Two Coast Guard craft plowed
These are frozen, carefully graded through the waters off lonely Mon
and beautifully packed.
hegan Island last night in search of
“Its a hard problem." said the
Commissioner, “and the Federal ; a lone fisherman unreporteo since
government should give more pro ;he left this port Thursday.
tection for our scallop fishermen." [ Isaac McFarlane, alone in a small
power craft, was the object of the
125-foot patrol boat Faunce. out of
Boston, and the 75-footer CG—122
REV. C O R W IN II. OLDS, Rockland
based at Rockland.
And “T H E RAG DO LL"
McFarlane had Intended to fish the
One act royalty play by
banks to the seaward of Monhegan
W arren High School
Fishermen believed he probably
Wednesday Evg. March 3 was adrift because of engine trouble.
a t 7.30
As the weather had not been bad off
Town Hall, Warren
this coast, few expressed fears for
Admission 25c
McFarlane’s safety.

PUBLIC LECTURE

All entries for the Amateur Contest at Com
munity Fair Tonight (Saturday) must be made
by 5 o’clock today, with,

TH R E E CEN TS A C O PY

L A S T

R ecord Crowds H ave V oiced Approval Of Com  B eer Tax To M eet Deficit Found By Gov. Barrow s
— G asoline Tax Opposed
m unity Fair and Sw elled Equipment Fund

GOV. BARROW S HERE MONDAY NIGHT
Maine's Chie^ Executive, Lewis O. Barrows, will be a special guest
at Monday night's great dance at Community Building, concluding
event of Community Fair. The Governor will speak briefly shortly
after 8 o'clock. Ample seating space is available for spectators and
dancers. Music will be provided by the famous “Uncle Seth" Radio
Orchestra.

Community Fair swings into its
final sessions today bearing the seal
of public approval in capital letters.
Every session throughout the week
has been patronized liberally with,
up to the present moment, each day

and Rockland returns the compli
ment with interest.
General Manager Worrey had as
sociated with him these committee
chairmen: Advisory Chairman ot
Fair, A. W. Gregory; secretary, E. R.

D A Y

WHEREIN MR. DREW ACCEPTS
M orris B. Perry, an unsung hero of This is Parker E. Worrey who has
this most successful of to m m u n directed the Fair w ith rare skill and
ity Fairs

'

diplomacy

BARN DANCE
COMMUNITY AUDITORIUM
M O N D A Y , M ARCH 1
Concluding Event of Community Fair

“U N C L E

S E T H ”

And H U Radio Hill Billies

An exceedingly popular 8-man radio orchestra
“Every Cent For The N ew Building”
P R IZ E S — Best F an n e r costume, best Farmerette costume, best
T ram p costume, most Old Fashioned costumes, men and women.
Odest man, oldest woman, youngest boy, youngest girl. Also prizes
for best old fashioned w altz and numerous other prizes.

9605
6762
1091
429
376
269
175
156
72
20
18

SOFT COAL
* * * *

Household Soft Coal

$8.00 ton
* * * *

Screened Soft Coal

$10.00 ton
This is consistently High Quality Fuel at a
Very Low Price

M IO O N SALES & SERVICE

M. B. & C. 0 . PERRY

21 LIMEROCK ST.
23-24

— O N—

If you are considering the purchase o f any mer
chandise that w e handle, w hy not buy today and
help your favorite boy win this real gasoline driven
toy racer.

Opposite Post Office
Admission: Men 50c, Women 25c

ROCKLAND

But D oesn’t W ant “City S lick ers” To Put One
O ver th e “ H icks From the S tick s”

surpassing its successful predecessor. Veazie; treasurer, Harold C. Leach;
Vinalhaven, Feb. 25
The throngs have been uniformly woman's division chairman. Mrs. Eu
happy and pleased with the fair, ex gene Lamb; gifts committee, E B. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In Tuesday's issue appeared a
hibitions and many forms of enter Crockett; entertainment, Mrs Blanche
Morton, Miss Adelaide Cross, John ! bowling challenge signed by the Star
tainment.
Alley Reporter and apparently ad
There has been a remarkable spirit M. Pomeroy, co-chairmen.
Booths, W. I. Ayer; tickets, K C. dressed to me for the writer said
of co-operation and public interest
manifested in the venture from the Rankin; beano and games, M. M. something about a "would-be bowl
very start and to General Manager Griffin; decorations, Mrs. R. E Phil- er" and the heading said “What say,
Parker E. "Worrey and his splendid brick; refreshments, Mrs. Donald Mr. Drew "
We have no objection to being
workers goes full meed of praise. On Cummings. Mrs. D S Beach co-chair
the broad shoulders of this capable man; cooked foods. Mrs. Leroy challenged, in fact we rather like It.
executive has rested the full burden Chatto; baby show. Mrs. D. L. Mc- It makes us feel th at we have called
of directing the big venture and he I Carty; grabs, Mrs. Fred Jordan, Mrs. attention to our bowlers enough so
has done a job of rare perfection. Velma Marsh co-chairman;; solicitor th at somebody would like to take
The Fair will turn every cent of its of ads, S. C. Cullen, Mrs. Philbrick. them on. but I do think the writer
proceeds toward the equipment fund Mrs. D. L. Kelsey; purchasing, Albert of the challenge got his names and
for Community Building, the fair | McCarty; publicity and advertising, ideas a bit mixed. In the first place
working as a major project of the John M. Richardson. Many loyal I recall no boastful statements that
Rockland Community and School Im [ workers have lined up with these have appeared in your paper. I do
provement Association, Inc., which w chairmen and received the sincere not believe in boasting, especially
thanks of Mr. Worrey and the R. C. about bowling. The game is too un
raising the equipment fund.
certain. Gene Hall is the only man
One unsung hero of this most suc & S. I. Ass'n.
The general fair committee includes who can boast about his bowling,
cessful Community Fair is Morris B.
Perry, who. with his son Earle, are Willis I. Ayer, Henry B. Bird, Rich and then make good. Again. "Skip"
credited by Mr. Worrey with having ard Bird, Fred C. Black, Joseph E. Arey has never left the shores of his
done a lion s share of the work which Blaisdell. Elmer B. Crockett, Henry native heath. It is “Goose" Arey who
made the fair possible in the first C. Chatto, Stafford Congdon, Earle has been over around the Star Alleys
place. The Perrys have five booths I C. Dow. Ray Eaton, Edwin Edwards, looking for trouble. And we have no
| “Indians* bowling team to bring
in their own name and the huge Harold E. Jackson. Harold Leeman,
forth. The writer of the challenge
Albert
McCarty,
Albert
C.
McLoon,
quantities of groceries, coal, etc., given
in the free contests, have livened the Earle C. Perry, John M. Pomeroy, must have been thinking of our base
show. Not the least of the Perry John M. Richardson, Raphael S ball team the “Chiefs" for which all
Rockland ball players have a great
achievements was the procuring of Sherman, George L. St. Clair. Mrs
Leon Nalley, decorator extraordi David Beach, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett deal of respect.
And then he goes on to say that
nary for the Corn Products Co., and Mrs. Clinton Bowley, Mrs. Leioy
the
first match “must'' be In Rock
one of those “personality plus'' men Chatto. Mrs Donald Cummings. Mrs.
land
at the S tar Alleys. Having in
Jaseph
Dondis,
Mrs.
William
Ellingwho attract friends from all corners
the past been let down by Rockland
and serve to keep everybody in high
bowlers on three different occasions,
<Continued on Page Six)
spirits. He is pleased with Rockland,
(names and dates on request) it is
'
■ ■ ■
~
only natural th at we should inquire

S P E C IA L P R IC E

C loses Tonight 8 o ’clo ck
R acer A w arded A t Food Fair 10 P. M.
T O D A Y ’S STANDING
C. Cameron ........................................
Parker Worrey, Jr...............................
R. K a le r .............................................
R. Harvey .........................................
R. Brackett .......................................
H. Edwards ......................................
C. W e e d ...............................................
J. Econom y ........................................
J. Anastasio ........................................
C. C rock ett..........................................
T. Perry ...............................................

The Maine Legislature Thursday . of $2,044,000. This was the result of
enacted a law placing a 12 cents a expenditures for which there were
gallon tax on beer in addition to the no appropriations and in some in
four-cent tax now in effect. An stances no statutory authority.
“The overdraft in the Welfare De
emergency measure, the law took ef
fect immediately after it was signed partm ent for the year ending June
by Gov. Barrows. I t will apply until 30. 1936. amounted to $842,992. And
June 30, 1939. Revenue derived will the overdraft for the first six months
be used to clear up a S tate deficit of of the fiscal year of 1937 was $154.662 75. To continue welfare aid and
$2,044,383.
Of the total deficit, $1,697,654 was pauper support for the balance of
for pauper suppert overdrafts in the the year it is estimated the amount
past and present fiscal years. Of of $700,000 will be required.
th a t sum, $700,000 is for the balance
“While it is recognized that this is
drastic legislation it should be apof th e current fiscal year.
The bill went through the House pa. ent) that the exigency of the situ
with the unanimous support of the ation demanded drastic action and
heavy Republican majority but with is the result of overdrafts from the
three Biddeford Democrats opposed. previous administration. Without this
In the Senate, the vote was unani required revenue an extremely serious
mous, although two Republicans. situation would result.
Senators John E. Willey and Roy L.
“The Legislature promptly respond
Fernald, said later they had asked a ed to the determination to erase this
party caucus to “hold the measure emergency condition all over the
up for another week's consideration.'' S tate and to begin to put the State
After signing the measure. Gover finances in a safe condition."
• • •
nor Barrows issued a statement on
The Gasoline Tax
the Legislature's action.
The State Orange, the Associated
"In connection with the signing of
the emergency bill passed this after industries of Maine, motor truck op
noon," he said, “it is well that the erators, camp owners and petroleum
people of Maine understand the products concerns opposed a proposed
necessity of this rather drastic action. increase of one cent in the State's
“This administration, on assuming four-cent tax Thursday.
The bill, filed by McGlauflin of
office, found confronting it a defici
ency from the previous administration
(Continued on Page Sixi

(MEANT NO HARM

MAYTAG RACER CONTEST

Greatest

Volume 92................ Number 23.

AT THE STATE CAPITOL

HAS BEEN SW EEPING SUCCESS

Mrs. Blanche Morton, Tel. 293-W
John M. Pomeroy, Tel. 860

T E L 730

Saturday
I ssue

* * * *

COAL DEPT.

T E L 487
24-27

Star Alleys Reporter Makes
a 'Fair (and Simple Ex
planation
Following Is an open letter to O. V.
Drew, manager of the Cascade Alleys
at Vinalhaven;
“This is a very poor attempt to
apologize to Skip Arey of Vinalhaven,
also Goose Leon Arey, having used
their names in reversed position.
“In last Tuesday's Courier-Gazette
a challenge was issued to Vinalhaven
in a spirit of fun and if the wording
of said challenge offended anyone at
the Haven you can be sure the Star
Alleys Reporter and the bowling team
are sorry. In explanation of this
apology, we received two or three let
ters from the Havenltes, explaining
how they would be at a disadvantage,
in reaching the mainland; also ex
plaining how Rockland teams of the
past have failed to give them a re
turn match.
For the information of everyone,
these teams were not from the Star
Alleys. About boastng and names of
I Vinalhaven teams, it was only in fun
j and a very poor attem pt so it seems
to create a friendly rivalry.
Once again the S tar Alleys Reporter
wishes to take all blame for the chal
lenge nnd hopes th a t there has been

“How come?*'. And who ever heard
of a challenger dictating terms to
the challenged?. However we will
waive all that. We like to bowl, and
are sports enough to want to come to
Rockland, but there is one thing we
are going to say “must" be done.
Either the Rockland team post a
money forfeit large enough to cover
the expenses of the Vinalhaven team
so that in case the Rockland bowlers
again decide they do not care to keep
their obligations the Island boys will
not be out of pocket, or make public
acknowledgement in The CourierGazette that they will bowl a return
match in Vinalhaven. While we
know that this may be a different
crowd of bowlers, and have no con
nection with the circumstances men
tioned the burnt child dreads the
fire, and even the worm turns. But
it all goes to show how easy it is for
the city slickers to put it over on us
hicks from the sticks.
So Mr. Editor, In behalf of the
Vinalhaven Bowling team I accept
the challenge and if we see In your
paper a little notice to the effect that
the Rockland team agrees to bowl in
Vinalhaven, or you get a deposit ot
say $25 to cover our expenses, you
may expect to see us any Saturday
night the weather is good, for we
expect to come in a dory, that being
the only way we can come without
getting seasick.
Yours for bigger and better chal
lenges,
O. V. Drew,
Cascade Bowling Alleys.
no hard feeling created by his crude
but honest challenge.
Hoping that the above will ease the
tension for O. V. Drew of the Cascade
Alleys, I remain.
The Star Alleys Reporter.
P. S. John Thomas had nothing to
do with the challenge or this apology.
For myself, I’m afraid I have failed in
my duty as a reporter and will say
adieu.
[We hereby declne to accept the
S tar Alleys Reporter's resignation.
—Ed. J

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
I THINK THAT GOD IS PROUD
I think that God Is proud of those who
bear
A sorrow bravely. Proud Indeed of them
Who walk straight through the dark to
find Him there.
I And kneel in faith to touch His gar
ment's hem.
Oh. proud of them who lift their heads
to shake
The tears away from eyes that have
grown dim;
Who tighten quivering lips, and turn to
take
The only road they find that leads to
Him.
How proud He must be of them! Ho
who knows
All sorrow, and how hard grief Is to
bear—
I think He sees them coming, and He
goes
With outstretched arms and hands to
meet them there.
And with a look—a touch on hand or
head
Each finds his hurt heart strangely
comforted!
Grace Noll Crowell
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A TRAILER HOME

J
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INSIDE NEWS FROM

Mountains shall depart, and the
hills be removed; but my kindness i
shall not depart. —Isa. 54: 10.

TH E NATION’S C A PITO L
' M

L

A. W . Page Is Demonstrat
ing Very Handsome New
O utfit

R

: : : By Dan Gilbert : : :

E A L M

O F

Mu.I S I C

A sign of the times is the trailer
home being displayed near the State
store on Main street by A. W. Page
Make It Impossible For a j Bombshell: The President's ex for all workers, and he left the way of Camden, distributor for this sec
by Gladyi St. C lair Heistad
Recurrence of Disastrous plosive demand for re-organization open for G. M. to deal with minority tion for Hayes Body Corps., of Grand
Rapids. Mich.
of the Supreme Court bids fair to set groups.
Before Norman Wolf made our nice i phony and the soloists are illustrious
Floods
One quip goes to the effect that
The trailer in graceful design of
off the greatest detonation of verbal
now the Supreme Court can take a blue and silver exterior is a revela Harriet Burgess another Wolf and ones,
It has been said that eternal vigil- j fireworks seen in the Senate since the
vacation; the G. M. settlement In tion of compact convenience. One flew away to Coco. Fla., to make j The Festival is now held on the
ance is the price of peace. This is days of the slavery controversy.
validated the Wagner Act on every steps directly from the street into their home, we frequently enjoyed I' campus of Lehigh University in the
no less true of peace with nature Astute publishers are already plan- j
Packer Memorial Church. A quarter
essential point.
a modern home, finished in m a musical chats, and I recall he often
than it is of peace with men. It Is,
hour before the performance a trom
hogany
or
pine
as
fancy
dictates.
An
j
among other things, to avert catas ning to add another foot to the
Whirlpools in the Gross Currents: overstuffed divan at one end is trans-i spoke of the Bach Festival at Bethle- bone choir summons you to this
trophes brought on by the exigencies classical “five foot" libraries of “great Most reliable poll of the Senate on
hem. Pa. Mr. Wolf was privileged to ' church. It is a romantic retreat, set
formed into a double bed at the turn
of nature th a t the National Re- j American debates."
the President's proposal to alter the of a wrist and the same is true of the be a chorus member at one time, and among green lawns and old trees, the
sources Committee and the New Eng- : The debate will not take place en personnel of the Suprem e Court
building itself almost hidden by ivy
dining table Band deep cushioned I could see the Festival as an under
land Regional Planning Commission !
growth.
Those who cannot get or af
reads:
for.
30;
against.
32;
non
tirely on the floor of the Senate.
seats at the opposite end. Ample taking and accomplishment made a
have been set up.
ford tickets sit on the lawn around the
committal.
34.
It
is
conceded,
how
If an ounce of prevention is worth j Only the negative side will be fully ever, that the majority of the 34 cupboard and drawer room is avail profound impression upon him. F il church and the music floats out to
a pound of cure, then surely, an iota presented there. Most of the great "non-committals" are likely to end able. rearranged that the roughest ing away some clippings only yester them through open windows. Inside,
of foresight is equivalent to a mairi- orators and debaters of the Senate up voting the President's wishes. . . . road can't spill the contents.
the church is almost shockingly bare,
A 50 lb., ice box is provided and day I came across interesting data
tude of hindsight. What would it ■are against the move to "pack'' the When N.a.A. was going full blast.
and it is this absence of decoration
not have been worth to the govern-1Court. Mr. Roosevelt knows th at Madam Secretary Perkins was in a near it a white enamel sink which pertaining to this musical activity.
that leaves you to concentrate your
Bethlehem which is listed in the attention on the music. Of course
ment and people of this country if Senator Borah alone is more th a n a constant frenzy of jealousy because pumps water for dishes etc. from a
the recent floods in the Ohio Valley forensic match for the ablest of his the NRA officials didn't give her large tank under the dining seat. geographical directory as “Pop. 57,892 the chorus is still the outstanding
Large spaces are provided for storage
had been avoided? Yet those floods, own senatorial spokesmen.
on Lehigh River, Mfrs. steel, iron, feature of the performance. Many
labor department all the jurisdic
of
food, bedding, linen, clothing and
Hence,
the
President
will
take
to
with all their attendant misery and
tion it wished. Insiders say that the 1
cigars . . .” in this prosaic and prac of the men and women by now know
suffering, with the tremendous loss I the radio. Although he probably j Madam now feels th a t Governor: fuel, utilizing all waste corners. A
the music by heart; they seem com
of life and property involved, could . would prefer not to, there is no other >Murphy sort of stole her show in the gasoline range with oven appears tical dress seems an unlikely setting pletely absorbed in their task.
• • • •
have been avoided by sensible practi-1 way out. Administration strategists , matter of the G M strike settlement, i from nowhere to do the cooking and for important musical happenings.
a small iron stove is used for heating Yet there amid the steel foundries
are hoping to obscure the fact, which
cal planning.
Is
there
any
child,
even today, who
. . . Congressmen are said to be de
Lighting is done three ways, by ] and the surrounding truck farms oc- bas n°L played “London Bridge is
It is, of course, impossible to recall they themselves recognize, th a t anti- luged with letters and tedegrams ad
the past. But it is not impossible to Court senators can't hold up their vising them how to vote on the Su reg 110 volt system, plugging in at j curs annually in May a music festi falling down". And do you know that
plan for the future, to take steps to end of the argument with the judici preme Court shake-up plan. The parking places, by a storage battery 1
the simple little tune used with this
lighting a center celling bulb and by I val of unique force and drawing childish game has been put into a
avoid the recurrence of such a na ary's defenders.
ratio is said to run as high as 10 to
power. I t is the Bach Festival.
tional catastrophe, in that region. J Backfire: Administration aides, as 1 against it. . . . Los Angeles, hot a Coleman gas lantern. Radio is 1
The origin of such projects is al song entitled "London Bridge" by A
provided
for
either
electric
or
battery
or any other region threatened with well as everyone else, expected that bed of Upton Sinclair radicalism,
Buzzi Poccia? It Is an appealing con
set. Special ingenuity is used in pro ways a leading question, and we cert song and one of the notable
the so-called “coBservative" Demo
similar disaster.
gave Candidate Alf M. Landon a
learn th a t a young organist started
Here in New England we have had crats in both houses of Congress would lusty booing when he visited there viding space for dishes and clothing
singers using it on programs is Nino
the Bach Festival. It was in 1886
where
apparently
no
space
exists.
All
bolt
the
President's
program
for
re
Martini.
our share of floods, in both the
during the campaign. Yet. Rev.
and John Frederick Wolle had re
Connecticut and Merrimack River vamping the Supreme Court. But Martin Luther Thomas of that city openings are carefully screened and
cently
returned
from
his
studies
in
And here is a bit for Mr. Fuller.
Valleys. The New England Regional they were not much disturbed by this has already secured 100,000 signa a roof ventilator provides for the
Germany. He was filled to his , who is basking in Florida sunshine,
Planning Commission, and all six —the New Deal has got along so far tures to a petition condemning any disposal of cooking fumes.
T he trailer is of sturdy steel con musical fingertips with the melodies Mr pjckwlck has gone operatic, The
State Planning Boards in New Eng very nicely without the support of tampering with the Supreme Court.
struction with heavy felt insulation of Bach. America at that time knew d(?ed was donp by A)bert CoQtes
land, working in conjunction, have the Glasses, the Byrds, etc.
. . . A chain letter is sweeping the
•
•
•
•
between steel and inner panelling little of Bach in general and less of Eng)ish composer and here is what
made a thorough study of flood con
country. It requests recipients to I
his magnificent choral music, such
trol. Their findings have been close
W hat has upset the New Dealers is “pray definitely against communism The floor has double steel and felt as the great Mass, or the Passions, so one reviewer has to say:
with
wood
and
linoleum
top.
The
“Let it be said a t once that Pick
ly examined and analyzed by techni the backfire within their own ranks. and other similar evils." Its circula
Dr. Wolle decided to do something
wick is not an ideal subject for an
cal exports. They recommend speci Senator Norris has long been th e idol tion already has mounted into the outfit weighs 1600 pounds, yet is so
about it. And he did.
opera. Given the genius of Wagner.
fic flood control measures, and they of the whole Administration from Mr. millions Incidentally, it has put perfectly balanced that there Is only
• • • •
(he lyric inspiration of Puccini, and
offer other constructive suggestions. Roosevelt on down. He is th e one twojob Jim Parley in somewhat of 50 pounds weight on the hitch. Mr •
From factories and farms he drew the cleverness of Strauss, no one
For 1937 the New England Regional simon-pure embodiment of progres a hole. As postmaster general, he is Page hauled this trailer from Grand
Planning Commission is recommend siveness. liberalism, and New Deal- pleased with the added postal re Rapids to Camden with a very small his singers. With utmost patience could have turned Pickwick into an
increase in gas consumption. He he examined each voice and organ- 1operatic masterpiece. For Dickens'
ing a comprehensive regional plan, ishness.
ceipts it is bringing in. But as na
prepared by the staff of the Commis
When Norris took exception to the tional chairman of the Democratic drives a Chevrolet. Mr. Page resides ized a chorus. Would it not be in- satire is an unfailing solvent to all
sion, with the help of the Regional President's plan, it became clear party, he is wondering if, by any in Camden where he has a display teresting to know what these people heroics, his homely prose an antidote
Board of Consultants. It has been that the New Deal itself was splitting chance, the general public may be room and expects to arrange d is - 1—perhaps accustomed to nothing to lyric elevation, and his simple
submitted to the State Planning on this issue. Another evidence of taking hold of the idea th a t the New plays in this city and Belfast as he ' more than a little plain ch u rc h ! situations defy all cheatrlcal and
chanting—thought when they were polyphonic finesse. But Mr. Coates
Board Chairmen for study and criti this fact came when the Texas Deal is one of the unnamed 'evils' is district distributor.
first introduced to one of the great was surely aware of all this when
cism: it will be continually developed legislatin'! passed a resolution oppos similar to communism.
Bach fugues? Anyway, whatever ( ln this year of Mr. Pickwick's cenand revised in accordance with the ing Court reorganization. Texas is
GEORGE A. SHERMAN
their astonishment. Dr. Wolle guided , tenaiy, he dedicated this valiant and
plans approved by the six state Plan a singularly pro-New Deal state
The number of surviving Civil <War ' them with care and zeal, devotion gracious attempt to ‘all lovers of
ning Boards.
, Senator Norris has long led the THE DRAYTON AGAIN
veterans in Rockland was narrowed j and enthusiasm, and on June 5. 1888. Dickens' rather than a posterity of
This plan does not confine itself to move for judicial reform. He wants
flood control alone. It includes a I to require a 2-3 majority of judges Speedy Bath-Built Destroyer to th ree last night with the death of they gave their first performance, music lovers. W ithin these natural
George A. Sherman, who was in his
he has provided for
comprehensive plan for the develop to validate decisions. Another leader
Having G overnment Tests 93d year. The deceased served m j the St. John Passion. This was an limitations
ment of the Connecticut River Valley is the fight for judicial reform is
achievement, to be sure, but Dr. Dickens enthusiasts both laughter
—Other Ships Coming
Co. E. Coast Guards, and was a mem- , Wolle was not satisfied. He wanted and tears. No less than 40 of the
a region-w’ide study of water resour Senator Burton K Wheeler, running
ber of Edwin Libby Post. G A R The I to undertake Bach's greatest work, beloved characters of the world s
ces. rural zoning, recreation, popula mate of the elder LaFollette in 1924.
U SS. Drayton, Bath-built de members of that organization now i
the Mass is B Minor. But there the ■most popular novel passed across the
tion, aviation and highways. As re , on the anti-Court platform. Like
gards flood control the plan recom Norris, however, Wheeler is against stroyer. which is said to have made living are Col. W P. Hurley, last i singers balked—almost to a man they stage; nine famous episodes from the
mends ‘‘a study of all suggested flood the President's plan. The old-time an exceptionally fast record on the commander of the Post; Peter Prock ! said "The idea. Performing a work Rochester Coach and the party at
control reservoirs in New England judicial reformists of the S enate ap Rockland course during her recent and Allen L. Kelley.
from which mature and professional j Dingley Dell to the Fleet Prison and
Pickwick's Dulwich home, made
including an outline of the compara prove of Mr. Roosevelt's end. but builders' acceptance trials, was again 1 Mr. Sherman, who retired from ac choral organizations shied in aw e1
tive affairs some years ago. was for and which took almost five hours t o ' as many cleverly devised scenes. A
tive importance of each from the they refuse to follow him off on a
on that course yesterday having a
merly a contractor and builder, and perform!" This did not alarm Dr. genuinely English tune accompanies
point of view of flood control, power side road which they claim will never
government test on a heavy displace-' for a long time conducted an extensive
benefits, pollution dilution, recrea lead to the desired destination.
Wolle at all. and with the stubbor- Sam Weller as he shines the shoes
tion; and an outline of the effects
Boomerang:
Anti;New
Dealers ment basis, and this will be followed business. He was held in high re ness th at is characteristic of the at the White H art; a suspiciously
of each, if constructed, upon trans have become so enthused about the by the usual endurance and economy spect by all who had come in contact musician devoted to a nause. he is Viennese waltz intrudes into the
portation facilities, land use. popula volume of backfire against the pro tests. The Trial Board is headed by with him, and his was always a sued his ultimatum: Either we sing jollity of Mr. Wardle's home; and
tion distribution."
posed Supreme Court shake-up that Capt. M. K Metcalf, and Commander friendly nature.
the Mass or we won't have any Fes some near-Russian pathos gives us a
It is easily apparent that the ques they are talking about the possibili H B Berry is the recorder.
The deceased is survived by his wife, tiv a l-a ll or nothing. And noth glimpse of real tragedy in thedebtors’
Hhere, Indeed, is
tion of flood control is not a sectional ties of the whole thing proving a
March 9 the gunboat Erie is due on Cora A. Sherman, a daughter, Mrs. ing it was for five years. Then a prison scene.
a
hint
of
deeper
things that may be
one. I t affects those who dwell on boomerang.
Herbert
B.
Barter,
who
has
been
very
deputation
from
the
singers
sought
the Rockland course. This is the
the hills of Verment as well as the
The man who is rated as having craft which narrowly escaped a re • ill for several weeks; and a sister In out Dr. Wolle in his retreat with the reposing in Mr. Coates’ ample bosom.
residents of the Connecticut River the most chance of boomeranging the cent bombardment on th e Spanish Massachusetts.
news th at they were ready to under or on his manuscript shelves."
«• • •
Valley; the urban population of President's plan is Senator H iram W. coast.
The funeral services will be held at take the work if only he would lead
Rudolph Hindemith sends this
Massachusetts as well as the agricul Johnson of California.
Senator
’
the
residence.
10
Pulton
street,
Mon
them.
Early in April comes the Yorktown,
turists of Maine. Power benefits and Johnson was fighting “economic one of the Navy Department's new day a t 2 p. m.
And so it was. after a rehearsal contribution to Variations in Musical
pollution dilution; recreation and Royalists" and smashing the rail airplane carriers.
Col. I Leslie Cross, past department period of 14 months, the Mass was Courier:
"I hasten to report a dire happen
transportation; land use and popula road “octopus" way back when
, commander of the Sons of Veterans, first performed on March 27. 1900.
ing
at this lone spot.
tion distribution—all these problems President Roosevelt was in college.
now representing Grand Army affairs The orchestra was an am ateur one.
“Due to discord and lack of h ar
are inextricably interwoven with the
Unlike some others, Johnson has
But the
in Rockland, will have charge of the the soloists unknown.
' funeral.
problem of flood control in New grown more liberal with the years.
chorus was enthusiastic and the mony in his orchestra Al. Legro.
audience equally so. From th at year famous band Ieader- committed sul
England. *
In 1932. he openly campaigned for
cide by pitching himself over a clef.
The New England Regional Plann Roosevelt. He has consistently sup
BASKETBALL BATTLES the Festival became a regular oc It was a temperamentally impulsive
ing Commission does not offer a per ported virtually all of the New Deal
currence. always with the perfor
manent solution to these problems, "experiments." In declaring against
mance of the Mass as its chief fea act, sonata note was found in ex
Nineteen Straight
planation. Tracing his movements,
it has no panacea for our ills. But Court revision, the Californian said
One by one they fail in front of ture.
they do proffer a practical plan—a he thought the move would lead to
Dr. Wolle died in 1933. Bruce Carey glimpse of real tragedy in the debtors'
th at powerful Camden basketball
There, indeed, is
pliant, flexible, scientific process, dictatorship. In other words, as a
team, coached by Frederick Richards. carries on his work. The chorus is prison scene.
which if carried out. will do much liberal and as a progressive. Jo h n 
The last victim was Boothbay H ar still drawn from the workers of his staff whom he accused of acting
1936 Chev. T ow n Sedan
toward improving the general wel son will attack the President's plan
bor High which lost in Camden last Bethlehem, but the orchestra is in concert to string him along. Does
Trunk
fare of all New Englanders, and to as anti-progressive and anti-liberal.
night 43 to 13. In no period did the picked from the Philadelphia Sym- not the whole thing symphony to
you?"
• •• •
1936 Ford T ow n Sedan
ward eliminating the danger of
visitors have a look-in. Belyea made
• • • •
Trunk
Close observers say th a t nothing
floods. S tate and municipal Plann
11 goals from the floor. The score:
An unpublished violin concerto of
ing Boards. Chambers of Commerce, would be more damaging to Adminis
Camden
1936 Plymouth Sedan
Paganini has been discovered in
Trunk
Boards of Trade and all public-mind tration prestige • than the develop
G
F
P
Parma, Italy. A cobbler found it in
ed citizens in New England would do ment in the public mind of doubt as
Richards.
If
.....
.... 3
2
8
1935 Chevrolet Coach
a
heap of old papers lying in a garret,
to
whether
the
New
Deal
really
is
well to contact the New England
Nash. If ............ .... 0
0
0
REL1ABLE
for which he, according to authorities
1935 Ford Sedan
Regional Planning Board with a view progressive.
Wadsworth, rf ... .... 3
0
6
Trunk Radio
had paid 20 lire. I t proved to be
Lewis’ Dilemma: Capital wits are
to cooperating in their 1937 program.
Fairbrother, rf ... .... 0
0
0
the Fourth Concerto in D minor, one
I having much fun over contem plat
1935 Plymouth Coupe
B artlett, rf ........ .... 0
0
0
of
the three Paganini concertos that
ing the dilemma in which the settle
Belyea. c .......... .... 11
0
22
1934 Nash Sedan
remain unpublished. All told, he
ment of the General Motors strike
Clegg, c .........
0
0
0
wrote nine.
1934 Ford Coupe
has put John L. Lewis. They want
M arriner. lg ..... .... 3
0
6
to know if Lewis has beat th e Su
TH E
Dickens, rg
1934 Oldsmobile Sedan
.... 0
1
1
JANE ANN OSIER
preme Court to it in declaring that
Trunk
Fogg, rg ............
0
0
0 1937 Dodge Dem onstrat’r
Wagner Labor Relations Act invalid,
Funeral services were held Feb. 26.
—
—
1933 Plymouth Sedan
1 9 3 6 Plymouth Tour. Sdn. for Jane Ann. widow of Eli B. Osier,
j The heart of the Wagner Act, they
Totals ............ . 20
3
43
1933
Ford
Tudor
1 9 3 5 Ford Tudor
at her home in Waldoboro, with Rev.
N. Y. legislature hears bill pro ’ point out, is that the m ajority of
Boothbay
1932 Plymouth Sedan
hibiting trucks from highways on workers in any plant shall bargain
J. R Howse, Methodist minister of
1934 Dodge Sedan
G
F
P
Sunday, most Empire state motor for all other workers, as well as for
193? Oldsmobile Sedan
ficiating. She was born May 26,
Lewis, If ............ .... 2
0
4 1 9 3 3 Plymouth Coupe
ists being in hearty accord . . .
1840 at West Waldoboro, daughter of
Oiles. rf ..............
0
stocks of motor mfrs. stayed up themselves. The right of a minority
0
1932 Pontiac Sedan
0 1931 Oldsmobile Coupe
despite labor pains in Detroit . . . of laborers to collective bargaining is 1931 Ford Victoria
Jacob and S arah Euglcy. The de
P Coombs, rf ...
2
0
4
1931 Nash Coupe
Studebaker announces 45 new truck not recognized. Heretofore. Lewis
ceased was one of the oldest residents
E. Coombs, c,.
.... 2
1
5
models . . . the 25,000,000th Ford has has loudly supported this system of
1931 Pontiac Coupe
1932 Dodge Panel
of Waldoboro, having spent her life
Clifford, c ........ .... 0
0
0
romped off the assembly line . . .
1930 Plymouth Sedan
in that vicinity, where she was held
U. S. Bureau of Standards reports having the majority speak for all.
Dickenson, lg
.... 0
0
0 1933 Dodge Coupe
$147,142,209 highway taxes diverted
Yet, in the O. M. settlement, he
Rumble Seat
1930 Ford Coupe
in high esteem. Although an invalid
Cornners. ig .....
0
0
0
from roadbuilding . . . Paul G. Hoff specifically consented to a repudia
for several years, she has always had
Rowe, rg ............ .... 0
0
1930 Oldsmobile
0
Others to Choose From
man, Stude prez. and safety author
a cheerful disposition and has been
Blake,
rg
............
....
0
0
0
ity, says 90% of accidents occur un tion of the principle. He approved
others to choose from
der 50 m.p.h. . . . Wisconsin trade of letting his sit-down strikers speak
tenderly cared for by her son. S te
—
-aSpecial
Today
convenient
terms
ass’n. urges compulsory semi-an and bargain only for themselves.
phen. Mrs. Osier is survived by five
T otals ............ .... 6
1
13
nual inspection motor law . . . in Inferentially, he conceded th a t, at
O N E 1934 FO RD PA N EL children. Mrs. Herman Simmons of
Prices range from
Referee. Talbot. Time. 4.
the motor row slanguage, a “dog"
$198.00
Port Clyde. Stephen Osier of Waldo
is simply a used car, as is a least in some plants, they are not a
$20.00 to $ 6 2 5 .0 0
“ clucker” . . . ’tis said the flood majority—yet he Insisted on their
T he building revival is much bigboro. Eli Osier of Auburn. Mrs. Le
swept roads in the Ohio valley are having a voice as a minority. O n the
ger th a n we had dreamed. A local
land C. Blacklngton of Rockland and
clearing up . . . passing a car going
hotel table-cloth yesterday carried
Mrs. Dave McCabe of Bath, eleven
40 m.p.h. is sam e as passing 18 ears other hand, in the plants where they
P A R K ST..
ROCKLAND. ME.
a penciled plan of a sixteen- room
grandchildren
and thirteen great
standing in a row . . . does that do have a majority, he failed to in
R A N K IN ST..
R O C K L A N D . ME.
23-25
jnake you think?
sist th a t they be permitted to speak
house. —Detroit News.
grandchildren.

PLAN FOR FUTURE

HERE IT IS!
W HAT Y O U HAVE BEEN W AITING FOR!

OUR DRY CLEANING SALE

9Qn

DRESSES
(O ne Piece)

Other Garments A t Equally Low Prices

Prompt Delivery
TEL.

TEL.

170

170

FREE
Collection
and
Delivery

FREE
Collection
and
Delivery

Let U s D o Your Repairing and Alterations

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 L1MEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 170

!
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How long would you last
i f you lost you r jo b ?
If s o m e t h in g sh o u ld h o ld b ack
y o u r w e e k ly w a g e , h o w lo n g
c o u ld y o u h o ld o u t o n th e
m o n e y y o u h ave sa ved ? S u p 
p o s e y o u h a d n o th in g saved?
H a v e y o u th e re se r v e to
sta n d a lo n g s p e ll o f i l l 
n e s s o r u n e m p lo y m en t?
A sk y o u r s e lf th e se q u e s tio n s
a n d i f y o u h a v e n ’t a s a v in g s a c c o u n t h e r e , start o n e
n o w , m a k e r e g u la r d e p o s i t s
an d b e read y b o th f o r em erg e n c ie s a n d o p p o r tu n itie s .

K N O X COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN,

UNION,

VINAUIAVEN,

WARREN

H . M. PA YSO N & CO.
Investm ent B ankers
93 Exchange Street
Portland,

,

Maine

Established 1854

18-19T<fcStf

GOOD

r
SPOTLIGHT

HILLER'S G/IRflGE

D y er’s G arage, Inc.

A Trailer Home
for $375
I am showing the remarkable new Hayes All Steel
Trailer, beautifully designed, sturdy as its own steel,
yet so perfectly balanced as to be inexpensive to
haul— only 50 pounds on the hitch. Total weight
1600.
See this Trailer daily in front of the State Store,
Rockland.

A. W . PAGE
Distributor, Rockland, Camden, Belfast
Trailer fully equipped as seen dispalyed at very
reasonable additional cost.
25&27

DIRECT MONTHLY REDUCTION LOANS
THEY A R E PO PULAR
W E MADE 125 LAST YEAR
RESULTS A R E G U A R A N TEED
Wc loan you $1000.00. You pay us $10.00 per month for 139
months and the loan is cancelled. You have paid us back $1000.00,
the amount of the loan, and $390.00 for interest. Net cost of loan
$2.81 per month, and the result will be in the same proportion on
any loan up to $5000.00, which is our limit. Isn’t this worth look
ing into?

RO CK LAND LOAN & BUILDING A S S’N
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Othcr-Day
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A carload of coal Is being trans
Deputy Sheriff Robert A. Webster,
MELVIN C. CLINE
ferred to the Court House bins.
thice weeks a pneumonia patient, re
After a short illness of pneumonia
appeared at the Court House yester| Junior Harmony Club meets today Iday and was received with glad ac Melvin C. Cline died Tuesday in
at 4 o’clock in Unlversallst vestry. claim by the occupants of the build- Rockland.
I All members are asked to be present .i,g. He resumes his duties next
The deceased was born in Waldo
iw
, as plans will be made for a winter Wednesday.
boro. May 27, 1871, son of James and
S M T | W< T~1 F i ~ "
I picnic. '
Francina (Condom Cline. He at~ |~ r Y | 3 'r4T5~l
■------( A Rockland woman is in need of , tended the schools of his town until
7 1 8 ! 9_Jl0U 1412113
The famous Dionne quintuplets a wheel chair but unable to pay for [ the death of his father, after which
will
be three years old May 28.‘ The jt
anybody has one to loan, and time he labored to support himself
14151617J8J1W
firm has done smashing business thus the desire to fill the emerg.ncy.| and to aid his family. Early in life
21 2 2 2 3 r2 4 ^ 5 2 6 j 2 7
far. having amassed $543,048. and hav please communicate with Louis A. he worked for many years as cooper
28
1 J
!
|
ing contracts which will net $400,000 ! Wa-ker overseer of the poor, at the I being employed by A. F. Crockett *
I
more in the next two years.
C i t y B u il d i n g .
Co. and other prominent Rockland
I
! firms.
! Robert L. Allen, senior at UniverA well-baby clinic will be held | while in this city he was married
I m u d a 0 onM a ‘ ? h r e ™ t O T2
“
y fr° m 2 l° 5 °'Cl0Ck at " " I to H la
A b o u t 4 2 fhe ai r s
SERMONETTE
I course of which he will a c ^ a s "tutor 1RCd Cr0SS r00mS'
ChUdren Wh° ag0 the family moved t0 the port of
were inoculated at the July and Au St. George, known as the Spruce
for a Baltimore boy. Allen is a son of
The Atonement of Jesus Christ
gust clinics are requested to be pres Head District, near Harrington's
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Mr. and-Mrs. JHervey C. Allen of this
For the past dozen years, no
ent
Monday.
Dr
Charles
B.
PoppleCove,
which
has
since
become
so
Feb. 27-28—Union — Winter Carnival, city.
sponsored by Air Line 4-H Club.
matter how pressed by business in
stone, clinic physician, will be in a t widely known as the location of the
March 1—Warren—Town meeting.
these difficult years, or how dis
March I—Isle au Haut—Town meeting.
Cline Dahlia Gardens.
A Rockland bowler was much im tendance from 3 to 5.
March 1—Vlnalhaven—Town Meeting
couraging the outlook, or however
For
some
years
Mr.
Cline
engaged
pressed by the fact that the Camden
ln Memorial hall.
much distracted by personal wor
Huntley-Hill Post and Auxiliary in lobstering and weir fishing, but
March 1—Parent-Teacher Assn meets Y.M.C.A. league has 183 participants,
at High 8chool building
ries, almost every week I have
will
meet
Monday
night
with
can
for
a
number
of
years
had
kept
poul
March 1 Friendship--Town meeting. and wonders why Rockland isn’t in
written for this column a message
March 5—South Thomaston—Three- something like that class. He also won didates for initiation. Buffet lunch try and with Mrs. Cline had kept the
act play ‘The Pajama Girl" at Wessawegof comfort and truth.
will
follow
the
business
session
with
dahlia
gardens.
keag Grange.
ders what has become of Captain
March 1—North Haven—Town meet
A dear friend from Thomaston
Mrs Helen Johnson and Mrs. Laura
For
a
number
of
years
his
aged
McKenney’s
two-man
league.
ing
day evening at 7.30. The Ladies' Aid
wrote me just before her death,
Ranlett as hostesses. All officers mother Mrs. Bennet has made her
March 2 — Waldoboro — Gentlemen's
will meet Wednesday evening with
Night at Woman s Club.
and thanked me for “these beauMotorists passing the Rockland end and members are urged to attend as home with Mr. and Mrs. Cline.
March 3 — Waldoboro — Meeting of
Mrs. Maud Mather and the Abbie G
•iful prayers." for that Is what
Parent-Teacher Association.
of Chickawaukie Lake last night there is Important business.
Melvin Cline was a man of abso
Sanderson Guild will meet Thursday j
March 4—Annual “guest day" of
they had seemed to her.
thought a carnival was in progress
lute honesty, sincerity and kindness,
Methebesec Club
evening with Miss Fern Britto.
My readers have been very pa
The youngo people of Wessaweskcag a loyal friend, a devoted Christian
wUhrM r ? ? Kj, J ncSn ^ Pc.Sden “ “ “ | until they learned that the electric
• • • •
tient. doubtless differing many
March 5 — China — Erskine Academy , lights were being used by the Rock- Grange at South Thomaston are at and a good upright citizen. He is
At the Congregational Church the
MM»rch S i s H ead-tow n meeting I
Coal Co. in the belated harvest I last prepared to give “The Pajama survived by his wife, a son Ralph of
times from my viewpoint. No
unified service of public worship and
group Catholic, Protestant or Jew.
March 8—Shakespeare Society meats , of its ice crop, William Sansom ’s Girl," a three-act play, with special Spruce Head, two daughters, Mrs
church school is at 10:30 a. m.. with
with Mrs Henry Bird.
has ever been excluded, no citizen
numbers between acts, which h a s ! John olsen of Cape Elizabeth and
R O C K LA N D , ME.
March 8—Camden—(Town meeting ln in charge of operations.
the children sharing in the worship
Opera House
been delayed on account of sickness, j Mrs Percy Elwell of unity; also by who loves the truth. Now I am
March 3 Warren—One-act play ' The
service and attending classes during
Axel Oronros, who has a boat This will take place next Friday six grandchildren. Selma A Olson of going to ask my readers to be very
Rag Doll ’ by High School at Town hall.
the sermon. The service will be under
March 10 — Waldoboro — Meeting of building shop on Crocketts Point is night, March 5 at 8 o'clock.
patient
with
me
as
we
consider
a
For one more week I am offering what I consider
Cape Elizabeth, Robert and Shirley
Junior Garden Club.
the direction ot the pastor. Rev.
soon to launch a handsome cabin
great matter. None can ever hope
I
March 15—Union—Town meeting.
Elwell of Unity, and Olive., Miriam
Corwin
H.
Olds,
but
the
sermon
will
March 17—Birthday banquet at Me cruiser titled "Capt. Don" and built
the greatest value in Dry Cleaning obtainable.
to fully understand It or why it
W ith Uncle Seth's famous Radio and Ralph Cline Jr. of Spruce Head;
thodist vestry.
be by Rev. Miss Margaret MacKnight.
March 13- Llmerock Valley Pomona for Donald Gross of Lindenhurst. L. I. Hill Billies providing the music and his molher and two brothers. Ranhad to be. but If you care to keep
whose theme will be. "The Larger
meets a t St. George Grange.
The craft measures 42 feet, is 11 gross dozens of generous prizes for cos- daU c of s t loU)Si Mo and Harvey
the little series to the end you
March 10—Rockland High at WoodWork of the Church in Knox Coun
fords In Bates College Debating League tons and carries a gasoline motor of tunes, waltzes, etc.. Monday night s Q|jne 0( Wiscasset, and a half sister,
may get a better perspective of It.
ty." Miss MacKnight has had a most j
March 10—State Federation of Garden
150
h.
p.
All of us experience to some ex
great dance, concluding event ot Mrs EUa Caler of w arren.
Clubs meets at Community Building.
interesting experience with religious [
March 28—Easter.
tent vicarious suffering for loved
Communitly Fair promises to be one
Mr CUne had
a member of
March 20—T hom aston-Tow n meeting.
work in the rural areas of Knox ■
Principal
Joseph
E.
Blaisdell
of
April 13—State Fire Chlefa’ Convention .Rockland High School, will be guest grand
ones in sickness, in peril, in sin. or
\ Ch^
j th e w lle y 's C orner B a p tist C hurch
county. The evening service will be '
at Community Building
in
prison,
but
none
can
ever
know
May 20. 21 and 22—Maine Federation ; inp„ kpr a t th p Lions meeting next man and tlekets wlH pe on sale
for 36 years. The funeral was held
at 7:30 in the church parlor and will
CLEANED A N D PRESSED
of Music Clubs meets ln Rockland.
r peaker a t th e Lions m eeting next nftp rn m n an(, pvpninB. 9t thp fai. | _
.......
what their Redeemer suffered.
afternoon
and
evening
at
the
fair
j aj ^is jate residence Friday after
be of devotional character, with the j
Wednesday.
Col. Allen Peck of
1—“A Great Sermon"
2 — discussion centered on "The Place of 1
noon, Rev. C. A. Marstaller of RockTHE WEATHER
Providence will be the speaker on the
“Canst thou by searching find out Prayer in Modern Life*' The Com- |
A cow moose, tamed by the atten land and Rev. Clarence Emery of Sul
-------, second Wednesday, and F. A. WinsGod." 3 —"Man Seeking After
rades of the Way will meet at 6:30
A bit snappy this morning, but still low who was scheduled for th at date tion of so many admirers during an livan officiated. The bearers were
God."
4 —"S in "
5 —"With
an excellent spring day which by Jwiu appcar on the fourth Wednesday attack of pneumonia, is recovering in j Eugene. Vernard and Frank Rack
and the assembly leader will be Pris- !
in the veil and before the cilia Lovejoy. Mr. Olds will speak
the apple orchard of a Lincolnville ,iffe and p L g Morse interment
the way is 2 hours and 13 minutes | instead.
mercy seat."
6.—“An Ancient on “Legislation and Moral Reform."
resident. Arthur Jordan patted the was at porest H111 cemetery. Spruce
longer than the shortest one. Now if J
_____
Covenant.”
7
—
“Ood
Taught
you put that surplus time ln at the
Changes in the personnel of the animal's head while he brushed {Head
F.L S.M.
Israel.” 8 —"Atonement, the Mes
Community Food Fair you will make j Maine Liquor Commission bring one against Jordan's shoulder. Small
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
change of local interest—the appoint- children were feeding the moose cab- | Michaeis.Stern clothing represen- sage of the Old Testament; Re
no mistake.
demption the Message of the New"
| ment of F rank J. Ham as warehouse j bage.
i tative, Mr. Rice, with his custom
“Christ Jesus" is the subject of the
T., ' superintendent Mr. Ham is a forClaremont Commandery,
-------_
1display of spring and summer suits. 9.—"The Cross of Christ." 10 —
Lesson-Sermon
which will be read in
Members of Ruth Mayhew T e n t., spQrts
and {op cQats
#t
“Radio’s Favorite Hymn."
I mer warden of the Maine State Prison
meets next Monday night.
all
Churches
of
Christ. Scientist, on
William
A
Holman
_____
i and has been acting as secretary- ! D.U.V.. will meet for sewing Monday Blackingtons 310 Main street on
Townsend Club Ko 2 will be o rg an -, treasurer of the Republican State afternoon in G.A.R. hall. With two , Wednesday March 3. We extend a
'Sunday. February 28. 1937.
,,, j
„ 1r n m m ittf p
quilts to knot a full attendance is 1 cordial invitation to you to come in
At St. Peters Church (Episcopal!.
The Golden Text is; "Jesus Christ
ized at K. P. hall next. Wednesday
committee.
,M
_____
I desired. Mrs. Belle Bowley and as- and look over the newest in materials
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the servsame yesterday, and to-day, and
night at 7.30.
I
i
...
1 Col. I. Leslie Cross, president of the j sistants will serve supper a t € o clock. and styles. —adv.
ices for tomorrow will be appropri-: fof ever„ (Hebrews 13; 8)
25'it
Civil War Memorial Association, has The regular meeting will follow with
ate for the third Sunday ln Ie n ‘ :
Mrs. George A. Brewster fell near
Matins at 7.15. Holy Communion 7.3d.1
the citations from the Blble
j called the annual meeting of that or Mrs. Priscilla Smith, president, pre
BORN
the First Baptist Church recently,
ganization at Grand Army hall next siding. Plans will be made for "The OXTON—At Rockland. Feb 20. to Mr church school at 930. Holy Eucharist is the following: "And. behold, there
and is a patient at Knox Hospital.
and Mrs Sidney M Oxton. Jr., a and sermon at 10.30. Stations of the was a man in Jerusalem, whose name |
| Tuesday night at 7.30. Col. Cross is Silver Jubilee" to take place in April;
daughter. Jean Marie.
serving his third year as president of this being the 25th anniversary of the
| Cross at 4 p. m.
was Simeon; And it was revealed un
The midwinter school vacation of th f
which has as one of Maine Department D.U.V.
MARRIED
to him by the Holy Ghost, that he ‘
one week ends today, and the stu- j Its principal duties the maintenance
_
, , ..
.
.
.... THORNTON-WHrTMORE - At Sarasota.
At the Universalist Church Sun should not see death, before he had
dents will blithely hit their respective ! of Grand Army hall.
Thursday was red-letter day for 23
Pla Feb 15 Garnet Thornton, of
and Miss Clara L Whit day morning Dr. Lowe will preach
trails for the institutions of learning
_____
Comrades of the Way, who went witfc , Wisconsin,
seen the Lord’s Christ. And he
ALL OF O U R 1936 STOCK
more. of North Haven.
one of the most important sermons
Gifford
Calderwood
of
Rockport
was
;
Rev.
Corwin
H
Olds
to
visit
the
State
j
next Monday.
in
his
series
on
the
Fruits
of
Religion
came
by
the
Spirit
into
the
temple;
arrested Thursday by Sheriff C. Earl? | House at Augusta. They visited the
DIED
Beginning Feb. 19 and continuing until sold
Members whose surnames begin I Ludwick charged with assault and \ House of Representatives and w it- , cassman—At Rockland. Feb 25. Abra- He will present the modern attitude and when the parents brought in the
to make room for new stock
with C or D will have charge of the 1batterv upon his wife the previous nessed the passing of several laws, j
ae<?d 58 5ears' 2 toward the Bible- Can we accept the child Jesus, to do foi him after the
Masonic supper next Wednesday , day He pleaded “not guilty" in Mu- listened to hearings before commit- j sherman - At Rockland F eb» 26. changes that have come and still pre- custom of t e aw.
Prices formerly 12*/2<: to 75c per roll
night. There will be work on the nlclpai co u rt yesterday morning, but tees, were received by
by Gov.
,
A.
a*TVe the Bible as a pillar of strength up
t arms, an
e ___
,
WW> Barrows ■
night
u
u
<
u
J
.L
J
'
months
1
df»'Funeral
at
io
F u R od .
m
odern
life
’
A
theme
of
vita:
said,
Lord,
now
lettest
thou
thy
serI ,n o u r m odern m e . n ineine 01 vnai |
first degree.
was found guilty by Judge Z. M. Dwi- Who shook hands With each one, and j street Monday at 2 o'clock
; goodwin —At Rockland. Feb 25 "i: i’.u concern to thoughtful people. Church vant depart in peace, according to
nal and was sentenced to the Men's visited the Blaine Manson, the ,Gov,
I Alphonso Goodwin, aged 87 years. 8 school will meet at 9.30 a. m.; Dr thy word: For mine eyes have seen
Henry W. Longfellow. American Reformatory at South Windham. Cal- ernor s residence. The snow-laden
months. 13 days. Funeral Sunday at
Borders and Bands To Match
9:30 from residence of Mrs. W A Lowe's class in the church parlor at thy salvation. Which thou hast pre
poet, was born 130 years ago
| d7 ^ " h ad recently been under ob- trees enroute added an impressive
Johnston, 183 Broadway. Interment ln noon. Mrs. Glover's class at her resi pared before the face of all people."
Among the older citizens of Rockland ,
a l the S[ate Hospital in touch of winter’s most beautiful
South Gardiner.
are many who can recall saving their
OXTON—At Rockland. Feb. 20. Jean dence. and Alpha Omega Young Peo (Luke 2: 25 to; 26-311.
scenery to the trip.
1Bangor.
Marie. Infant daughter of Mr and ple's Society in the vestry, subject,
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
pennies toward the memorial built
662 Main Street, Northend, Rockland, Me. Tel. 1061
"■ ■
j Mrs. Sidney M. Oxton. Jr.
"What
we
think
of
the
Supreme
Cour;
the
following passage from the Chrisfor him.
Lincoln
County
News:
One
day
|
cook
—
At
Waldoboro.
Feb.
23.
Sarah
h
The Kiwanis meeting next Mon
2S-It
tian Science Textbook, "Science and
aged 86 years. 6 months. 8 days Issue ••
day night will be held at the Salva last week train No. 74 from Rockland j Cook,
Interm ent ln Palm Grove cemetery.
.
.
.
.
Health
with
Key
to
the
Scriptures'
The Camden & Rockland Water tion Army hall at 6.15. John Pomeroy ran into a herd of four deer near , Milford.
Ma.-s.
Company began yesterday laying a is in charge of the program. Kiwani- j Nequasset. The animals ran down
“Dwelling at Baton s Seat " will be by Mary Baker Eddy: ‘^ hris.t e\
6-inch main on Water street, to sup- ans in charge of the children's din- | the track ahead of the train a short
IN MFMORIAM
the Sunday morning sermon topic of 1Presses God s sp tua , e m a
V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
ply water for the Betz kelp factory.,1ners next. week
. at. the Saltation Arm\ ddistance
ista n c e and th en th ro e
en ,
In lovln8 memory of our Mother.
cu-rtec w Bteev,
the Drett nature. The name
is synonymous
and then three of th
them
Emma
s. Howes, who passed away Feb He'- -harles E. Brooks at the Pratt
„_i .1 ,.,^ — te the
with Messiah, anl alludes to the
The concern has asked to have water hall are: Monday. Clinton Bowley jumped the right of fence and disThe same old furniture store where your father and mother
1935
Memorial Methodist Church. Music
spirituality which is taught, illus
We miss you now. our hearts are sore.
purchased their furniture since 1904. before you were born. They are
connection by the last of March, and Arthur Robinson; Tuesday. John ! appeared into the woods.
at this service will be furnished by
The i As days go by. we m l* you more
still with us. why not you? Every new sale means another cus
trated. and demonstrated ln the life
which would indicate that the fac
the vested choir under the leadership
Snow and Llcyd Richardson; Wednes fourth, a fawn weighing about 50 Your loving smile, your gentle face
tomer. They cannot forget our .all-time low prices. We are always
_____ . .
. .
,
No one can fill your vacant space
of which Christ Jesus was the em
tory will start operations soon.
of Mrs. Lydia Storer. The Friendly
ready to trade new for old. also pay cash for any article you wish
-.........
day. Howe Glover and Robert Mc pounds, failed in the attempt to clear
Mildred. Grace
and Frances Howes
bodiment.
The
advent
of
Jesus
of
Malden. Mass.
to dispose of. Always at your service.
Men's Bible Class will meet at 9:30
Carty; Thursday. John Pomeroy and the fence and broke its neck in the
Nazareth marked the first century
Gov. Barrows will be a special
. a. m., and the Baraca Class and
Edward Elliot; Friday. Edward Bar effort. The train was stopped, the
CARO OF THANKS
of the Christian era, but the Christ
guest at Monday night's great dance
We wish to extend our sincere thanks j church school at noon. Miss Ruth
fawn loaded on and taken to Bath
nard and Edwin Scarlott.
is without beginning of years or end
at Community Auditorium. A con
where it was
llPPreciatl011
to recent
a11 tbo“bereavement.
who were Thomas will be ln charge of the Epw u turned
m ilie u over
uvci to
UJ Game
u tu i.r I antL
,[lnd
us ln our
*
283 MAIN STREET
of days. Throughout all generations
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1151
cert by the famous Uncle Seth Radio
The Rockland Rotarians heard a lot Warden Perkins.
i especially the American Legion: also for i worth League at 6:30 p. m.; topic
78tf
both
before
and
after
the
Christian
beautiful floral tributes
Hill Billies Orchestra will precede about dental clinics yesterday, the
--------, Mr. and Mrs George Young. Mr. and “Conscience." Evening worship at i i
the brief remarks by the chief execu speaker being Miss Dorothy Bryant.
The men Of the parish are to have Mrs. Lewis Young. Horace Young. Mr. 7:30 o'clock; song service led b y |er8’ the Christ' as the splritual ldea'
tive which will be made a'bout 8.30 Stat e director of dental hygiene i charge of the circle supper, to be and Mrs. Roy Watson.
Ralph U. Clark; pastor's evening ser —the reflection of G od—has come last Wednesday to sew for the fair t o , If automobile production continues
Ample seating arrangements have She expressed the hope th at the clinic given at the Congregational Church,
brisk, we may eventually have two
mon topic, “Are We Fooling Our- with some measure of power and be held this fall.
CARD OF THANKS
grace to all prepared to receive
Lloyd Whitmore entertained H N cars for every filling-station —
betn made for the large crowd of would be revived in Rockland on the Wednesday, at 6.15. L. B. Cook and
We wish to thank our neighbors and selves?
. . . .
j Christ, Truth.
Abraham. Jacob, j Burgess, Albert Beverage and H. C. Atlanta Georgian.
friends for their kind assistance and use I
spectators and dancers attending the old time active basis. Miss Bryant | d . S. Beach are co-chairmen, assist- of
their cars during our recent bereave
A series of sermons on the theme: Moses, and the prophets caught Parsons Wednesday night at cards.
-----------------event.
was accompanied by Miss Eliza Steele ed by Jerome Burrows. Fred L. Line- ments; also for the beautiful floral
tributes.
glorious glimpses of the Messiah, or
Friends
were
thrilled
to
hear
Bonny
"A
Living
Faith
For
a
Day
of
Deaden
The
canny
working girl knows it is
public health nurse. Dr. C. H. Jame- kin, Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., A. J.
Mr. and Mrs Albion Caddee. Benjamin
ing Doubt" wil begin at the First Christ, which baptized these seers Quinn singing over WLBZ this week I one thing to be wed and quite anoNu-Enamel is proud to announce its son of Camden was the only visiting Murray, Fred Trecartin, Ralph A. Burton. Mr. and Mrs John McKenzie
Spruce Head
•
Goldie Firth Is at home for a short j ther to be fed. — Winston-Salem
Baptist Church Sunday morning. in the divine nature, the essence of
new location in Rockland—Huston- Rotorian. The guests were Dr. E. W Smith. A. R. Havener, Edward Barnvacation.
I Journal.
Tuttle Book Store. 404 Main street. Peaslee, Munson H White of Port- ard. L. A. Thurston, John G. Snow,
CARD of thanks
T h e first subj e ct wil1 bc: "Does It Love" (Page 333 : 9-13, 16-26).
We wish to express our sincere thank- Matter What One Believes?" The
Nu-Enamel. the last word in finishes. land and Messrs. Gove and Mans- ' Dr. N. A. Pogg. Milton Griffin, Har-to all our friends who sent flowers and
,.
,,
___
One coat covers. Leaves no brush field, who are soon to open a new 1old Karl. C. F. Joy. C. E. Munsey, to those who gave the use of their cars, church school with its Classes for
NORTH HAVEN
Callen
Sawyer.
Mr
Hopkins.
Mr.
Hunt
every
age
Will
Come
at
noon
The
marks. Easy to wash. Is heat and store in The Thorndike Hotel block. Joseph E. Blaisdell. Earl R. Gowell, and Mrs. Brown; to the bearers. Allen _ .
. . . .
There is but little ice in the Fresh
acid proof Come in and see a dem
Charles A. Rose, Donald G. Cum- Sawyer. Capt Bemet. william Seavey Endeavorer's Inspiration Hour will
J r“ v Cj rr° c ; M a c S . MM,rIfaUm ' ° Pe" 8t 6 0Cl0Ck With M a^ Orie B ich ' Pond.
onstration of Its superior qualities.
As the owner has secured immedi mings, Dr. Emery Howard. Carl
Lodge and odd Fellows
ards as the leader. The People's eveMilton Beverage. Samuel Beverage.
—adv.
25-27
ate employment in another city, the Sonntag. Charles G. Hewett. Eugene Rebekah
Mrs. Fronla Beggs, Fred M Beggs j njng service with its big sing, assist
Clarence Waterman. Jr., and Clata
entire stock, frames, pictures, mottos, Lamb, Frank Marsh, Dr. E. L. Scar Ora Beggs.
Less than a month away is the official First Day of
ed by the organ, piano and choir, di- Waterman were home last weekend.
Prof. Loeb, head of physical edu etc., of Gregory's Picture and Fram- lott. Francis Orne. Theodore Bird.
Spring—
March 20. Our New Spring Goods are com
card
of
thanks
rected
by
Charles
Wilson,
will
open
Mrs. H. T. Crockett spent Wednes
cation at Colby College, will be the Ing Shop. 406 Main street, over Cric - Ernest Keywood, J. M. Pomeroy.
We wish to thank all those who were:
„
..
,
ing in every day and we ll be ready for it when it
speaker Monday night at the Parent- Hardware Co., must be sold at once. Chauncey Keene Vance Norton. so kind to us ln our recent bereavement. , 7.15. Mr MacDonald Will give his day with Mrs. Eda Leadbetter and
especially our neighbors; and also for second sermon in the series on: 'The Mrs. Adaline Lassell.
arrives. For this weekend we want to give to our cus
Teacher Association meeting. The at slaughter prices. Everyone Intel- Murray Whalen. Maurice Spiller, and the
beautiful floral tributes
Reason for Calvary." A prayer serv
Mr and Mrs Irving Lufkin
Irving Grant is slowly recovering
session will be concluded in ample ested in buying stock or business, call Bertran White.
tomers a good spring tonic in the way of an opening
ice will be held Tuesday evening at from injuries received when he fell
season for patrons to attend the wind at the shop, telephone 254. Unclaimed J
------------------bargain—
7.15.
from a load of hay two weeks ago.
up dance of Community Fair. 23*25 work must be called for at once.
The Green Spotlight, the new
• • • •
News received from Sarasota, Fla .
Special bargains in framed pictures, i eight-page section with the Boston
At the Littlefield Memorial Church announces the marriage Feb 15 ol
25-26 ! Sunday Advertiser, which featvA'es
Sunday morning at 10.30 Rev. Miss Clara L. Whitmore of this town
j
ROCKLAND PRODUCE c o '
Hollywood News, Previews, Drama.
Ambulance Service
Charles A. Marstaller will continue and Garnet Thornton of Wisconsin.
notice of hearing
Radio and Pictures of The Stars.
his series of sermons on the Ten
These are wool sweaters—half zippers—in blue and brown
H. A. Gregory is in Plainfield. N. J.,
i
(corrected )
Oet
every week with the Boston
heather—very pretty. We never had any sweaters half as pretty or
, Commandments, using as his subject where he is engaged in forestry work
| By order of Hon. Charles J. Dunn, „
,
. . . .
as good at anything near these prices. These prices hold only one
Chief Justice, S. J. Court, a hearing will ;Sunday Advertiser.
25 1"The Ignored Commandment." There with J. F. Dyer.
be held at the Knox County Court
week.
will be special music and a chil
| House. Rockland. Me., on Tuesday.
Mrs. Albert (Beverage was in Rock
We have a very large line of Sweaters for men and boys at
March 9. 1937, at two o’clock ln the
AM BULA NC E SERVICE dren's story will precede the sermon. land recently on business.
slightly higher prices.
RADIO SERVICE
afternoon, a t which tim e all creditors
Morticians
On your way to the Food Fair this week, just drop into our store
1and other interested parties may appear Guaranteed Repair Work on all makes
Church school will meet at 11.45,
Town meeting March 1. Dinner
! and be heard with reference to petition
and see the Bargains.
I junior C. E. at 5.15 p. m. and senior will be served by the Grange.
of Radio Receivers
| of Receiver, dated February 17. asking
for decree of liquidation of assets of Mcmber Radio Manufacturers' Service
j C. E. at 6.15. Praise service and ser
Owing to the mild winter there has
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
the Corporation.
T
E
L.
862
mon at 7.15, the subject being been very little ice harvested.1
EDWIN R. EDWARDS.
MAINE
MUSIC
CO.
WILLIS AYER
361-365 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
• C L A R E M O N T 8 T , RO CKLAND j "Growing ifi Grace." There will be
Receiver.
The Orange Sewing Circle, 20 in
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf
February 25. 1937
98tf special music. Prayer meeting Tucsnumber, met with Mrs H, N. Burgess
21-26
23-tf

LA ST D A Y OF

FEBRUARY^

COMMUNITY FAIR

A N D IT S B IG G E S T D A Y

ENTERTAINMENT

AM ATEURS

SAM PLES

And W hat Sam ples— Final Cleanup

TALK OF THE TOW N

B E A N O U n t il 11 o ’C lo c k T o n ig h t
APEX ELECTRIC W ASH ER FREE

LAM B’S

Cleaning and Dyeing

LADIES’ COATS

A rthur F. Lam b

ANNUAL SALE OF WALL PAPER

R educed to Sc, 10c and 15c p er roll

C. M. BLAKE W ALL PAPER STORE

V . F. S T U D L E Y

51
‘ |X

BURPEE’S

■
R ussell F uneral Hom e

DRESS SW EATERS for MEN A N D BOYS
fo r 89 c
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O UR

Is la n d o f M a l t a R e a l l y

O W N

S N A P S H O TS

(H eredity T w a n g s The
IX.'w -M iss E na Dodd,
an Ind ian girl, from
The M issio n T ribe of
In d ian s cf La Jolla,
C alifornia, is c h a m 
pion of arch ery at
A rizona S ta te T ea c h 
er's C o lle g e , w h ere
sh e is a stu d en t.

A n o th e r D o u b le

P l a y F o r Jo h n n y

Evers— T his o n e is E vers-to-B olleyto-Flood S u fferers T he g r ea t for
mer s e c o n d b a s e m a n (left) an d
m em b er of th e im m ortal Tinker-toEvers - to - C h a n c e d o u b le p la y
c o m b in a tio n rec e n tly a u c tio n ed
off a th irtee n -y ea r -o ld b a s e b a ll
The b a ll, h is m ost v a lu e d p o s s e s 
sion, w a s u s e d in th ose g a m e s
an d later o n a p la y in g trip around
the w orld E vers offered it, c o v 
ered w ith a u to g r a p h s of g r e e t
old-tim e p la y e r s, for th e b en efit
of flood su fferers through Leo
Bolley, sp o rts com m en tator on the
latter's T y d o l a n d V e ed o l radio
program s.

T h an k You Sir. S h e
S a id . The d a m se ls of
y e ste r y e a r h a d th eir
h a n d s full w h e n th ey
tried to curtsy, bu t
s m ilin g V irginia Partton. film star, w e a r in g
th e n e w e st in the s e a 
s o n 's
bathing
su it
s ty le s sh o w s that it is
e a s y tod ay. Her w h ite
s a n d a ls a d d to th e
p ictu re a n d form a
striking contrast w ith
th e turquoise suit.

T e a c h e s S w im m in g S u b m e r g ed U nder W ater
via L o u d sp e a k e r — A n o v e l w a y of instructing
h a s b e e n d e v is e d b y Ben York of Detroit, w ho
d on s a d iv in g h e lm e t a n d c o a c h e s the sw im 
m er through a m icrophon e in sta lle d in the
h e a d p ie c e T he instructor t h e r e t y ca n w a tch
the m o v e m e n ts of the sw im m e r w h o in turn
c a n lis te n o v e r the lo u d sp e a k e r to criticism
a n d correction.

-----

FRIENDSHIP

TENANT'S HARBOR

,i
, ____
M a d e U p o f F iv e Is la n d s
Eastern Star Installation
■Mrs Chester Wotton is convalesc
The Island of Malta, forming as it ing from a strngical operation at
The installation of officers of Na
does the most strategic naval base Knox Hospital.
omi Chapter, O. E. S. was held Feb.
in the Mediterranean and Britain's
12 in Masonic hall in the presence of
•Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
A
Burns
and
most formidable station on the short
route to India, in reality Consists of family attended funeral services for a large attendance of members and
five islands, four of which could be Capt. Gardner Burns last Saturday invited guests Retiring Worthy Ma
contained in the largest, which gives at Dutch Neck. Waldoboro.
tron Mrs. Elizabeth H. Imlach was
the group its name and which has
Frank Geyer who has been ill, is installing officer assisted by Harlon
an area of slightly less than 100
H. Bragdon retiring worthy patron,
square miles. Two are mere rocky gaining slowly.
pinnacles which are used for target
Vinal Kelleran of Thomaston was Mrs. Harriet G. Wheeler, marshal
practice by the British fleet The a visitor Sunday at the home of Mr Mrs. Margaret Reid, chaplain, and
Past Matron Mrs. Harriet B. Rawley.
others are inhabited and have been and Mrs. Wardell MacFarland.
likened to the Three Bears with
organist.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Carter of
Malta on one side, Gozo, the middleThose inducted into office were:
sized Bear on the other and Com- Thomaston passed Sunday with Mr
Carter's parents, Mr. and Mrs Worthy Matron, Miss Evelyn M.
ino, the Little Bear in between.
Morris; worthy patron. Clayton M
Archeologically the islands p r e - George Carter Clayton Oliver who
sent a pageant of western civiliza hai employment in Thomaston Hunnewell; associate matron. Mrs.
tion from the dolmens of the Stone makes the daily trip with Maynard Mary L Marriott; associate patron.
age to the most modern of naval Career who is in this town for the Charles B Rose; secretary, Mrs.
bases; and the patois of the native
Margaret Cant;
treasurer. Mrs
Maltese is said to be the only rem present.
Blanche M Simmons; conductress.
nant of the language of the Phoeni
Ralph Davis and family of Union
cians, albeit it contains admixtures were guests Sunday of his mother Mrs. Aune M. Bragdon; chaplain,
Mrs. Margaret Reid; organist, Mrs.
from the tongues of the Greeks. Mrs. Allie Russell.
Romans, Saracens. Normans, Span
Harriet B Rawley; Adah. Miss Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Carter are con garet E. Marriott; Ruth, Mrs Madoiards, French and English, who at
various times have been the over- fined to their home with measles lin D Baum; Esther, Mrs. Mabel A
lords. The remains of three temples Mrs. Maynard Carter of Thomaston
Wilson; Martha, Mrs. Jessie M Har
built of great stone slags attest the . is caring for them.
ris; sentinel. John Reid.
existence of pre-historic races, as do
The Methodist Ladles Aid was en
Cn account of various circum
parallel tracks which have never
been satisfactorily explained, but in tertained Wednesday at the home of stances the associate conductress.
Photo Gract L in tsolid rock and extending down into Mrs. Melvin Lawry. who was as Mrs. Winifred E. Mills; marshal, Mrs
the sea. Gozo has been identified sisted by Ruth Prior. The favors at i
A N C I E N T A R T G O .\E M O D E R N
Mabelle T Rose; Electa, Mrs. Gwen
as the scene of Homer's legend of 1each of 21 covers were uniquely artis"
M
A
M
native
potters in Mexico it has a fine copper lustre with
Dowling;
and
warder.
Mrs.
Beulah
Ulysses and Calypso.
I tic equalled only by the viands of the
now are going in for mass pro waves of green, ruby and blue sheen.
From tombs and other structures skilful cooks. The Aid will serve a M Allen; will be installed at a later
date.
' duction-turning out a popular pat Here also are found terra cotta jars,
built by them it is estimated that
tern of-Jug in job lots, making disbeB bowls, and pitchers decorated in
public
dinner
Monday
at
the
Me
the Phoenicians settled in Malta
The installing officer and her as
in complete sets, and creating tat red. black, and white. Guanajuato
thodist
vestry
for
those
attending'
about 1000 B. C-. supplanting a civ
sistants performed the ceremonies in
little pottery pigs by the hundred,. pottery is generally dark green or
ilization comparable in some re town meeting.
a most commendable manner and
Yet in certain of the more remote brown ornamented with figures, and
spects to the Minoan of ancient
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Carter were [
with
the
officers
gowned
in
white,
red
villages, there are old fashioned pot finished In soft glaze. In Guadala
Crete, and later the islands were I guests Sunday of her parents. Mr
tery
makers who scorn the hun Jara, pottery takes the form of water
roses
tied
with
blue
ribbon,
inter
used as one of their bases by the | and Mrs. William Wallace in South
bottles, vases, fowls and animals
dreds-of-a-kind Idea, moulding and
woven with silver, worn on the shoul
Carthagenians in their disastrous
usually done in fantastic colors.
1Waldoboro.
•
decorating
each
individual
piece
wars with Rome.
ders and conducted by the marshal
Near the shrine of Guadalupe Is sold
• • • •
with as much originality and pains black and dark green lustre ware
dressed in blue velvet, presented a
Pythians Display Holiday Spirit
taking care as did their ancestors with bouquets and ngures stuck
striking picture.
" C o m m o d it y D o l l a r ” W a s
who started the vogue several bun thereon, some of it bearing the fig
A George Washington Birthday
The marshal conducted the worthydred years ago. Inasmuch as these are of the Virgin of Guadalupe.
In v e n t e d M a n y Y e a r s A g o ] party was held Tuesday night at the
matron-elect to the East to the
artists today follow for the most Shopping for unusual specimens of
K
P
hall
by
Pythian
Sisters
under
The "commodity dollar” was ac
strains of "Sweetest Story Ever
part designs handed down from these various districts is one of the
tually in use in Hingham a century the supervision of Josephine Lawry
their forebears, each district, now 1Interesting experiences enjoyed by
ago, states a writer in the Boston Ruth Prior and’ Oretta Mitchell, Told." Those representing the five
as then, has its own distinctive pat ! travelers taking the fortnightly
colorful rays, wended their way to
Globe.
i proving one of the most successful
terns and colors.
j cruises between New York and
her
to
a
garden
of
red
roses
where
Manuscripts uncovered in the
of the year. Attendance totalled 55
In the Indian villages around i Mexico via Central America: and
Watertown Public Library by the
forming a Star each with appropri
Lake Patzcuara are found splendid , many a stateroom looks like a min la
Federal Historical Sources Survey and the proceeds. $11.26
ate verse presented the worthy ma
examples of the Iridescent ware ture pottery shop when the ship
Games for all ages formed a gay
show that Hingham paid its min
made by the old Tarascan Indians— I puts out from Mazatlan.
tron with flowers combining a Star
ister on a commodity dollar basis prelude to the evening's merriment,
bouquet
with
a
token
from
the
retiring
in 1803.' The minister was Rev. after which the strains of a march
Henry Ware, afterward the first played by Geneva Thompson guided worthy matron, who guided her
Hollis professor of divinity at Har a group of young women to the through the gate welcoming her to
vard.
the East after which was sung "We
Rev. Henry Ware went to Hing judges position where a prize for the Love You Truly." by Mrs. Mabel Wil
ham in 1787 and the inference is best dressed went to Mabel Beals and
that his salary was $500 a year, | for the most comically dressed to son of the White ray. The matron
enough and plenty in a period of Louise Burns. Gertrude Oliver and expressed sincere thanks.
low prices. But during the late sev- Guy Bessey served as judges. Howard
Response to the prayer was sung
enteen-nineties there bad been a Beals and Mary Packard received by Robert M. Marriott. A piano duet.
“very great demand and high
"The Shepherd Boy" Mrs. Mabel
prices for all the necessaries of 1awards for winning a name contest.
Wilson
and Mrs. Harriet Rawley. and
Two
artistically
decorated
birthj
life" and the minister was at his
wits’ end to make both ends meet, day cakes, gifts of Josephine Lawry piano solo by the latter. "Nocturne.
interspersed the cere
for his salary remained stationary. ■and Lois Brown, were auctioned for Red Rose
The remedy adopted by the par j a considerable sum. Another cake. monies
ish was to adjust his pay on the ; bearing tiny flags and made by
After poetic presentation of Star
basis of the average prices o( the
flowers at the East, William Imlach
j
Josephine
Lawry
graced
the
dining
great staples between 1787 and
1803, and this settlement of the ] table together with gorgeous carna- sang, "Star of the East" as the points
problem was accepted by the min I tions presented by Florence Hahn. assumed their stations.
, Flanked by candles, the attractive
After proclamation of officers the
ister.
appointments were set off to best song. "Beautiful Eastern Star" was
Jadvantage and provided an ideal sung.
Florence Nightingale Pledge
i setting for the congenial company.
Past matron Miss Harriet B. Long,
The wording of the Florence
also
a charter member of 42 years
Nightingale pledge follows: "I sol
ago. In oratorical manner presented I
emnly pledge myself before God
SPRUCE HEAD
and in the presence of this assem
the past officers' jewels, insignia o f ,
bly, to pass my life in purity, and to
reward, both members accepting with
Mr
and
Mrs.
John
McKenzie
have
practice my profession faithfully. I
words of appreciation.
will abstain from whatever is dele Ibought the Mildred Waldron place
Past Matron Mrs. Fannie A Morris
and
will
take
possession
at
once.
terious and mischievous, and will
not take or knowingly administer
Mrs Henry York returned Tues marched to the East carrying a
any harmful drugs. I will do all in day from Wickliffe. Ky.. and reports bunch of gorgeous red roses and to
my power to elevate the standard her son Philip making a satisfactory honor the past matron's birthday an 
of my profession, and I will hold in
niversary presented her the crimson
confidence all personal matters (recovery
token from members, which was gra
Mrs
Callie
Morrill
visited
Friday
committed to my keeping, and all
family affairs coming to my knowl j with Mrs Bertha Rokes in Rockland, ciously accepted. Another surprise
H O R IZ O N T A L (C o n t.)
V E R T IC A L (Cont.)
H O R IZO N TA L
edge in the practice of my calling. i Miss Caroline Robinson is gaining followed when worthy matron-eiccL
13-Dine
38- Breathes
1-Judges of games
With loyalty will I endeavor to aid ■from her recent illness.
,4 -A soldier
convulsively
6- Before
presented the retiring worthy matron
15- Digging
the physician in his work and de
39- Owned
7 - Knock
with an Eastern Star ring, a gift
Mr.
and
Mrs
Sumner
Waldron
16- Leavcs
40- Bow the head
9 - Interdict
vote myself to the welfare of those
18-Dresscd with the
Ihave arrived at the Waldron farm, from the officers who had served two
10-Small island in
42- Encore
committed to my care.”
beak
43- T ransfix
inland waters
after occupying an apartment in years with her and as a final ex
20- Steeple
44- A pastry
12-Approprlate
pression
sang
"Farewell,"
Rockland during the winter.
21- One who receives
46- Obnoxious
14- Conflict
Happiness
The occasion falling upon Lincoln's
Mrs. Lizzie Freeman is vLsiting Mrs.
a gift
47- Entangle
15- Was upright
The happiness of today is as im 1Mary Burke.
23-M ineral spring
Birthday, to the tune of "Marching
17-Strike gently
portant as the happiness of tomor
25-Bind
19- Near by
VERTICAL
Callers Sunday at the home of Mrs. Through Georgia' the company were
row. You cannot postpone your en
29- Dull
20- Specked
30- Small drinking
joyments and lump them In one i Callie Morrill were Mr and Mrs guided by "Honest Abe" impersonat
22- Treasurer (abbr.)
vessels
1- Vase with a foot
23- Box
mass to take them after you have Charles McKellar. Mr and Mrs. ed by Alfred C. Hocking and four
32-Heavenly body
2 - Myself
24- Stain
gained a certain position or won JParker McKellar and son. all of War- charming women dressed in costumes
34- W illow twigs
3 - An imbecile
26- Very fast
a fortune. You must take them, if | ren and Mrs Ina G rant and Miss of Colonial period Mrs. Fannie A
4- Comparative suffix 35- Pale
27- Like an old woman
you take them at all, as you go
37-Sum m it
Morris. Mrs. Alice B Murphy, Mrs.
5 - Sorrowful
28- Dry
along. The capacity to enjoy is not i Nannie Kinney of St. George.
39-Secreted
6- Part of the head
30- An Indian
Benjamin Burton and son of Port Margaret Cant, past matrons; Mrs.
a constant element in human life.
41-Expire
8 - Place
31- Bone (L a t.)
Bella
Anderson
and
others
to
the
There comes a time when desire land were in town to attend the
43-Chum
9 - Flying fnammal
33-On the road (L a t.)
fails. A man may deliberately sac funeral of Mr. Burton's mother Mrs banquet hall transformed into a glory
45- Type measure
10- Suffix. An agent
35- You and I
46- Prefix. Twice
rifice his enjoyments and reap there Louisa Burton.
11- Small children
36- Wagon tract
of red. white and blue decorations
by great moral advantage, but he
where each guest was seated at tables,
9
•
•
•
(Solution to previous puzzle)
cannot postpone them.
with a log cabin center, candle light,
Mrs. Louisa Burton
hts stall, he was pinned against the
and alternating red. white and blue partition. It is hoped no bones arc'
Funeral services for Mrs. Louisa
plates with a miniature Lincoln fa
Lavender Favotite Perfume
broken but x-rays are to be taken
Burton who died Feb. 19 were held
Lavender is one of the favorite
vor for each, laden with sand
Considering the multiple bruises. Mr.
perfumes the world over and enor from her residence Monday with Rev wiches, cakes and coffee.
Packard is fairly comfortable.
mous quantities of the dried flowers Charles A. Marstaller of Rockland
A social hour and interesting pro
are used annually to make the per i officiating.
Ice harvesting operations are going
fume and other lavender products. . Mrs Burton, daughter of Sarah gram contained these numbers. Ad on at the lowpr end of the pond. The
The yield of oil varies from year 1and Lucius Robinson was born Sept. dress, "Lincoln," by Charles B Rose, ice is thin and softens so quickly
to year depending on the weather
who emphasized the traits, simplicity, under the heat of the sun it is feared
and the age of the bushes. The 17. 1851 in Wiley's Corner. She was humility, sincerity; song. "Let's Sing
plants are very tender to any frost. •married Jan. 12. 1876 to William Bur- Again " James Cant Jr.; harmonica It will be necessary to work nights to ’
avoid the melting by the warm rays,
The oil has to be stored from •ton of this town and came here to
three to five years before it is Ilive where she endeared herself to solo, Charles Allen, accompanied bv of the sun.
sufficiently matured for use in the ' everyone with whom she came in Mrs. Allen; violin solo, “Just a Song
Mr. and Mrs. W. A Barrows of
perfumery and other trades.
at Twilight," Miss Katherine Crock Newtonville who have a summer
contact. Since the death of her hus
ett. accompanied by Mrs. Mabel Wil home here are now spending a few
band 35 years ago she had made her
son; saxophone solo, Rev. Newell J. days in Mexico City and will go oti
home with her daughter Mrs. Albion
Wasting Time
day with Mrs. Winchenbach s par
To learn never to waste our time Caddy who tenderly cared for her Smith accompanied by Mrs. Smith to southern California for a three- ents Mr. and Mrs. Edward F ailWith ensemble singing of “God Be weeks' stay before returning home.
is perhaps one of the most difficult during her last illness.
brother in Edgecomb
With You Till We Meet Again" there
virtues to acquire. A well-spent day
Mrs. Burton is survived by a
Jack Klllhern of Jamaica Plain.
is a source of pleasure. To be con
closed another memorable Naomi
daughter,
Mrs.
Albion
Caddy
of
Mass.,
passed last weekend at Ray
DUTCH
NECK
stantly employed and never asking,
gathering.
"What shall I do?” is the secret Spruce *Head and a son Benjamin
Winchenbach's.
Mrs. Ada Wellman and Mrs. Clar- j Mrs. Eldora Gross, Mr. and Mrs
of much goodness and happiness. Burton of Portland; also throe
Begin, then, with promptitude, act grandchildren.
ence Eugley of Waldoboro spent,! W K. Winchenbach and Mrs. Myron
ROCKVILLE
decisively, persevere; if interrupt
Wednesday with Mrs. Norman Win- | Chase and son Keith were callers
Interment was in Forest Hill ceme
ed, be unruffled, finish it carefully
chenbach.
Miss
Lottie
H.
Ewell
resumed
her
tery.
Bearers
were
George
Snow,
Sunday on Mrs. W. E. Wotton of
—these will be the signs of a vir
Hector Creamer and Joseph Cream Lawry.
duties
in
the
postoffice
Thursday
Maynard
Post,
Philip
Ware
and
tuous soul.
after an enforced vacation of more er of Gardiner were visitors last
Thomas Maker.
weekend at the home of their mother
than two w'eeks.
Mrs. Alice Creamer
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
E.
Sinnett
and
son
VINALHAVEN
W E BU Y
Maynard Winchenbach, who is in
| motored to Jamaica Plains last S at
urday spending the weekend and Ann Arbor. Mich., has entered the
Dr. Stratton will be in his Vinal-,
To help end it sooner, holiday with Mr Sinnett's parents.
freshman class of the State Univer
rub throat and chest with
haven office from the arrival of the
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Karl Packard sustained painful in sity.
JEWELER
boat Monday afternoon until its 'de
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Wincher- |
juries Tuesday when in an attempt
370 M A IN ST..
ROCKLAND
to assist a horse that had fallen m bach and three children spent Sun-1
parture Wednesday morning
adv.
J »

COURIER-GAZETTE C R O SS-W O R D PUZZLE

"I'm F ly in g H ig h )** s in g s c o m e ly c o m e d ie n n e R o n 
n i e T o b in a f te r i n s p e c t in g this la r g e a i r p l a n e tir e
m a d e b y T h e B. F. G o o d r ic h C o m p a n y

'D r essin g U p The M ik e—F u n n y m a n Fred
the m icrop h on e too im p er so n a l, so h e
o n e u p w ith hat, muffler, o v e r c o a t a n d
h is ‘ T ow n H all Tonight" b r o a d c a st
n ig h t o ver th e KBC-Red netw ork.

A llen thinks
d r e ss e d this
a sm ok e for
W ed n esd ay

W H IT E L IG H T S R U S H F IL L IN G O F S IT E
F O R N E W Y O R K W O R L D ’S F A IR O F 1 9 3 9

N e w Y o rk (S p e c ia l)— B a tta lio n s o f men w ith tru c k s
d o th e ir n ig h tly s tin t in m o v in g 7,000,000 cu b ic yards
o f d r y fill necessary to p re p a ra tio n o f the site fo r the
N e w Y o r k r W o rld ’s F a ir. T h e "w h ite w a y " on the
F lu s h in g M eadow is m ade fo r them b y th e greate st
k n o w n system o f c o n s tru c tio n flo o d -lig h tin g — 517,500
w a tts in lamps on to p o f 12 steel tow e rs 80 feet h ig h
— and the cost fo r e le c tric a l cu rre n t alone is $80,000.
C entres adjacent to th a t shown, and lik e w is e on 24-

h o u r days, are e xca va tin g n e w lake beds and n e w
channels fo r th e F lu s h in g riv e r, w.hich flow s th ro u g h
the 1 ^ 1 6 ’ i acres o f the la rg e s t fa ir site in h is to ry .
T h e N e w Y o r k D e p a rtm e n t o f P arks does th e su r
facing, and leases the acreage to the F a ir C o rp o ra tio n ,
fo r the g ro u n d s are de stined to be a p e rm an ent c ity
park.
C o n s tru c tio n o f the $900,000 A d m in is tra tio n b u ild 
in g fo r th e $125,000,000 p ro je c t w ill begin in J a n u a ry .

g h t a C o ld ?

tH ere they come! Flanked by cheering employes, ’ day. Production schedules for the remainder of
[the first Oldsmobile built since manufacturing February call for 1080 cars each working day.'
activities were resumed, leaves the final assembly Approximately 12,000 employes are now working
on day and night shifts in the Oldsmobile and
Tinea at Lansing on February 18. Nine hundred
—• —- (fifty-ieven Qldsmobiies were produced the first Lansing Fisher Body factories.

OLD

GOLD

Every-Other-Day
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IT’S INCOME TAX TIME

AT PA R K THEATRE M O ND A Y -TUESD A Y j i
------------------

----------------------- -r-r . - . ----------

I, .1

------------------------ 1

R ead C arefully th e Inform ation W hich W ill
H ere B e Furnished
i
IN C O M E T A X IN A N U T S H E L L

WHO? Single persons who had
net Income of $1,000 or more or
gross Income of $5,000 or more,
and married couples who had net
income of $2,500 or more or gross
Income of $5,000 or more must
file returns.
WHEN? The filing period be
gins January 1 and ends March
15. 1937
WHERE? Collector of Internal revenue for the district in
which the person lives or has his
principal place of business.
HOW? See Instructions
on
forms 1040A and 1040
WHAT? Four percent normal
tax on the amount of net income
in excess of the personal exemp
tion. creuit for dependents, earned
income credit, and interest on ob
ligations of the United States and
obligations of instrumentalities
of the United States. Surtax on
surtax net income in excess of
$4,000.

INCOME-TAX DON'TS

Page Five

' gift of real estate to a city to be used
perpetually as a public park is de
ductible. Also allowable are contri
butions to the special fund for voca
tional rehabilitation, to posts or
organizations of war veterans and
their auxiliaries in the United States
and to lodges, if used for religious,
scientific, educational, literary, or
charitable purposes.
In general, the deduction is limi
ted to 15 percent of the net income,
exclusive of the contributions.
Corporate contributions are de
ductible when made to or for the
use of a domestic corporation, domestic trust, or domestic community
! chest, fund, or foundation which
meets the same tests as those made J
5for recipients of individual contribu
tions. but in the case of contributions
or gifts to a trust, chest, fund, or
foundation, only if the contributions
or gifts are to be used within the
United States. Deduction of cor
porate contributions is limited to 5
Fleeing from the wrath of a vengeful woman keeps Warren William mov
percent of the net income, exclusive ing at a pretty rapid pace through "Outcast.” Karen Morley is the woman
of the contributions.
and the cast also includes Lewis Stone and Jackie Moran.—adv.
Deduction For Depreciation

_______________________________________

The revenue
actprovides for "a
Although heis acquitted
of a who swore vengence upon him. When
reasonable allowance for the exhaus- j murder charge wuliam. a physician. she reallzes hls innocence and her
tion. wear and

th e C ritical C lerg y m en
After
After bein8 the first two American women to campaign with pub
lic speeches, braving hecklers and
the interdictions of the clergy,
Sarah and Angelina Grimke finally
retired to argue a child's diet, re
lates a writer in the Detroit News.
From the best social circles of
South Carolina, the two sisters not
merely listened to the agitation over
"the woman’s question” a century
ago, but also acted. They liberated
their slaves and moved north to
bear their gospel of feminism, first
before the Quakers, later in public
gatherings.
Their speeches in public aston
ished polite circles, many of their
hecklers turned to violence, but for
four years they climbed platforms
and spoke. In 1837 they were ac
cused by a conference of ministers
of trying “to entice women from
their proper sphere, thus loosening
the foundations of the home.” Whit
tier wrote "The Pastoral Letter” in
their defense.
But in 1838 Angelina Entijy, an
attractive young reformer, was
married and settled down in New
Jersey. By 1850 the sole argu
ments of the two sisters were over
the diet of Theodore Weld, Jr. The
aunt, Sarah, insisting on an "as
piring” diet, then being advocated
by the Transcendentalists. But the
mother insisted on a sturdier fare.
F ranking P rivilege Is
A llo w e d U. S. O fficials
There are two distinct federal
laws governing the transmission of
franked or free mail. Members of
the executive and judicial branches
of the government, including the
President and the justices of the
Supreme court, enjoy what is com
monly known as the "penalty privi
lege,” so named from the style of
envelopes and labels required. To
send mail free by this method the
sender must use envelopes, or tags,
on which the words "Penalty for
Private Use, To Avoid Payment of
Postage, $300,” or words to that ef
fect are printed.
Members of the l e g i s l a t i v e
branch, however, have the regular
franking privilege, and may send
mail simply by franking or signing
it. The franking and penalty privi
leges are only for official mail and
not for personal letters.
Congress may, and does some
times, as a mark of honor, confer
the franking privilege on private
citizens for private correspondence.
This honor was conferred upon Mar
tha Washington, after her husband's
death, and it has since become cus
tomary to confer this privilege on
all the widows of men who have
been president.

|
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Tells

YEAR

BOOK

the Romantic Story of
Salvation Army’s Work

the

A miniature world almanac of Sal
vation Army affairs and "Who's
Who" in the Army world are com
bined in the Salvation Army year
book issued from the International
Headquarters in London, which has
been placed in The Rotkland Public
Library by Lieut. Bow.iess of the
local Salvation Army.
The 188-page volume is a mine of
information
regarding
3alvation
Army affairs.
A Slum Jubilee should be read by
all those interested in slum clearance.
An artIcb headed "The Salvationist
in Social and Civic life" will reveal
how thousands of Salvatio'iift work! ers are seeking to make a brighter
and b-tter world, ro t only by their
preaching and teaching, bit' many
' by filling positions in public life.
A series of articles Riving a brief
history and review of the work being
! carried on in the 99>countries and
' colonies is a feature of the book.
Each article is accompanied by a map
showing the number of posts operaI ted and the number of officers
Joan Crawford and William Powell in “The Last of Mrs, Cheney."—adv.
supervising them.
Besides showing that the Army
Miss Crawford appears in the title alternative to disgrace. Courageous- operates In SO countries and colonies
role as the lovely American widow ly, she pulls the bell cord that sum- it shows that the Army is conduct
ing its ministrations in 87 languages.
[ who creates a flurry in exclusive mons servants.
During the last year the Salvation
London society. Her butler, porMeanwhile, an elder lord has writj trayed by Powell, is the height of ten his love for her in a letter which Army activities have been started in
butler perfection and the gentlemen she has destroyed, but the old gentle- F-gvpt at Port Said, as well as of, of London fall in love with her. as man doesn't knowthat. Inasmuch as ; Hclallystarted
in the Philippine
the ladiesglance admiringly at h e r . he has roundly scored his fellow ; Is' ands. Work will be commenced
j servant.
socialites in the letter he is con- *n several other countries during
Eut when a string of pearls vani- siderably agitated. The whole matter 1937
shes from the home in which the is cleared up whenthe butler is d is - 1 Tbls
a*'-° describes the work
widow Is a guest, suspicion falls on covered to be the crook. As Missbclng done among the blind and deaf
! her. A young lord, much in love with Crawford becomes Lady Dilling it of Norway, among the prisoners in
her. traces the gems to her room and is quite happily "The Last of Mrs.
Frencb pennl colony known as
Devil's Island, the missing friends
; there confronts her with an obvious Cheyney." —adv.
bureau which reaches to all parts of
i the world.
; night at the home of Mrs. Ada B:cnPORT CLYDE
I' n
nn
nan.

tear of property useo , „
„ , ,
.... .
love for hlm she “ unable 10 stop the
1is hounded from city to city by a fury of a mob she had incited against
in the trade or business, including a
woman who believes him guilty and him. —adv.
reasonable allowance for obso
lescence.” For convenience, 'such
allowance usually is referred to a s 1
NORTH HOPE
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
; depreciation.
Helen Johnson. Arlene Nelson, Ina
In claiming a deduction for depre- Mrs olive Pease °f Camden was
!elation several fundamentalprinci- recem f?uest of her son J. D Pease. Anderson, Williapt Johnson. Albert
Harjula and Melvin Torpacka en
, pies must be observed. The deduc- School closed last week
joyed
the sports Saturday at the car| tion must be confined to property; Mrs. J. D. Pease and daughter. Mai actually used in trade, business, p ro -, rjan , were callers last Saturday after- nival al Hosmer s Pond and reported
a grand time.
fession. and to improvements on real noon at Willow Brook,
i th
••••
NORTH____HAVEN
The S S Polias went ashore Feb 1
property, other than property used
j D Pease whQ
deputy h#f. Mrs. Alfred Harjula and Miss Es6.
1920
on
Old
Gilley
Ledge;
11
men
4'
”
C!ub
No***
T!le
Unity Oul!d of the Church
by the taxpayer as his personal resi- fceen attending Court in Rockland >her Harjula were recent dinner
were
drowned.
Mrs.
R
B
Ulmer
was
1310
Maids
of
Maine
held
an
“in,
met
Tuesday
afternoon with a goodly
dence In general, it applies to the had
recent
another deputy guests
' of" ~Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nel
the first woman togo on board and i dustrious' party last Tuesday nigh' ' number present even though the day
son In the afternoon Mrs. Nelson
taxpayer's capital asset^-buildings. Warren BUUngs Qf Vinalhaven
take pictures of the doomed steamer at the ll0me of Mrs H Hupper. On was stormy.
and Mrs Harjula visited schools at
machinery, etc.—the cost of which
Deduction For Interest
Mrs. Kenneth Mank of Hope visitthe committee
were Josephine I Members of the Grange assembled
Ingraham's
Hill
and
Ash
Point.
Mrs. Amy Thompson who has been
Amounts paid or accrued within cannot be deducted as a business ex, ed last Saturday with Barbara Perry
I
Thompson
and
Verena
Davis, assist- I Wednesday at the home of Mrs Neil
pense.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Sherman
Charles Stackpole and Alfred Har
the taxable year 1936 as interest on
; ed by Miss Virginia Thompson, and [ Burgess for sewing, i
A lawyer, doctor, or other profes- and was a caller that afternoon on
Benner for a week, has returned to
jula were in Portland on business re-'
Mrs. H. Hupper, the club leader.
Indebtedness are deductible, with sional man may not charge off as a Mrs ElwJin Mank.
Worship Sunday will be at 11
Matinlcus Rock.
I cently.
r
The menu consisted of hotdogs, o'clock with sermon by the pastor.
certain exceptions, from gross income ! current expense the cost of a library
Mr. and Mrs George Ludwig of
Hiram Coon is ill with influenza hotdogs, and hotdogs! ! ! Although
Singing by the choir under the lead
in determining net income. Such used wholly in his profession, this be-1 Gilsum. N. H are visiting relatives j Mr and Mrs T. Hesselgren and
and being attended by Dr. Leach of there was no prize given for the most
sen Rudolph of Union Mrs. Ida Har
ership of Barbara Stone. Sunday
items include interest on borrowed I in8 a capital expenditure and the in town.
Tenant's Harbor.
jula. Mrs. Fred Anderson. Herman
hotdogs eaten—nobody was shy.
School at 10; the attendance last
_
. . ,
,
' librarv a capital asset, but he mav
O. P Jackson and George Butler of
money to defray personal expenses. “ °*ar> a caP‘«“ “
| Aalto. Arthur Harjula and William
Mrs. Myron Hupper who was at
Those present were Verena Davis, Sunday was 91. Evening service al
.
deduct an allowance for depreciation Rockport were callers Monday at
.
Rest Haven for three weeks, has re- Agnes Davis, Pauline Thompson. 7 30 with song service and brief adand on money borrowed for the p u r-L
,
' w m __
Johnson were visitors Saturday eveH Jbased upon the useful life of the li- Willow Brook. Mr. Buder recently
'
' turned home much improved in Josephine Thompson. Muriel Lowe., dress by the pastor.
chase of real or personal property I brary
If part 0, a professionai sold his house in Rockport and n:ng al the home o{ Capt and Mre
Victor Herbert
Helen Anthony. Marguerite Watts , The pupils in Miss Edith NickerVictor Herbert was born in Dub ! health.
If a person owes money on a lien or man s residence is used by him for bought a farm in Union.
Axel Gronros in Rockland,
lin.
Ireland,
February
1,
1859.
He
Samucl
Davis
Iras
partially
recovSidney
Davis, Lewis Thompson, Levi sen's class gave an interesting entermortgage note on his home,the ' office
purposes,
a proportionate
A family group of four generations 1 Mrs Jack Maki of Thomaston, who
u began his musical education in Ger- cred frem a siege of influenza
Hupper. Leslie Hupper, Crawford Al- tainment Monday night in Library
amountof the interest may be de- amount of the depreciation sustained assembled recently with
Mr. and underwent a major operation at J,
‘ many at the age of Severn, with’ the
may be deducted, based generally on Mrs William Crockett to
celebrate Knox Hospital last Friday, is mak- cello as his instrument. Some years * Albert Watts passed last weekend Ien' Howard Lowell Robert Lowe. ball jn celebration of the birthdays
ducted. Indebtedness, however, need
Austin Kinney. Theodore Caddy oj oeorge Washington and Abraham
the ratio of the number of rooms the birthday anniversary
of five ing good recovery.
later he became principal cellist in in Rockland as guest of Lewis Long
Gerald Hawkins and Harold Mar- Lincoln. The program contained.
not be evidenced by lien, judgment, use„ for such purposes t0 th e total members of the party. Present were I Alfred Harjula is attending the the court orchestra and appeared Iand family.
riott.
"Gettysburg
Address '
Sherman
or mortgage to make the interest on number of rooms in the building The Mrs. Luella Tuttle and William Pul- annual meeting of representatives of in many concerts' throughout EuMrs. Alfred Morris who recently
The club expresses thanks to Mrs Baird; play, "February's Birthdays;"
aarrie the prima
it deductible. Frequently indebted- j same principle applies if a taxpayer len of Camden Mr. and Mrs. J. D the Eastern States Farmers' Ex- rope.'In 1886 he married
donna, Therese Forster, and in the was in Rockland caring for her Hupper for her hospitality.
Lincoln essay. Ellen Wooster; “Your
rents to others a portion of his resi Pease. Marian. Willard and Carolyn change in Springfield, Mass.
ness is evidenced only by a note.
same year came to this country. 1mother, Mrs Florence Simmons, has
dence. Under such conditions, how Pease. Mr and Mrs. Nathan Pease
Flag and My Flag. Ruth and Har
Arthur Harjula and his father-ln- He played in and conducted many returned home.
Interest paid on Indebtedness in
SUNSET
ever, the taxpayer must include in and sen Nathan cf Hope. Mr and jaw Herman Aalto of Quincy, Mass., orchestras, serving for a time as
riet Stone; Lincoln poem. Grades 1,
curred in the purchase of obligations
..
,
, ,
Mr. and Mrs. George Robbins have
2. 3; “The Flag Goes By" Lyman
,
.u
vu .i
.. j his gross income the rentals received Mrs. James Pease of Rockland. Wal- spent the weekend with Mr Harjula s bandmaster of the 22nd Regiment
(other
than obligations
of« the tt
United
,
been
called
to
Rockland
by
the
seri
Mrs. Myra Powers is at home after
Band of New York. From 1898 to
ter Sprowl and Julia Brown of Ap- mother, Mrs Ida Harjula. They 1904 he conducted the Pittsburgh ous illness of their daughter. Mrs. spending several weeks with Mrs. Hopkins; Washington poem. Grade
States Issued after September 24,
Depreciation Allowances
4;
Washington essay. Sherman
pleton Mr. and Mrs. William Crock- were accompanied by Miss Aili Ma1917. and originally subscribed for
Loren Forcythe
The amount to be recovered by de ett and sons William and James of benen. a student at Bostorfr who Symphony orchestra and after that ' Lewis Long
Baird;
dance, minuet, by three girls
date Victor Herbert's New York
by the taxpayer), the interest upon
Everett Dunham is confined to the j and three boys in wigs and costumes
Callers Sunday at the home of Mr.
preciation is the cost of the property, Camden Supper was served and the visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. orchestra. His compositions cover
which is wholly exempt from Federal
house by a cut foot.
if acquired by purchases after Febru evening pleasantly spent in the p la y -|Ebas Mahoncn.
revealing dignity and solemn courtli
many fields of music, but he is best and Mrs. Charles Munroe were Mr.
income tax. is not deductible. In 
Sheldon Eaton and Edward Powell ness. The closing number was the
and Mrs. Linwood Cushman and inary 28. 1913 If acquired by purchase
known
for
his
comic
operas.
He
ing
of
cards
and
other
games.
Cards
receivcd
from
Mr
and
Mrs
terest paid on loans on life insurance
died in New York city, May 26, fant son Forbus, Charlotte Taylor i spent last weekend with P J. Ea'or.. song by the children in chorus
prior to that date, the basis is the
Mrs. Ruth Pease spent Wednesday Wwjn Harjula and Mjsg Rena Bowf„
policies is deductible provided the
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Small are in
1924.
of Glenmere and Samuel Davis of
cost of the property, less deprecia
"Many Flags in Many Lands." Candy
night with her parents. Mr. and Mrs te„ cf
£afe arriva, a( West p a,m
amount of the loan is not used for
Brunswick
Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Tenant's Harbor.
tion sustained prior to March 1, 1913,
was on sale and games played. The
Charles Morton in Camden.
the purposes previously referred to
Beach. Fla.
or the value on (March 1, 1913, which
Miss Alice Breen us caring for her Ncvells and family are making their evening netted about $11 for play
Mob at Jackson Inauguration
M r. and Mrs W E. Hall have been
in this paragraph
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mondean of
ever is greater.
aunt.
Mrs Ellison Hart of Thomas I home at the Small residence during ground equipment
Hunters of Kentucky, Indian fight
ill with grippe
Interest paid on behalf of a friend
The proper allowance for deprecia
Beach Hill were guests Sunday eve ers of Tennessee, and sturdy front ton, who is convalescing from pneu their absence.
Mr and Mrs L. H. Perry ar.d
or relative where there is no legal ob
Mrs Alice Ellis Is visiting relatives
iersmen from the northwest min monia
tion is that amount which should be
ning cf Mr and Mrs. Fred Anderson
daughter Bernice were guests Mon
ligation on the part of the payer is
In
Boston.
gled
with
the
cultured
dwellers
of
set aside for the taxable year in ac
Eugene Crouse went Tuesday to i Mrs Ruth Perez and daughter
day and Tuesday of his parents. Mr. Ccveral from here attended the the Atlantic slope at Andrew Jack
not deductible. In such cases the
cordance with a reasonably consis
and Mrs. A. I Perry at Willow Brook funeral of Miss Jennie Leppanen at son's inauguration. On their arrival Woodball where lie lias employment Barbara spent Monday with Martha
amount is the same as a gift.
tent plan (not necessarily a uniform
As interest paid is deductible, so
Ida Pease called Sunday on Mrs. Tenant's Harbor. Services were con at the White House the crowd clam lousier.ng.
Haskell at Deer Isle.
rate), whereby the aggregate amount
ducted by Rev. Smith of Tenant's ored for refreshments and soon
Horace Benner who has been ill
interest received is taxable. All such
Loren Forcythe has returned from
so set aside, plus the salvage value, A. I. Perry.
drained
the
barrels
of
punch
which
amounts, including Interest received
L. H Perrv and son have recently Harbor alld Rev and Mrs Jo b " F had been prepared, in drinking to with grippe is sufficiently recovered ' Boston.
will at the end of the useful life of
bought two rip saws and planer for Kcino of the Finnish Congregational the health of the new President. A to resume woik. Mrs. Benner who
on bank and savings deposits, must
Marion Billings and daughter Vir
the property equal the cost or other I
, Church of this place. The large at- I great deal of china and glassware suffered from measles and a head ginia visited Tuesday with Mrs. Lau
b» included in the taxpayer's return basis of the property.
their mil1N E E D N O T SUFFER m onthly pain a n d d r la y duo
Lewis Reade of tendance and profusion of beautiful was broken and the East roorp was abscess is also much improved and rence Pickering al Deer Isle.
of gross income.
to c<Id * , nervous strain, exposure or sim ilar ratisra.
' The depreciation rate of a building
Mr and Mrs
.vTVm,.
QnnHav nt flowers bespoke the love and esteem filled with the noisy mob. The aris- able Io sit up daily for short periods.
C h i-c h e a -te ri Diam ond B lin d Pilla are effective,
is not based upon the number of Mount Desert were guests Sunday o.
____ i
reliable and Rive Q U IC K RELIEF Sold bv
Deduction For Contributions
cheerful
tocratic
old
federalists
saw
to
their
a lld rtiK i' ts fo ro v e rV iy e itr-. A ik lo t
Miss Lillian Brown was a Rock
j years it will stand before being con Mr. and Mrs A. I. Perrv. Other din- Ior the deceased whose
disgust men whose boots were cov
Charitable contributions and gifts
READ THE
' ner guests were Mr. and Mrs. E. Don-; baPPy personality endeared her
land
visitor
last
Saturday.
CHICHESTER^ PILLS
demned and razed, but on the num
ered with the red mud of the un
made by an individual are deductible
paved streets standing on the da
ber of years it will remain habitable aid Perry, son Donald and daughter al 1
Mrs Ecrtha Cushman who is ill at
"T H E O IA M O N O
BAAM D"
within limitations provided by the
mask-covered chairs to get a sight at her home is being cared for by
or serviceable for the purpose for Patricia; callers that afternoon. Mr.
revenue act. The organization to
of the President of their choice.
and Mrs. Walter Bowden, daughter
W EST ROCKPORT
which constructed.
her mother. Mrs. Munroe of Rock
which the gift is made must meet
Constance
of
Camden
and
Mrs
Ida
If the taxpayer builds a new build
land
Walter Griffin and Miss Olive
several tests. The corporation, trust,
ing. the period over which deprecia Pease of Hope.
First
Rules
for
Whist
Slight'gains are reported from Mrs
Bragg
of
Rockland
will
assist
in
the
community chest, fund, or founda
tion may be claimed begins at the
Edmund Hoyle’s “Short Treatise Sherman Benner who has been
music at the church service Sunday
tion must be operated exclusively for
on the Game of Whist” entered at
time the building is completed and
SOUTH CHINA
at 2 30.
religious, charitable, scientific, liter
Stationers' hall in London, Novem among the many victims of influenza.
capable of being used. Buildings
ary. or educational purposes, or for
Mrs. Mollie Seavcy was a caller
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bailey of ber 17, 1742, was probably the first
under construction are not subject to Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Poulliot. Jr.,
the prevention of cruelty to children
of North - Vassalboro were guests Brocks were callers Thut^day on rules for the game of whist. A Monday afternoon on Mrs Julia
a depreciation allowance.
group of gentlemen played the
or animals; and if a substantial part
If it is clearly shown that, because Sunday of Mrs. Poulliot's parents. Mrs. Bailey's parents, Mr and Mrs game at the Crown Coffee house. Fields.
of its activities is carrying on propa-1 of economl{. Qr other condltR)ns Mr. and Mrs. Heibert Esancy.
Alfred Dow.
Kenneth Anderson is ill with
They laid down the principles of the
ganda or otherwise attempting to inGeorge Greenrose Jr. is able to be game as being "to play from the measles. Myrtle Anderson who has
. property must be abandoned at a Mrs. Herbert Esancy spent last
fluence legislation, it fails to pass j date
the end Qf
norma, weekend with her daughter's family,
out after a session with the measles, strong suit; to study the partner's also been ill is able to be out.
the tests. No part of the organiza- 1
useful life, so that depreciation dc- ; the L. F. Fitzgerald s on Augusta as are the Heald and Tolman chll- hand; never to force partner un
Mrs. Ada Brennan passed a day
tion s income may inure to the bene ductions alone are insufficient to re- Jroad.
dren who were recent victims. Bar- necessarily and to attend to the recently with Mrs. Christine Gardi
score."
Hoyle
was
probably
uillufit of any private stockholder or in
turn the cost or other basis, a reas- i South China Grange recently en- bara Merrifield has also recovered
enced by this group.
ner.
dividual.
onable deduction for obsolescence joyed a Lincoln-Washington program
There was a good attendance from
Isidor Gordon was in town last
Contributions made to a mission
may be allowed in addition to de and social. The next meeting will be ' this church at the Quarterly meeting
Saturday
on business.
ary fund, church building fund, and
Taught by Seeing
preciation. No deduction for obso Saturday when Charles White of Au of Lincoln Baptist Ass'n Monday in
for the benefit of other activities of lescence in permitted because, in the
Burton
Clark
is ill at his home
Carvings
and
pictures
denoting
gusta will address the assembly and Camden.
Among those attending
the church are deductible. Pew rents opinion of the taxpayer, the property
life, which we call art, originally
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Andrews and
show pictures of his Southern trip. were D M. Keller. Mesdames M. J represented some phase of religion.
assessments, and dues paid to chur
RATES:
may become obsolete at some future
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ring of War Cxton Margaret Merrifield, and Ma-1 i„ the early days of Christianity daughter, Oloria were visitors Monches are regarded as contributions, i date.
J.nqle «2» JW-JI*
I
day
at
the
home
of
Mrs,
Leah
Davis.
to Y our hotel in B O S T O N
ren were callers Thursday at the bel Heald.
few people could read or write. BeGifts to a corporation or association
B ^ b i.’ l » - 4 » 4 U
Lisancy-Ring
(home.
Herbert
Ring
Mrs.
Annie
Clark
has
been
con-1
cause
of
this
illiterate
state
we
read
Albert
Hussey
spent
last
Saturday
organized or devoted to the advance
aooMt with | at«
‘ >etter of Pope uGreugory I: jon Hupper’s Island.
accompanied his grandparents on re fined to the house the past two weeks
5 0 0 R o o * \i
ment of learning are deductible.
] Painting is used in churches that
iN t 'il w««Uy r«t«0
turn
for
a
few
days'
visit.
by grippe.
j bey wbo are jgnorant of letters
Mrs. Julia Fields is recovering from
Gifts to an individual are not de
Miss Ida Elwin and Mrs Gertrude
Mrs. Margaret Andrews entertained may at least read on the walls, by grippe
ductible, but if made to a charitable
R A D IO
REMOVES
Ring made a visit Thursday after- ] the Tuesday Club this week The i seeing, what they cannot ruad in
organization, as defined by the
Walter Barter was a recent caller 1
SERVIDOR
noon in Waterville.
: next meeting is with Mrs. Hober! book*.”
revenue act. may be deducted even
at the Arthur Davis home.
TUB
SHOWER
Fifteen members of South China ! Heald.
though the organization distributes
Mrs. Stella Anderson made a visit
Grange attended Pomona Tuesday in Mrs. Elmer Merrifield has returned
funds among the individual bene-1 Don.t worry if your ciothes
V IN A L H A V E N A R O C K L A N D
in Thomaston recently.
home after spending two weeks with j
Albion.
S T E A M B O A T CO.
ficiaries.
become mildewed. Cate’s
Mrs. Minnie \yilson and daughter
her
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ross
WevTelephone
402
R
o
c
k
la
n
d
,
Me.
Erskine
Academy
will
present
a
« NORTH S T A T IO N
Contributions made to the United Magic Water is the finest
R ead, Down
R e ad ( i>
A
p Harriet, of Thomaston, were guest-.
’ < $ T E P -> r « w > « .^ T R A I N - R O O M "
Minstrel Show next Friday night.
month in Rockland.
■<H.States, any State or Territory or po- i
yo“ evf.r. used ,.f“r
out mildew—withL v swan ’s inland -......... A r 6.00
W a s h i n g t o n .- B i r t h d a v o f M r s S a r a h
litical subdivision thereof, such as a , taking
„ut * jury
to ,he ubric
Mrs. William Ring passed a few
Mrs Leman Oxton is employed at I5. .M
M L v S T O N IN G T O N
..................... L v 4.40
,
L v north haven ............... L v 3.J0 S e a v c y . M r s E ld e n D a v is a n d M r s
days
recently
with
Mr.
Ring
at
Eagle
the
Postoffice
and
store
of
her
aunt
*city or town, or the District of | por sale at all Grocers.
M S L v V IN A L H A V E N
.................... L v 2.45 n „
n1m - r
Lake and also made stops at Van Miss Lottie Ewell in Rockville dur 9 » At R O C K L A N D - ................... L v 1.30 K B U l m e r
Columbia, for exclusively public pur- Beware of Imitations,
S u b je c t to rb a n g e w it h o u t n 0 ,,^
u
T lie W illin g W o rk e rs m e t T u e s d a y
ing the latter's illness.
Buren and Edmundston, N B
poses, are deductible; for example' a —
—
— — — i»
DON'T prepare your return
without first studying the in
structions on the form.
DON'T procrastinate.
Early
assembling of data permits a care
ful consideration of all tax prob
lems.
DON'T destroy the memoranda
from which your return was
prepared.
DON'T omit explanation when
such Information is essential to
an Intelligent audit. Attach mem
oranda to your return.

MODERN
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W ANTED

I, Charles L Veazie. Register of Pro
Mrs Arthur Young has returned to
STATE Or MAINE
uceed three lines inserted once for 25
*
At the Baptist Church Sunday |
bate for the County of Knox. In the
Oyster River having been in Wal State of Maine, hereby certify th a t In To all persons Interested in either of i cents, three tim e s for 50 cents. AddlBible school will be at 9 45-mcrnins
the
estates
hereinafter
named:
|
'onal
>
ln“
cents
each
for
one
time
ONE or two good men wanted to chop
doboro for a few weeks caring for her the following estates the persons were At a Probate Court held at Rockland. I 10 centa for
“ mM- Slx ’ ‘"O ' wood,
worship at 11. subject of the pastor 3
house rent free, can Interview
. .
.
..
„
appointed
Administrators
Executors,
make a line.
me at the Camden Post Office from 10
daughter-in-law. Ml'S. Donald Young, i Guardians and Conservators and on in and for the County of Knox, on the
sermon. 'The Man That Lost H.s
16th day of February In the year o f our
to
12
a.
m . every day. C. H PLUMMER,
Sarah Young, daughter of Mr. and lhP daUs hereinafter named
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Ear." At this service the Choral So
the Auctioneer. North Appleton. Me.
,
ARVILLA F POTTLE, late of Frlend- thirty-seven and by adjournment from
23-25
Mrs. Young, has been guest of her ship, deceased. Alvin G. P ottle of day ____
_ ___
ciety will sing the anthems "Hold
to day* ___________
from the 16th
day_ ______
of said
The town books close March 15. All unpaid
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs Arthur Friendship was appointed Exr Jan 19.! February the following matters having • LOST A N D F O U N D ; MAID for general housework wanted.
Thou My Hand.' Gounod; soloist.
1937. and qualified by filing bond Jan. j been presented for the action thereupon
MRS CHARLES SHELDON. 56 Masonic.
Young for a few days.
Mrs. Hilda S. Keyes, and "Come To
29 1&37.
hereinafter
indicated it is hereby 0 t * * « . * * * * « . * * * * * * W
St . Tel 823
25-27
taxes will appear as delinquent in the town re
ATWOOD
LEVENSALER.
late
of
|
Ordered:
ENGLISH S e tte r female pup lost.
A patriotic program was given
Cur Hearts' (Whispering Hopei, arr
PATIENTS wanted nt Rest Haven. 105
Thomaston. deceased.
Rodney
I
Black and
w hite spotted. FOREST Llmerock
St.. Tol 1293. EVA AMES
mid.,, th e sup-n-Uon ol Mm Alim t S Z S oo" ^
O'™” ' 5 S S J W
X
“ BRAZIER. Tel. 472-R
by Macy. Other musical selections
22-24
port, and Liens will be claimed on all property
25*27
will include piano prelude, “In a
BOARDER wanted, man preferred. 20
.
.
.
„
....__
...
,
.
.
r.
I
successively
In
the
Courier-Gazette
a
meeting Wednesday afternoon of the
on which the I 936 tax has not been paid.
Monastery Garden" by Ketelbey;
L H C WIGGIN, late of Rockland, newspaper published at Rockland i l l
Chestnut street. Tel. 1081-W.
23-25
E A. S tarrett Camp S U.V. Auxiliary deceased Lillian L. Bicknell and Eliza- [ sa|d c o u n ty that they may appear a t a
chorale from St. Cecelia by Bach. '
DRESS m aking wanted, remodeling,
__
beth P. Benner, both of Rockland were, prObate Court to be held at said RockMiss Frances A. Shaw. At the eve
On the program were. The Fresi- appointed Exxs, Jan HI. 1937, and jand_ on the 16th day of March A. D. i The following committee on Claims alterations, childrens work MRS. ANNA
MAURICE E. LINDSEY,
24*26
1837 a t nine o'clock In the forenoon, ' will give a p u b lic hearing in its rooms M SAVILLE. 15 Ocean St , City
dent’s Oath," read by Mrs. Ella Cun qualified by filing bond Feb. 1. 1937
ning service at 7 the pastor will speak !
.
„
______
.
A D D IE M
R O G E R S , la te o f C a m d e n . and be heard thereon If they see cause
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for sale
at
the
State
House.
Augusta.
ningham; Mrs Edith Spear, istory ol deceased- David Kenneth Arey of Woron “Ready Made Things In the Time
Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100
TUESDAY, MARCH 2, at 2 P M.
Collector of Taxes.
LOUISE M BURTON, late of South
Mass., was appointed Exr . Jan
S. P. 320. L. D. 123. Resolve In Favor gallons Mackerel and herring barrels
Washington; reading. Mrs. Mabel center.
of Jonah."
deceased
Will and P e ti
19 1S37, and qualified by filing bond Thomaston,
kegs.
Heads dropped Inside if
for Probate thereof, asking th a t of Certain Agriculture Societies. H P and
24-27
“Washington iPie " 1"C Feb 2. 1937. z M Dwinal of Camden tion
Mills; contest. "Washington
There was a good attendance at th
1243. Resolve In Favor of Harry C. desired. Already to forward. Also In the
the
same
may
be
proved
and
allowed
to buy drums. HENRY A.
and th a t Letters Testamentary Issue to Edgecomb. of Appleton. H P 1614 Re Market
Ladies' Circle supper of the Feder- I
by Mrs. Mabel Mills; reading. "Wash- appointed Agent In Maine
15-40
in o tn n e
t if»- nr™
v riu u e™ ..
ISAAC M JIPSON, late of RocUand. |
q Caddy of South Thomaston, solve In Favor of Mrs George Finley, of THORNDIKE. Newport. R I
ated Church served Thursday in the
25-It
ingtons Life Mis. E d ith Speai. deceased Edwina F. Jipson of Rock-1 he being the Executor named in said Warren.
HUNTLEYS Maternity Home. 307
Limerock street is now open for cases.
reading of a newspaper
clipping
b' la,n J was appointed Exx.. Feb. 16. 1937. ,
w ithout bond
The following committee on Ways
Congregational vestry. On the suppei
ir-g- o . without bond.
Bridges will, give a public hearing in R N in attendance; prices reasonable.
committee were Mrs. Edith Hathorn"
Mrs Alena Starrett; flower gucssln; addie e jipso n . late of Rockland.
Helen r smith , late of vtnaihaven its rooms a t th e State House, in Au Tel 925-R
25-27
Will and Petition for Probate gusta.
contest, led bv Mrs. Alice Gray, with deceased Edwina F Jipson of Rock- deceased.
Mrs. Nina Leach and Miss Static
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
may
be
land was appointed Exx , Feb. 16. 193"
WEDNESDAY MARCH 3 a t 2 P M
proved and allowed and th at L etters
Miller, assisted in the dining room
election. It amends the constitution j Mrs Alice Peabody, winner.
the follow ing: H P 502 In favor
without bond
(Continued From Page Two)
Testam entary issue to Sophronla E ofOn
Union H. P 503 In favor of Rock
CARRO E COPELAND, late of Warren, Tolman of Vlnalhaven. she being the
by Misses Olive Leach and Baroera
A three months' residence to qualify
The sermon topic Sunday at the deceased.
25-26
Madeline E. Brasler of Port- Executrix named In said Will, w ithout port. 552 In favor of Rockland
Gilchrest. Superintendent of Schools , Portland, provided for distribution of as a voter is required under the pres- I Baptist Church will be. “Signs of the land was appointed Exx., Feb 16. 1937 bond.
« * * * * « ■
George J. Cumming, gave an interest the added revenue to municipalities, ent law.
• Times;" Church School at noon and
„
SAMUEL TIBBETTS, late of Camden
P O R T CLYDE
HOUSE, six rooms and bath, hot water
ing talk on "Using What You Have.'' Distribution would be on a basis of
• • • •
Christian Endeavor at 6. Rev. How ceased. Wilmot A. Ripley of Appleton deceased Will and Petition for Probate
heat, garage. Lot 63x80 ft., 19 Franklin
thereof, asking that the same m ay be
Mr. and Mrs STheodore Rowell and assessed value, number of miles of
s
i
186-R , Rockland._________ 20-tf
Arboretum and Montpelier
ard A Welch will preach on “Cries o: *'*• “^ ^ lntccl Bxr Feb 16, 1937, wlth’ ' proved and allowed and th at L etters
Mrs. Lucy Marshall and Mrs. M ar
NEW inllch Jersey cow for sale, also
daughter Miss Olive Rowell, and Mrs public highways and population of
Two legislative committees Thurs- the Babes at the evening.
sarah f prescott . late of Rock- ? ^ ™ tr ’£ n c»i£den. he £ m g ° th e Kx- garet M arshall are spending the
Durham cow. pair of Hereford steers
Alfred P. Chapman and son Alfred the community in relation to the State day heard unopposed bills which! Rev. H. I. Holt will have a sermon huid.*deceased . ^Reginaid& (J* Pr«wott^oi, wutor nam ed in said win .w ith o u t bond winter in S t. Petersburg. Fla.
coming ’•>.
■! ■>■r one vear.
A MANK. Waldoboro. R F D.
P Chapman, motored to Portland ' as a whole.
would convey the Knox Arboretum subject Sunday "The More Excellent y jb ic 1937. without bond Edward c I katherine lynn McInnis late of
Ernest Maloney is receiving tre a t WILBERT
No. 2.
McGlauflin. Senator Sumner Sew- to the Slate and appropriate money j Way;" for evening. "A National anc
° f Roclt' an<) appolntf>d Agent ‘L ^ ^ p ’ obat^thereof. Taking dtmTtUtth" ment from Dr. Moss of Tenants H ar
Thursday for the day.
SECOND hand cook stove for sale,
lor Probate thereof, asking th a t the
No. 8 In good shape C H PLUMMER
Gen. Knox Chapter. D.A.R., m eets ' all of Bath and City Manager Fred for the maintenance of Montpelier, | Individual Mistake "
HENRY J. KEATING, late of Rockland, same may be proved and allowed and bor.
the Auctioneer. North Appleton. Me
at the home of the regent. Mrs. Hazel Ford of Auburn <poke for the bill.
Miss Bemys Fevler and Kenneth deceased.
Katherine L. K eating ol that Letters Testamentary Issue to
The Fullers who recently bought
replica of the home of Gen. Henry
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Rockland was appointed Admx . Feb. 16 Tlmothv E McInnis ol Rockland, he
M Anzalcne. Monday at 3 o'clock
being
the
Executor
named
in
said
Will,
the Anthony property at Hupper's
Donavan of Providence were recen: 1937. w ithout bond.
Carleton Dcak of Belfast, counsel Knox at Thomaston.
MAN'S fine, heavy black broadcloth
without bond
coat, m ink lined. Persian lamb collar,
The assisting hostesses will be Mrs. for the Ccm.mercial Motor Vehicle
WILLIAM HOOD, late of S outh Thom
Herman W. Lermond. head of the guests of Miss Adelle Feyler
MARY L CRUTE. late of Cushing de Point, are a t Fort Myers, Fla . for value $500. Someone can have a great
aston. deceased. Sidney O. Hurd ol
Blanche M. Ayers and Mrs Lavinia Association of Maine, composed of Knox Arboretum, told the Legislative
bargain, for $125. Inquire at CourierWarren Grange will serve the pub- south Thomaston w « "appolnted”Admr..1ceased w ill and Petition for Probate the winter.
Gazette office.
152-tf
Mon1S- 1937 abd qualified
by filing 1ibereoi. g^ ln’ lotba' tb^d sa™at '’[a?t t ers
G. Elliot. Members will respond to trucking operators, and Benjamin F Committee on State Lands and F o r-) lie dinner TownMeeting Day.
Henry Larking is skipper of the
GOOD. hard. dry. fitted wood for sale,
bond
Oil
same
date
Testamentary
Issue
to
Fannie
M
C
rute
roll call by giving humorous anec Cleaves of Portland, counsel for the « t Preservation, deed to the arbo- day
under cover FRANK ERICKSON. Box
ORVILLE BROWN late of Rockport of w ln ste a (t Conn sh„ belng th e Ex Gloucester schooner. Killarney.
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dotes. The program will include a Associated Industries, opposed it.
Izetta B reen Is in Rockland to be 70. Route 1, Thomaston.
return property had been given to the
GoodwillGrange worked the third de“ ,sed lnt*dal\ d^ r Bpedb
m ^ 'a n d ecutrlx named In said Will, w ithout
USED Automobile Parts—motors for
paper on "Colonial Gardens" by MrMcGlauflin said the S tate had taxed ' State. Failure of the then Secretary and fourth degrees Tuesday night or. q” » n ^ bV'nilng'^’nd'on same date" bond
with her sister. Mrs Lewis Young boats.
New parts at a savings. All parts
LILLIAN B MORT7AND. late of Rocksold on Money-Back Guarantee. AUTO
Lois M. Creighton.
liquor and beer to meet its financial of State to record the deeds, he said. Miss Verna Robinson and Charles
LOTTIE M ANDREWS, late of Cam- land, deceased
Will and Petition for who is critically ill.
SAVE YARD. INC., 1887 River St., Hyde
The Baptist Woman's Mission needs and "yet not enough money i> prevented the transfer from becom- |Trone. Guests were present from camden'w^sdappointed Admx'^Jmr i°e. Probate thereof, asking that the same
A. Y. Rawley is foreman of the Park. Mass
152*36
may be proved and allowed and th a t
Circle will meet a t the parsonage available."
VICTROLA with records for sale.
ing official.
IGoodwill Grange, South Warren 1937- »nd qualified by filing bond Feb. | Letters Testamentary issue to Lewis H Glenmere ro ad project.
Walnut, console style, excellent condi
Tuesday at 2 o'clock. Mrs. H. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson tion;
"I believe he said, "it is evident
A bill asking the State to take Meenahga of Waldoboro. Highland
arthur e johnston . late of Wash- Executor named ft! Mild win.^without
very reasonable. Call 793-W after
148*tf
Kilborn will be leader and will use that for this leg:.-iature. at least, ad- over the property, valued at $150,000. 'East Warren. White Oak. North War Ington.
and daughter. Clare, who own a 4 p m .
gton. deceased Blanche M Johnstoi
Johnston I bond
of
Washington
was
appointed
Admx
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for 6ale, good loca
as subject “Christian Centers."
ditional taxes cn real estate are out. provided for a director at a $3500 ren and Brockton Mass The War- F, b 16. “l93? “ a n '^ qualified by filing! R o ^ ^ n ’^ d c c ^ a s e d ^ ^ l W n d P etition cottage here, are making their win tion
$1600; 8-acre farm, good building
Services at Federated Church Sun
$800; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
He estimated the bill would help annual salary, and an assistant di-1 ren Grange will work the first anc bond on same date
for Probate thereof asking th a t the ter home in Orange City. Fla
Any
of
for small payment down,
Mrs. Lizzie Davis is able to be out balance these
day will be: Sunday school at 945. communities cut real estate taxe.- rector at $2500.
second
„
Art ™ Hf) Ptoh °of ^ k u n d same may be proved and allowed and
seconddegrees
degreesononone
onecandidate.
candidate.
as rent. V. F. 8TUDLEY. Tel.
that L etters Testamentary Issue to The
14-tf
morning service at 11; pastor's theme $!.290.030 and release funds which
Before the Legislative Committee 1 The Help One Another Circle o'. was appointed Exr. Feb. 16. 1937. and j First National Bank of Rockland, it again, having been confined to her 1154. 283 Main St.
_
...
_
qualified by filing bond Feb 17. 1937
being th e Executor named In said Will. home by th e prevailing epidemic.
POCOHONTAS soft coai. $8 50; hard
“The Way of Faith." The Choral they might eventually be called upon nn
on Appropriations and Financial Af- Kings Daughters will meet Tuesday
thomas SHAPIRO, late of Rockland without bond.
coal. $15: coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
The U. S. Coast Guard H arriet Tel. 62. Thomaston.
Association will sing the anthem to contribute as their share towards fairs. Lermond said the State ex- night with Mrs Ella Caler
j deceased Esther M Shapiro of Rock- 1 estate carrie a Poland , late of
14-tf
npndnri tiAivin
.
.1
™ V i i— . j
land was appointed Admx. Feb. 18. 1937. Union, deceased Petition for Admlnls- Lane was breaking ice in the local
"Love Divine," by Bell. At 7 the old age pensions.
USED pianos, uprights, for aale. or to
penaed $13,000 during the term ot I Mystic Rebekah Lodge initiated and qualified by filing bond on same tratlon. asking that Ethel Poland Hall.
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
title of the pastor's address will be
or some other suitable person, be ap harbor th ree years ago at this time 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Sewall said the idea is to relieve ! former Ocv. Brann to equip the ar- Monday night Mrs. Flora Peabody- date
pointed
Admx
.
without
bond
14-tf
MARIETTA
W
HATCH,
late
of
Friend
Walter
F
eyler
was
a
recent
caller
"The Need cf Courage."
real estate which originally developed boretum property. Gov. Barrows in and Miss Helen Thompson. Guests ship deceased Charles S Payson of ESTATE OLIVE E HORSLEY late of
in
town.
At St. John's Church Sunday at the highway system.”
his inaugural address asked that !were present from Golden Rod Lodge North Weymouth. Mass , a n d Grace A Thomaston, deceased. Petition for AdFlood of Burlingame. Calif., were ap- m inistration, asking th at Ernest M
Philip H upper and Vernon Hupper
9.39 there will be Holy Eucharist and
"The highways take every cent of further appropriation await author!- of Appleton and Malden Cliff Re pointed E xrs. Feb 16. 1937. and quail- Horsley of Thomaston, or some other
are
delivering logs for the George
sermon, at 5 p. m. evensong and ser the gasoline tax. he said, “and in zation.
fled
by
filing
bond
Feb
18.
1937
Edward
suitable
person,
be
appointed
Admr..
bekah Lodge of Camden. A deliciou.K Gould of Rockland appointed Agent without bond
Brown w harf.
mon. For the coming week: Wednes addition ask $5000.030annually from
A bill to appropriate $1000 for the supper preceded the meeting, serve'! in Maine
ESTATE MARGARET E KANE, late of
Arnold Stimpson is engaged in
day. 8 a. m.. Holy Eucharist; Friday, municipalities which
LETTA M DEAN, late of Beverly Rockland, deceased
Petition for Adcomes from maintenance of Montpelier was sup- at 6 30.
FURNISHED second-floor heated apart
Massachusetts.
deceased.
Zadoc
L
m
inistration, asking that Louis W cutting wood for his uncle, Edward
8 a. m„ Holy Eucharist; 3 30 p. m. property."
ported by Mrs Anne F. Snow of Rockment to let, 14 Masonic St
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Guests last weekend Of Mr anc K night of Rockport was appointed ■Bosse of Rockland, or some other s u it
Stimpson.
Childrens Mission; 7.30 p. nt.. Way of
Doak suggested a " pruning of State land- president of the Knox Me- Mrs. Emerson W. Perkins, were Mr A dm r. Feb 16. 1937. and qualified by able person, be appointed admr.. w ith
ALL m odern, unfurnished house, two
filing
bond
Feb
19.
1937
bond
Forrest R. Davis is building an lots of land, garage, corner Llmerock
the Cross, and sermon.
cxpendlture9" might be “Just as popu- morial; Alfred M. Strout of Thomas- Perkins' cousins, Mr. and Mrs J J
ALIDA M. KEENE, late of Boston.
ESTATE LYDIA A HATHORN. late of extension o n his summer cottage. awd Broadway, price reasonable. Tel. 330
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met in lar with the folks back home as ex- ton. vice president of the Memorial
or 1154. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
Massachusetts,
deceased
Old
Colony
St
George,
deceased.
Petition
for
Ad
MacCormack of Brockton. Mass.
Trust Company, of Boston. Mass , was m inistration. asking Giat some suitable Mr. Davis h a s bought from Laforest _________________________________ 24-tf
th e vestry Wednesday afternoon. panding them
Association; Willis B. Hall of PortThe Forget-me-not Troop Of Girl appointed Exr Feb 16. 1937. and person be appointed Admr. with bond. Teel of Rockland Highlands the
SIX-robm apartment to let. 1 m inute
«,nt
• qualified by filing bond Feb 23. 1937
Supper was served by Mrs. Vernon
"If you need taxes." he continued, land, secretary of the Sons of the
ESTATE ElJflNGTON L. CARVER,
from bus; modern conveniences: 812 50
Scouts Will hold a cooked food sa.t Rodney I Thompson of Rockland, ap- late
house
ow
ned
by
the
late
Norris
of
North
Haven,
deceased
Petition
month.
L. W THORNDIKE Thomaston.
Achorn Mrs. Oliver Hahn. Mrs Wal "put them on something the peopl“ 1American Revolution, and Mrs. Henry Friday at 3.30 in the building next »,o ! pointed Agent in Maine
(or Administration, asking th at Philip Seavey.
Tel. 169-3.
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L.
Brown
of
North
Haven,
or
some
other
ter Stackpole. Mrs. Edwin Burkhardt would be better off without but don'* N Whitman of Augusta, former presi the Masonic block.
THREE furnished or unfurnished
charles l. veazie . Register
Miss
L
illian
Brown
was
guest
the
suitable
person,
be
appointed
Admr
rooms to let heat, light and water.
dent of the Founders and Patriots
and Mrs. Walter Hastings. A pro ham per legitimate business
without bond
The program committtee at Mif
~
past week of Mrs. Florence Cook in Adults only. 14 Orange S t. Tel. 578-W
Society.
ESTATE WILLIAM W CASE, late of
gram consisted of: Vocal solos. "The
24-26
meeting
Thursday
of
the
Woman's
A Voting Residence
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Ad Martinsville.
SEVERAL unfurnished apartm ents,
hour will be at 5 p. m. The office m inistration. asking that Mary H WardBells of St. Mary's" and “Chapel In
Club
includes
Mrs
Ella
Cunningham
Sidney
D
avis
went
Thursday
to
The Senate unanimously enacted
four to seven rooms, to let; desirable
Gov. Earrow.s yesterday signed a
of Camden, or some other suitable
th e Moonlight." Mrs Hilda S Keyes, Thursday a bill requiring persons to bill which increased from three to Mrs. Ilda Russell Mrs Minerva Mar will be open every morning at C30 well
locations; re n t reasonable Tel 1159
person, be appointed Admx. w ithout Portland.
_________________________________
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Miss
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Hayden
of
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S
tate
De
bond
accompanied at the piano by Miss have six months' residence in Maine 10 years' imprisonment the penal'/ shall. Miss Hilda Aspey. and Mrs.
HOUSE to rent on Adams street. Tel.,
ESTATE MARY A AMES, late of
partm
ent
of
Education
was
supper
Lina
Smith.
»
The
Forget-me-not
Frances Shaw; numerous jokes by and three months' residence In
1188-M E H PHILBRICK. Rockland
Jfor conspiracy.
Appleton, deceased
Petition for Ad
________________________________ 23*28
guest Thursday of Mr and Mrs. m inistration. asking that Alvah E
Millard Gilmore and Herbert White: municipality before qualifying as
He also signed bills Increasing Troop of Girl Scouts will present the
,MC STO*e
Ames of Union, or some other suitable |
HOUSE to let at 43 Pacific St.; newly
piano solo. "The Tide In the Caves. voters. The measure, passed in the amounts paid for clerk hire in Kn ix play “Convincing Dad." Capt. Irene Frank D Rowe.
person, be appointed Admr., w ithout
papered and painted throughout; oneMr. and Mrs. Earl Hall of Water- bond
pipe
furnace, lights. Reference# reStarrett
Is
coaching
the
play,
which
Strout. Mr.-. Grace M Strout: read House Wednesday, providing for , County clerk of courts and register
CLOTHING
qulred. Tel. 291-W.________________8-tf
ESTATE GEORGE A AMES, late of
contains
every
member
of
the
Troop,
ville
recently
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs
/ / Ze
ing. "Happy Though Married." Mrs Maine voters to register their approval of deeds offices. The clerk of courts
Appleton deceased
Petition for Ad
FIVE-room apartment at 253 Camden
m inistration D B N , asking th a t Alvah
Miss Cera Robinson spent Wednes Robert Walker.
St., hot w ater heat. Bath, lights, gagage,
Edith Kilborn; sterfopticon views of cr disapproval of the proposal on a office increase was from $832 to $104).
E Ames of Union, or some other su itable
garden
patch, $18 month. MRS. FROST.
day in Thomaston with Mrs Alden
person he appointed Admr D. B N .
Thomaston in former days and other referendum at the next general State j and the other from $936 to $1040
Tel. 318-W._______________________ H -tf
without
bond.
Wade.
WASHINGTON
subjects. Rev. H S. Kilborn.
FURNISHED heated apartm ent to let.
ESTATE ALBERT A BORNEMAN. late
two rooms, bath. $5 week. FOSS HOUSE
David Anderson is receiving treat
Friendly Club meets at the home
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for
Tel. 330. 77 Park St.
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High School Notes
Administration D B N asking th a t
ment for a broken leg in the Maine
of Mrs. Warren O Feyler. Wednes
Orchard S Bomeman of Waldoboro, or
General
Hospital.
Portland.
Pupils
who
had
an
average
rank
day at 7.39. Members are a ked to
some other suitable person, be appointed
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. El- of 90 percent or above for the first1Admr. d b n . with bond
take sewing.
a lf vyear
e ar are*
uth L
enneth Camden
ESTATEdeceased
WILDER w
, latepreof
are. R
nutn
L en
e mfest
e st. K
ts.ennem
Flrstperry
Account
Mrs. Peter B Franklin and son
(Continued from Page One)
Tickets for Monday night's big bert Starrett were Mr and Mra. hnan
Austin.
Charles
Austin
and
Mar-ented
for
allowance
by
Charles
A
Phillips returned to Sanford todaydance will be on sale at the fair Harry Varney and da»8h t « Isab*> ____
M ——■—■ * * * * * * * * « . « . ^ . * ^ . ) |
o„ ! Perry and Harold S Davis. Trustees
after being guests of Mrs. Robert A. wood. Mrs. A. R. Havener, Mrs. C. G. this afternoon and tonight.
^ ast Dorchester, N H. Miss Ma garet Linscott; 85 percent or above
ESTATE EMMA H BISBEE, la te of
TESTED STOCK. R. I REDS. Barred
First and final
Rocks and Hall-Cross strain day-old
rion Eaton and Miss Barbara White Lena Johnston. Georgia Hibbert Rockland, deceased
W atts and daughter Miss Edna Hewett. Mrs. Donald Kelsey. Mrs. Eu
tested
pullets.
CARI, NELSON. Tel.
•
'
•
•
of
Lewiston.
Miss
Priscilla
Fowler
of
Elden
Maddocks.
Eleanor
Sukeforth.
j
gene Lamb. Mrs. A rthur Lamb. Mrs
W atts for a few days.
714-W, 310 Llmerock St.
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The High School program last Cumberland, and Leroy McCluskey Avis Pardoe, Lillian Salnio. and j ton. Admrs
Mrs. William C. Richards enter Harry Levensaler. Mrs. Charles Mer
CHICKS and hatching eggs from
ESTATE EMMA 8 HOWES, tate of
pullorum clean Reds for sale. E C.
Mildred Creamer.
tained Wednesday at a surprise party ton. Mrs. Rhama Philbrick. Mrs. night was warmly received. Tonight of New Haven.
W ashington, deceased. First and final
TEAGUE. Warren. Tel 13-42
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account
presented
for
allowance
by
John
given at her home to honor Mrs. Ida Minnie Rogers. Mrs. I. B. Simmons. comes the great amateur contest. The
Students
are
busily
engaged
in
Fred Overlock of Augusta spent
BARRED Plymouth Rocks, hatching
C.
Howes.
Admr.
eggs and day old ehleks. ALBION WOTParks on the occasion of her birth Mrs. R. H. Smith. Mrs. Jo h n G. Sr.ow*. "in n er of Thursday night's major Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford learning prize speaking selections
ESTATE ABBIE E TRUE, late of I
TON. Friendship.
17-tf
Prlze Wfts William T. Flint and last Overlock. East Warren.
day anniversary. The guests were Mrs. Basil Stinson.
The preliminary contest will be held Camden, deceased Second and final I
account presented for allowance by
•• • •
night Mrs. Cleveland Harvey won
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills of Rockland. Mr.Beginning Monday the postoffice at the schoolhouse in the near future Horace
I. Holt. Exr
•The only m an who doesn't need
The hot dog-pop corn corner has the electric grill worker. Tonight's will close every day except Saturday
Dora Comery. Mrs. Nellie Bean and
An interesting assembly was held! t r u s t estate fred j . t a b e r . !
CLEMENTS REDS AND
been a continuous success largely! major prize is an Apex Electric at 5.30. On Saturdays the closing j Monday in honor of Washington's n n h.°L dI^ x kthnJcCountsaSp?esenTed'fm the romance of these new Spring
Mrs. June Bodman.
CROSSBREDS
furnishings in hts heart is the man
Members cf St. Johns Church Wom due to the name and fam e of Walter washer.
------------------------------ ------------------! birthday and other famous men 1allowance by State Street Trust Com. . . .
1 ,
,
pany of Boston. Massachusetts. T rustee
who is down in the dumps and
an's Auxiliary will serve a special Dodge, the pop corn king, who has
Bred
to
lay—hound
to pay. Sired by
whose anniversaries come during the LESLIE D AMES, late of Camden, de
pedigreed males. Grow fast, feather
his services for the entire
„ ,,
wants to stay there.
Lenten supper Friday in the parish donated
month of February. Talbot Johnston ceased Will and Petition for Probate
week
Rockland City Band gave a splenwell, lay heavily, Maine Pullorum
thereof, asking that the same m av be
hall, at C o'clock.
Clean. 30 years experience.
Sold
was .chairman.
, , . .
did gift to Community Building
proved and allowed and that Letters Get in today before 5.30 . . . see
under broad guarantee. Get our
Testam
entary
Issue
to
Mary
C.
Ames
Catalogue—th
at's
the
Maine
idea.
Miss Lincoln's French Class has , of Camden, she being the Executrix these new Spring shirts and new
Generous contributions have been equipment fund Thursday night
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS, W inter'been actively engaged in solving named in said win. without bond.
lately made to the grab booth by when it presented a special concert
port, Maine.
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matching neckwear . . . and then
French
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Word
puzzles
and
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I
c
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tta
adams
burns
,
late
of
Black & Gay Danners Inc.. Granite f°r Community Fair. The program
get out somewhere tonight wear
,
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| Rockland, deceased Will and Petition
Rock Bottling Works. Rodney E. proved one of the high lights of the
making posters. Such innovations for Probate thereof, asking th a t the ing them.
M A B E IN PO R TLA N D , ME.
same mav be proved and allowed and
stimulate a greater interest in the that
Feyler and Manager Doherty of week and was most cordially aple tte rs Testamentary Issue to
language
and
are
enjoyed
by
all.
Woolworths.
plauded.
John W. Burns of Rockland, he being
SHENANDOAH
the Executor named In said Will, w ith  The man who wrote "Darling, 1
The Dionne Quintuplets were a out bond.
Am Growing Old" didn’t have the
W
ood-burning
brooder stoves; ample
RICHARD
HERBERT
subject of mufh interest among the ESTATE
CAMDEN
be held Sunday at 2 o'clock at the
right idea.
CROCKER, late of Camden, deceased.
heat for coldest weather, cost less to
posters.
Kenneth
Austin's
portrayal
icks ough rop
_____
| Good funeral home and burial will I
Petition for administration, asking th a t
run and take less care th a n coal
of a French peasant's farm was very Sarah 8. Pavson of Camden, or some
Mrs Howard Apollonio will enter- be in Mountain cemetery In the i
brooders. Burn green wood. Used
other suitable person, be appointed
realistid
tain the Monday Club next week at !spring.
Admx., w ithout bond
and sold by CLEMENTS BROS.
Van H eu sen Spring Shirts
her home on Eaton avenue. Tire anMrs T j p ^ n c h . Sea street, will j
FARMS, Winterport, Maine.
Ask
Pupils of Mr. Humphrey’s Chemis ESTATE NANCY EMMA DAVIS, late
Friendship, deceased
First and
them for further Information and
$1.59
try Class report that he gave an of
final account presented for allowance
nual social afternoon will be en- entertain the Knox Stamp Club i
prices.
n -tf
interesting talk the other day on by Rodney S Davis. Admr
J°-vedThursday night.
2 f o r $ 3 .0 0
FSTATE
WILLIAM
HOOD,
late
of
“The Development of Civilization," South Thomaston, deceased
Petition
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Young of
Megunticook (Pncampment. I. O
The G O.C. s (Girls Outing Club) for License to 8ell certain Real Estate,
All woven through fabrics and
New York are guests of his parents q p met Thursday night with work
situated In South Thomaston,
and
havp
e le c te d
a s o f f ic e r s r e s id e n t
in o m a s io n . a
n a ifully
uny
nave eieciea
as omcers. PPresident,
described In said Petition, presented by regular $2. value. Sizes 14 to 17
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Young.
in the patriarchal degree.
Ruth Lenfest; vice president. Anna Sidney O Hurd of South Thom aston.
Admr
Auxiliary to C anton Molineaux.
Mrs. Weston P. Holman will enter- j
Sukeforth; secretary-treasurer. Mil ESTATE ALICE R LFRMOND. late of |
will nreeet Monday night, members I tain the ladies of the Methodist so- .
dred Creamer. It was decided to have Thomaston, deceased
Petition
for [
Sp rin g Neckwear
License to Sell cert a' - Real Estate,
to have refreshments and indulge in ciety Wednesday afternoon at the !
PERSONAL—O. K dear, you win.
a constitution drawn up, for the situated
In said Thom iton and fully
Meet me a t BLACKINC.TONS this after
a social time following the meeting parsonage on Mountain street.
: organization. A new set of activities described In said Petit:-n. rresented by
noon a t 4 and I’ll get you th a t pair of
UnwTinkable
Botany
Bowdoln A, Lermond aid Ruth L Perry,
Polly Preston Shoes Jack_________ 25-lt
Comique Theatre attractions: SunMrs. C Wilkes Babb will be hostess
was formulated whereby the new both of Thomaston, Ad-nrs
NOTICE- This Is to notify all persons
W orsted$ $1.00
Thursday night to the C.C H. Club day and Monday. William Powell and
O’LCPREST.
members may earn emblems. A ESTATE MELVIN
| that after th is date I will pay no bills
late
of
St
George
deceased
Petition
Mrs Harry Tounge will entertain Myrna Loy in "After the Thin Man;''
except those contracted In person.
! wienie roast was planned to take for Administration, asking th at Edward Silks, 5 5 c , 65c, $1., $ 1 .5 0
ERNEST QUINN. Rockland_______25-27
the Good Cheer Class of the Congre- Tuesday. "Bold Caballero," also Get
, place Friday night at Medomak Lake. I) H ilt of St. George, or some other
WATCHMAKER -watches, clocks, anAND UP
suitable
person,
be
appointed
Admr..
i gational Church Tuesday night at Rich Nite. $100 given away; WednesIt is understood that the boys will be with bond.
I tlques, all kinds, repaired. Call and
Your Old Range Taken in
deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER 23
her home on Union street.
day and Thursday. Bobby Breen in
invited to attend this event.
ESTATE FRANK CUNNINGHAM, late
Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J
Washington, deceased. Petition for
Friday Club met this week with "Rainbow On the River."
!_________________________________15-tf
School attendance is now getting ol
Administration D B N . asking th a t
Atlantic Ranges are available in i back to normal after the “flu" epi- Herbert L. Grinnell of Union, or some
SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
Mrs. Louise Kennedy and Mrs. ErneHon. Job H. Montgomery was enCRIE HARDWARE CO, 408 Main St.
other suitable person be appointed
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
line Halford was reader.
‘ tertained at a “sizzling steak party,”
i demic.
Admr. D. B N.. with bond.
I________ __ ______________________14-tf
Frecman-Herrick Camp Auxiliary at Wadsworth Inn Tuesday noon by
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
Visitors at school this week have Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire
B U D G ET PLA N
LADIES—Reliable hair goods a t Rock
Judge
of
Probate
Court
for
Knox
Coun:
land Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
Frank E Morrow. David Crockett. A
been numerous.
Alma Grinnell. ty Rockland. Maine
assembles Monday night.
aollclted. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
____
14-tf
Richard Linscott and several gram A ttest:
The Republican caucus will be R Gilmor, Harold Davis. Everett
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Grieves. Frank J. Wiley, and Harold
mar
school
pupils
make
up
the
list.
held
in
the
Atlantic
Engine
hall
to
25-S-31
Day and Night Service
Wilson. The party was given In
English III and IV American
*16 M A IN ST., ROCKLAND, M E.
WINTER ST.,
PHONE 88.1 night at 7.30. followed by the Denio
TEL. 9»0
honor of Mr. Montgomery's 86th
Literature class dabbled in poetry the
: cratic caucus at 8 o'clock.
U s e d F u r n it u r e
Listen to the Koicc ol Firestone, Monday
o th jr day with the result th at new
The funeral of Chester Reynolds of birthday anniversary and the affair 313-325 MAIN S :', ROCKLAND
teenings, Peer N.B.C. — Red Network
47-tl poets were discovered.
REAP WANT A P S
Rockland, formerly of this town will was a most enjoyable one.

TAX PA Y ER S OF THOM ASTON
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This is Shirt W eek

so h a v e a heart.
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O C lE T Y
I Mrs Charles Schofield, Mrs. Her •
i bert Curtis and Mrs, Vance Norton
won card honors at the Thursday ?
i night meeting of the W I N. Club,
'held with Mrs. Clinton Barbour.
The Universalist circle supper to
be held Wednesday is in charge of
ssistants beMrs. E. W. Peaslee, her assistants
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Hamlin jng Mrs Q E w ishm an . Mrs. R L.
is m a n
M rs
announce the marriage of their stratton Mrs jj J. Weisman,
Mrs
daughter. Flora M„ to Alwin H-1 Earle McWilliams, Miss Ada Perry
French. Oct. 22. 1935. The young Mrs Ada Hewett Mrs Ralph Loring,
ccuple have kept their marriage a Mrs. A. H Robinson. Mrs. Arnold
secret all this time and it is expected Rogers, Mrs. Karl O'Brien, Mrs, Don
that this announcement will be a ald Farrand Mrs. Oliver Holmes.
great surprise to their many friends.
Mrs. Clinton Bowley, Mrs. Carl Christofferson. Mrs. Charles Smalley, Mrs
Lady Knox Chapter, D AR. Will B. E. Flanders, Mrs Levi Flint, Mrs.
meet Monday afternoon with M?s , Waldo Lowe. Miss Pearl Borgerson and
Hester Chase, Talbot avenue.
Mrs Kendrick Libby.

p & i aay>
/
/

it

w h a t th e

/

a v e r a g e woman
\n S w a l k s . . . d o in q
h o u s e w o rk ! J u s t th in k
how many m ile s a pro
fessional w om an w alks/

Thi lit solutionfo r beth is

The Harvesters Club met Wednes
Mrs. Raymond Sherman and
day afternoon for sewing and lunch daughter, Mrs. Jeanette Lord, who
with Mrs. Edwin Ludwig a t her have been visiting here, have re
home on North Main street.
turned to their home m Belfast.

ROCKPORT

IN PANAMA JUNGLE

A successful public supper was
served at the Methodist vestry Wed
nesday under the auspices of the
Johnson Society. Table decorations
were in keeping with Washington's
' Birthday, with attractive favors of
small red hatchets interlaced with
cherries, the handiwork of Mrs. Olive
Whittier, a member of the supper
committee.
An alarm sounded at 9 30 Friday
morning called the chemical to the
home of Mrs. Eva Gould, Russell
I avenue to extinguish a chimney yfire.
Miss Lillian Brann returns to
Reading, Mass., today after spending
!the school vacation at her home on
IWest street.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Ingraham
and children of Skowhegan were
holiday guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham.
At the Baptist Church on Sunday
services will begin with worship at
111 o’clock. Rev. J. W Hyssong will
preach the second in a series of ser
mons on the Holy Spirit, using as
subject “The Power of the Holy
Spirit;” Bible School at 12 noon;
jYoung People's Society of Christian
Endeavor at 5.45 p. m with Ray
I Easton leader, and at 7 o'clock the
| ordinance of baptism will be admin! istered
Clayton Smith will return Sunday
from Millbridge where he has been
spending the school vacation with
his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney P. Snow were
guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
John Hennings iSolveig Heistad) in
Portland.
Schools open Monday following a
vacation of one week.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
meet Wednesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Christie Whitney.
Mrs. Ida Ingraham of Camden is
5staying at the home of Mrs. Cacilda
Cain during the absence of Mrs Ern
est Torrey, who is with Capt. Torrey
in Portland.

Highly Interesting Paper By
Mrs. Edith Blaney, Before
Garden Club

Mr. and Mrs R E. Estes and chil
Chickawaukie Chapter, Delphian '
dren Donald and Morton are making Society met Thursday at the Copa weekend visit at their former home , per Kettle. Mrs. Beulah Allen wus
in Swampscott, Mass.
hostess and leader.
“The Eliza
bethan Story and Romance” formed
,
Chapin Class met this week with I the
afternoon's subject
Mrs Faith Berry, work being con
Mrs. Sherwood Williams is visiting
tinued on aprons and patchwork.
There were 14 present. The meet- I Mrs Mary Bunker in Arlington M„
ing of next Tuesday will be at the
home of Mrs. Emma Hall. Summer | Miriam Rebekah Lodge sponsors
another card party Tuesday after
street.
noon. Supper will be served and a t '
Neil Little hitch-hiked from H art the evening meeting annual roll call.
Past Noble Grands' and Obligation
310 M A IN ST., R O C K LA N D
ford. Conn., to Portland Friday leav
night will be observed. The card
ing at 8 a m. and arriving at 4 p.m.
party to have been held at Miss
He was joined in the latter city by
Madlene Rogers' home on Monday C X P f f t T T I T T E R S I N A T T f N D A N C E
his friend. Stanley Keith, the two
P O L L Y
P R E S T O N
night has been postponed to March
,
B A S IC L IN E
coming by train for the remainder of
8.
the journey for a weekend visit with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. W M. Little.
Funeral services for Elisha A.
Goodwin. 87, who died Thursday, will
George “Butch'’ Hunt of Wey
Charles E. Gregory and bride i Helen be held Sunday a t 9:30 from the
Hall) have returned from their wed residence of Mrs. W. A. Johnston. 183 mouth, Mass., who has been the
ding trip, and are occupying their Broadway. Interm ent will be in guest of Howard Crockett, for a week
today returned to his home.
home at Glen Cove.
South Gardiner.

BLACKINGTON’S

Mrs. Clara W. Johnson and Miss
Polly Crockett have returned from a
week's visit in New York.

The Wawenock Club holds its next
Mr anj Mrs Carl Gove formerlymeeting Wednesday night at the of galem M ass, have moved to the
home of Leila Benner. Camden street yfCLoon rent on Summer street. Mr.
------. ,
Gove is a member of the firm which
On Thursday of this week Mrs
. . .
_ ,, _ . u
Mrs. Julia Gurdy entertained the
•
. _
has taken the former Fuller-Cobb
Charity Club a t her home on Masonic Anne Snow, of Rockland, President
store
of Knox Memorial Association, and
street Thursday.
Attorney Alfred Strout, of Thomas- j
Sunshine Society will meet Monday
Elmer B. Crockett is home from ton. First Vice President, appeared
in
the Central Maine rooms.
New York, where he combined busi before Senator Leroy Hussey, of Au
ness and a visit with his sister.
gusta, Chairman, and members ol '
Mrs. E. E. Marston and son Richthe Committee on Finance and Ap
Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy of Talbot ave- j propriations.
propriations. at
at the
the State
State House. ’ ard arrived from Portland yesterday,
nue will be hostess to Scribblers' Club speaking on the Resolve for Assis- Mrs. Marston returning last night to
Monday night.
tance in the maintenance of “Mont- her home while Richard remains to
pelier." at Thomaston, which had visit relatives.
Miss Maron Ludwick went yesterday been presented by Representatives j
-------to South Windham, where she will Alan Bird, of Rockland. Willis P ! The following won prizes at the
be a guest during the remainder of Hall, of Portland. Secretary of the s.U.V. Auxiliary card party at G.A.R.
the school vacation of Mrs. Charles Sons of the American Revolution, | hall Wednesday afternoon; Mrs. NelParker.
and Mrs. Henry Whitman, of Au lie Achorn hostess: Mrs. Mary J.
gusta. President of Founders and Long. Margaret Bowler. Mrs. Lufkin,
Transference of the biennial con
Patriots of America, also spoke in Mrs. Faustina Roberts. There will be
vention and American Musical Fes
favor of this bill. Many interested another party next Wednesday foltival of the National F'deration of persons were also present, including lowed by a supper at 6 and business
Music Clubs from Louisville. K y, to Mrs. H P. Blodgett of Rockland, and session at 7:30, a t which it is exIndianapolis has been made because Arthur Elliott, of Thomaston.
I pected that the postponed initiation
of the devastation occasioned by the
____________
j of one candidate will take place.
flood. The dates for Indianapolis
As the owner has secured immedl- |
------------------will be the same as those for Louis ate employment in another city, the j Gov. Barrows will be a special
ville—April 23 to 29. The program in entire stock, frames, pictures, mottos, guest at Monday night's great dance
the main will remain unchanged. The etc., of Gregory's Picture and Fram- j at Community Auditorium. A con
National Symphony Orchestra will ing Shop. 406 Main street, over Cria ; cert by the famous Uncle Seth Radio
give its scheduled concerts. Thou
Hardware Co., m ust be sold at o n ce.H ill Billies Orchestra will precede
sands of performers will participate
at slaughter prices. Everyone inter the brief remarks by the chief execu
in the adult musical events and more
ested in buying stock or business, call tive which will be made about 8 30
than 1000 juniors in the observance
at the shop, telephone 254. Unclaimed Ample seating arrangements have
of Junior Day.
work must be called for at once. been made for the large crowd ot
Special
bargains in framed pictures. spectators and dancers attending the
Wawenock Club was entertained at
event.
25-26
the home of Miss Alice Erskine Wed
nesday night by Mrs. Evelyn Snow.
In response to the roll call quotations
from George Washington were given.
Mrs. Hattie Keating gave a paper on
“Mount Sinai,” an interesting fea
ture in connection with the club's
study of “Palestine.'’
Friends of Mrs. Clyde H. Smith,
wife of the Second District Congress
man, have received entertaining ac
counts of her life In Washington.
Although much of her time is spent
in the House office, she takes p art
in the Congressional social activities.
She writes that she has Joined the
Congressional Club, which has a club
house with many privileges and reg
ular programs of interest. This she
finds an excellent way of becoming
acquainted with other women of Con
gressional circles. “Each session,
writes Mrs. Smith, “the wives of the
Congressmen get together and or
ganize a club themselves. We met
last week and call ourselves the 75th
Club. I have just received word that
I am on the committee to draw up
the by-laws." Mrs. Smith was a for
mer S tate president of the Business
and Professional Women's Club and
is continuing her membership in
Washington.
Michaels-Stern clothing represen
tative, Mr. Rice, with his custom
display of spring and summer suits,
sports jackets and top coats will be at
Blackington's, 310 Main street on
Wednesday. March 3. We extend a
cordial invitation to you to come in
and look over the newest In materials
and styles. —adv.

F lo o d s In c r e a s e J u n g le P e r ils

o f A fr ic a n

Run

The monthly meeting of the Gar
den Club was held Tuesday after- I
noon at Mrs. Katherine Haines home
on Broadway. Announcement was j
made that March 12 is the date of ’
the Boston Flower Show, and that j
tickets may be obtained at reduced I
rates if application is made to the
president on or before March 10. At- j
tention was called to the birthday of I
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow which
falls on Saturday and will be ob
served in Portland.
The Federation of Garden Clubs |
will be held in this city March 19 at (
the Community Building, the session |
opening at 10:30 a. m. A noon lun- j
cheon will be served at the Copper
Kettle at 12:30. the afternoon meet- |
ing opening at 1:30. About 50 guests i
are expected.
Each club member is asked to '
plant a tree Arbor Day and it was
voted to give $5 for a conservation
film, which will be shown at two
performances at a local theatre.
Mrs. Edith Blaney, who with her
husband Major George Blaney lived
for some time at Panama, gave an |
excellent paper on "Tropical Plants” ,
or “Into the Jungle of Panama ”
Mrs. Blaney prefaced her subject j
by giving two poems written by a '
friend. “Roadways” and “Jungle j
Woman," which were delightful. Pro- ,
ceeding she said “A day in the tropics I
is 12 hours long, from 6 a. m.. until
6 p. m.. then all is darkness. The
wet season there lasts from 8 to 8'-4
months, the remainder of the year
being dry.' March and April are so ]
dry the ground opens in huge cracks i
and the grass withers and dies. The J
heat is intense and the humidity so j
high that one becomes lifeless, and it I
takes an enormous amount of
effort to do much work or to climb j
SWOLLEN RIVERS and floods in Africa, like most colorful endurance trials ever staged abroad
an elevation. Shower baths are taken
that which paralyzed the Ohio Valley here, couldn’t with American cars. The route they took consisted
many times a day, the clothing being j
stop a record-breaking official run from Johannes of actual roads only one-third of the distance. All
burg to London in an American-made automobile. the rest of the way, their stock-model Plymouth
It has been rumored that I am pre very light. Broad brimmed hats are !
Unexpected hazards like the one above, with sedan splashed and pounded over barely-visible
paring to close my gift shop. This worn and boots are important, for
wdter flowing over the bridge instead of below, tracks through desert and jungle.
report is entirely false, and I shall protection against poisonous insects j
increased the dangers cf the 8,GOO-mile trek through
Several times they were stopped by lions, and
continue to do business at the same which abound in great numbers."
jungle and desert to the English capital. But two twice they frightened herds of trumpeting elephants
Mrs.
Blaney
took
her
audience
,
old stand. Lida G. Champney. Rock
dauntless motorists got through, despite washed-out which fled at the glare of their headlamps. They
through parts of Panama on which
25-26
roads and torrential rains. Driving a Plymouth crossed 800 miles of the Sahara Desert in 38 hours—
port.
no books have been written and com- I
sedan built in the U. S. A., they completed the trip a new all-time record, French authorities say.
paratively few feet have trod.
in 19% days, thus chopping in two the former record
From Algiers, they crossed by boat to Marseilles.
WALDOBORO
Photographs were shown of Old |
of 40 days from the Rand to London.
Ironically, they first became completely lost on the
Sonnie du Toit, former race driver, and J. i ountry lanes of Kent, between Folkestone and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown of Panama, taken from Pearl Island
Gleisner, Johannesburg journalist, are the n* w London. Suburban motorists put them back on the
w-hich
was
founded
by
the
Spaniards.
Jonesport have been guests recently
record holders. Their exploit reveals one of ti
>oad to their goal be'orc they lost any time.
Walking through the jungle in the
of Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Brown.
Canal
Zone
one
sees
trees
growing
up
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn was hostess at
T H A N K F U L FO R R E LIE F FRO M
the Bridge Club meeting. Two tables through old rocks and armies of ants, rose resembles a gardenia's perfume.
CLARRY HILL
S K IM V II misery :
were in play with seven members enormous in size. The orange, Orchids grow wild, the bloom lasting
Mrs. C. Monahan, of Astoria. Long
Miss Alice Ross and friend of Portpurple
and
crimson
coloring
of
the
but
a
day.
There
are
lime
trees
in
Island.
N
Y . writes: "For twelve years
and one guest in attendance.
Indigestion caused me untold
Mrs. W. C. Flint and Mrs. Alice flowers is gorgeous and remind one stead of lemons, coconut trees, palms : land spent the holiday weekend with chronic
misery. I thought an operation was my
The relatives and friends here.
only hope, when a friend sutgesred
Flint have been guests of Mrs. Carl of our full foliage. Everything is on and panama <hat) trees.
VAYLO.
relief Immediately, and
N. Becker in Portland.
|* lar«e s‘’aie- making
at a natives live principally on rice,
Earl Miller and family ol South today amI found
well and happy ”
FREE If you suffer dally from perFrank Luce, who has been a pati- ’distance much more attractive. From bananas, oranges, limes and sugar Warren were guests Sunday of his
-i-tvtit Indigestion, get sample of VAYLO
ent for several w’eeks in the Memorial : t0P elevations, looking off at islands cane. There is so much poison in mother Mrs. Annie Miller.
a simple home treatment whl-h lies
Hospital. Damariscotta, has returned, i ln thc Paeiflc Ocean, the view is the soil that gardening is extremely
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mank. daugh helped so many. Call at Corner Drug
Store Rockland.
Edward Soper of Waterville has similar to our own Cadillac Moun dangerous and is not usually under- ter Louise and son Faster of North
tain.
|
taken
except
by
natives.
Waldoboro visited relatives here Sun
been visiting Earle Spear.
A little trip was taken to Chepo.
I.
I I I A I
Mrs. Blaney's talk was most fasci- day.
The first cooking school, sponsored
by the Woman's Club proved success- through swamps along a river where i nating and those who braved the lnMr. and Mrs. Walter Feyler are
* « 1 1»»»' i «i
ful with 30 in attendance. The stage there was a tree 150 feet across. T he I clement weather to hear it. found it able to be out after being confined to
ln the High SchiBl gymnasium was speaker was proud of a trip taken well worth while. Mrs. Haines served the house the past two weeks with
transformed into a modem kitchen across the isthmus to the abandoned delicious refreshments and was a grippe.
with electric stove, refrigerator, white fort of San Lorenzo, which took 18 very gracious hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Boardman
table and electric cooking gadgets hours. On these trips it was necesi of Jefferson were guests Sunday of
Mrs Carrie Williams Fowler of the sary to carry a large amount of water
FORD HOME ALMANAC relatives here.
Central Maine Power Co., was assis- drinking sparingly on the first p art
Frank Callerhan Mrs. Florence
ted bv Mrs. Ida Stahl. Mrs. Esther °f the Journey to avoid collapse. The
Has Slathers of Information Donnelly and Miss G rade O'Neil ol
Shorey and Mrs. Elsie Mank. mem- men carr>' guns and wear high p u tand Naturally Henry's Not'IDorchester' MafiS »Pent last weck'
bers of the club. As articles on the
while the women wear bloomers.
end and holiday with Mrs. Eva Rob
broad
hats
and
leather
shoes.
Lunch
menu were prepared for cooking, in
Overlooked
bins.
is
eaten
standing,
as
bugs
appear
on
_____
I T ’ S P R A C T IC A L ,T O O
structions were given and recipes dis
„
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
.
.
.
,
!
Brimful of useful facts and lnfor- | Herbert Tibbetts and Montell Ross
tributed. A lunch, that included every’ side waiting to devour any
T h is lo v e ly w a llp a p e r . . . th e n e w
were business callers ln Bath rc1 9 3 7 l in e o f Im p e r ia l H a s /ia b Z e
matlon and other material of human i
delectable meat and fish dishes, a food.
cently.
W a llp a p e r s . . . is n o w on d is p la y in
The
desert
growth
is
like
rubber
fruit salad, vegetables, rolls, cream,
interest, the Ford Home Almanac j
o u r s h o w ro o m . A n d i t is e v e r y b i t
trees and the tropic plants have
cake and coffee was served.
as p r a c t ic a l ns i t is b e a u tifu l E v e r y
for 1937 goes to the homes of the
Lloyd's Is taking bets on Edward's
months
to
drink
in
water.
Very
few
p a p e r, fo r in s ta n c e , is g u a ra n te e d
The six weeks honor roll of the
United States this week, distributed not marrying before the Coronation
w a s h a b le a n d fast to lig h t. D r o p in
High School includes: Post gradu flowers are scented, but the copper
a n d see o u r s e k tio n .
This Is soft—letting your marriage
free
by
dealers
of
the
Ford
Motor
ates. two A's. Wilbur Vannah; under
be some one else's gamble. —Atlanta
Company.
graduates. four As. William Fitzger
E. B. H A S TIN G S &, GO.
Constitution.
M
ONDAY-TUESDAY
ald; two As. Priscilla Storer; one A.
Readers of the booklet will find
M ain Street
Rockland
Beverly Benner. Louise McLain. Ger
that, in addition to the time of sun
The average American works him
trude Newbert, Charles Rowe. Regi
ASK Y O U R P A P T R H A N G E R OR D IC O R A T O S
rise and set, adjusted to each lati self to death trying to get ready to
F O R IM P E R IA L W A S H A B L E W A L L P A P E R S
nald Stahl. Chadwin Taylor. James
tude; moon phases, eclipses and the live. —S t Louis Star-Times.
Young; nothing below B, Milton
usual other information given in
Chapman. Thomas Creamer, MadelAlmanacs, the Ford Home Almanac
lyn Howell. Malcolm Little. Dana Mc
is replete with interesting reading
Lain. Neil Mills. Edith Perry. Bar
SU N D AY-M O N DA Y-TU ESD AY
materia! dealing with ancient and
bara Scott. Arvilla Wlnchenbach.
modern prophecies, some of which
THE .Veur STAR-STUDDED M-G-M SENSATION!
The Busybodies will serve dinner
shaped the destiny of different coun
Town Meeting day in the Grange
tries; sea mysteries that generations
hall.
of research have not solved and other
Mrs Blanche Winchenbach Dodge
miscellany.
and John Sheridan of Worcester,
There are also short articles deal
Mass., have been passing a few days
ing
with the views of Henry Ford
at Owen Winslow's.
on various subjects, as well as an
Eli Osier and Harry Shuman were
article showing in detail what he has
recently called by the illness of Mrs.
done with the $13,000,000,000 which
J o a n s " o n th e
Jane Osier.
the public has paid for Ford cars and
s p o t" . . . w ith the
Mrs. Clara Barton has been guest
trucks since the Ford Motor Com
tw o lovingest men
of her mother in Dark Harbor.
pany began business in 1903. Most
in pictures alter her
Charles H. Howard of Augusta
heart! Its a rioll
interesting are the facts that, of this
made a visit at his home here recent
vast sum. the Ford Motor Company
lyretained for itself but 6.4 cents out of
Oentlemen's Night will be observed
every dollar, spending the remainder,
Tuesday at the Woman's Club. Each j
totaling nearly $12,500,000,000 for
member will invite a guest. A pro- i
wages, taxes and materials.
gram with speaker and music is I
While such information about one
scheduled and refreshments will be '
K A R FN
M ORLEY
of the modern world's greatest Indus
served.
tries will be found Interesting by
L E W IS
S T O N E
students, teachers and economists,
J A C K IE
M O R A N
GLEN COVE
with
the housewife and mother will also
An Imonuel token Production
find the little book handy because
A P o rontount Picture
Among those who attended the
FRANK M O R G A N
of the reliable Information It brings
quarterly meeting of the Lincoln
JESSIE R A L P H • NIGEL BRUCE
for first aid treatm ents in many difTO D A Y
Baptist Association held Monday in
Produced by
Directed by
| ferent kinds of emergencies, hints
Law ren ce W e ii> C « te n
GENE AUTRY
Richard BoleiUwski
Camden were Margaret Maxey. Flora
“R ID E . RANGER. R ID E ”
for the kitchen and cars of the
Maxey and Gertrude Studley.
garden and a well planned garden
L A S T T IM E 3 T O D A Y
chart. The motorist planning a trip
R IC H A R D D IX
to any part of the United States will
in
find in the Almanac a chart giving
TEL. 409
"D E V IL 'S PL A Y G R O U N D "
accurate mileages between impor
tant cities.

JOAN CRAWFORD

E E H E E K tE H I!
bt MONTGOMERY
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IN ONE LEADER’S H A N D S

K now Your Language
B y C. L. B u sh n ell

St. G eorge W om an S ees G rave P eril H anging
O ver This C ountry’s Freedom

S chool o f E n g lis h ,
In te r n a t io n a l C orre ap o n d en c e
S chools

HE English language is capable
Friends and Fellow-Citizens:
the spirit of revenge natural to party i
of some odd paradoxes, as is il
lustrated by the following senten
To the efficacy and permanency of dissension which in different ages and
ces:
your union a government for the countries has perpetrated the most
“When the crash occurred the
horrid enormities, is itself a frightful
G U A R D IA N S O F O U R C O A S T
pilot was in charge of the ship."
whole is indispensable. Respect for
despotism. But this leads at length 1
“When the crash cccurred the
its authority, compliance with its to a more formal and permanent
ship was in charge of the pilot.”
1 What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect coastEach of the two sentences is
laws, acquiescence in its measures are despotism. The disorders and miseries
| j wise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from many lonely
factually and grammatically cor
duties enjoined by the fundamental which result gradually incline the |
rect. Their meaning is clear. Both
H outposts along Maine's waterfront.
maxims of pure liberty. The basis minds of men to seek security and
tell the reader that the ship was
£3 ............. in.............
nwBMuummiiMMmmnuiiMDiMnnnnuuaniMimMaaimmi
of our political system is the right of repose in the absolute power of an
being directed by the pilot when
the crash occurred. But if the
From a pale glassy sea the swells
we have had a lot of strong winds. the people to make and to alter their individual, and sooner or later the
phrase “in charge of’’ is given
Break with the thrumming of far bells.
constitutions of government. But tbe chief of some prevailing faction, more
Tire
Rock
has
had
a
couple
of
good
exactly the same sense in both sen
And every shell along the sand
constitution
which
at
any
time
ex
able
or
more
fortunate
than
his
com
•
Seems made by some great artist's hand. washings so far.
tences, the latter sentence will ac
Till I am shamed at dabbling toes
tually say that when the crash
We are very lucky to have Morris ists till changed by an explicit and petitors. turns this disposition to the
Among such presences as those!”
occurred the ship was directing the
—Elizabeth Coatsworth
Rich and Harvard Beale out here authentic act of the whole people is purposes of his own elevation on the
pilot. Our minds subconsciously
ruins of public liberty . . .
j lobstering for it gives us an oppor sacredly obligatory' upon all . .
make the necessary distinction be
Isles of Shoals
Toward the preservation of your
It is important, likewise, that the
tween the sense in which the same
tunity to get our mail at least once
phrase is used in the two sentences.
A wonderful winter has been en a week, and send a letter ashore government and the permanency of habits of thinking in a free country
your present happy state, it is requi- should Inspire caution in those in
joyed so far at this station, with the any day.
sea moderate and snow very scarce.
Mrs Quinn certainly enjoys talking site not only th a t you steadily dis- trusted with its administration to
H in ts fo r H o m e m a k e r s
Second Assistant Lloyd McBride daily with her aunt. Mrs. MacDonald countenance irregular oppositions to confine themselves within their re- '
made a visit to Portsmouth recently, in Manset. who is at the home of its acknowledged authority, but also spective constitutional spheres, avoid- *
By Jane Rogers
that you resist with care the spirit of ing in the exercise of the powers of
accompanied by Mrs. McBride and Herman Smith.
innovation upon its principles, how one department to encroach upon an- j
Mrs. W. I. Brewster. On the return
House cleaning is in full swing at
ever specious the pretexts. One other. The spirit of encroachment;
trip a stop was made at the Wood this station.
, , , „ t t
t
■method of assault may be to effect in tends to consolidate the powers of all
Island Coast Guard Station. Mr.
Schools of fish have been sighted i .. ,
,
„
..
and Mrs McBride. Mrs Brewster and at sundown, at different times all the forms of the Constitution altera departments in one, and thus to cre
tions
which
will
impair
the energy of ate. whatever the form of govern
I
Mrs. Torrey of Star Island we-e i winter. Whales have been quite nu
the
system,
and
thus
to
undermine ment. a real despotism. A just esti- 5
shown about the station and served merous around the Rock, which is
CAMDEN HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TEAM, KNOX COUNTY CHAMPIONS 1937
what cannot be directly overthrown, mate of that love of power and pronelemon pie which was acclaimed first , unusua] at thts time 0{ year
Back row, left to right—Coach F. F. Richards. E. Ba tlett f, K. Richards f, T. Dickens g, G. Nash f. Front
In
all
the
changes
to
which
you
ness
to
abuse
it
which
predominates
‘
rate by all.
water has been three to four de
row, left to rght—R. Belyea c, C. Wadsworth f, N. Marriner iCapt.) g, O. Fogg g, Milton Clegg c, Manta FairFeb. 14 was a big day here—Donald grees warmer, than in previous years may be invited remember th at time I in the human heart is sufficient to
brother, utility.
and
habit
are
at
least
as
necessary
to
satisfy
us
of
the
truflh
of
this
position
W Brewster's birthdav. Ice cream
Keeper and Mrs
Quinn sa.. fix the true character of governments
The necessity of reciprocal checks
was frozen through heavy rain, cakes "Hello” to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Geoige Nash. Junior, forward.
C H S. 30. Alumni 23.
were baked through dense fog a n d |Kpnnpv Mr „
'
. . . * °l ° ^ e r human institutions; that in the exercise of political power, by , With but one game to play, the
Ormand Fogg. Junior, guard.
the party
Dartv carried on to the tune of I
'
a retireo experience
the SUrest standard by dividing and distributing it into dif- Camden High School boys basketball
•C.H.S. 45, Rockport 19.
*
KefPer' from Dochet k lan d which to test the real tendency of ferent depositories, and constituting
Manta Fairbrother. Sophomore, forC.HS. 30. Bcothbay Harbor 22.
the old fog horn Nevertheless, a LJght station on the gt Croix River which to test the real tendency of ferent depositories, and constitute
team, has won all of its nine league
ward-guard.
the
existing
constitution
of
a
coun
•C
B
S
.
33.
Rockland
High
18.
each
the
guardian
of
the
public
weal
merry time was passed. A beautiful-.
acrQSS frQm the keeper's
contests, and has achieved that goal
Milton Clegg, Sophomore, center.
try; that facility in changes upon the against invasions by the others, has
C H S. 28. 1130th Co. C.C.C. 21.
ly decorated birthday cake was pre-1 homf
Coach. F. F. Richards. M anager.!
ERE Is an ideal calorie cheater
which is annually sought by all of
i
credit
of
mere
hypothesis
and
opinion
•C.HS.
40.
Thomaston
High
18
been
evinced
by
experiments
ancient
sented by Mrs. George McKenney I
....
that will fit in any ordinary
Ormand
Fogg.
Trainer.
“Chick''
j
***
I exposes to perpetual change, from th : and modern, some of them in our the teams in the Knox and Lincoln
C.H.S. 37. Waldoboro High 14.
with other numerous gifts from
reducing diet. The recipe is one for
Boothbay Harbor
endless variety of hypothesis and country and under our own eyes League, the championship. It was a
Maynard.
•C.H.S.
45.
Rockport
14
oyster stew prepared with skimmed
George McKenney and Mr. and Mrs
Keeper and Mrs. Joseph Muise are opinion; and remember especially To preserve them must be as neces tight go for a while with the Thom
milk. The' recipe, giving the caloric
C H S. 37. Crosby High, Belfast, 14.
Lloyd McBride.
value for each ingredient, follows:
•C HS. 45, Thomaston 9.
SW AN'S ISLAND
Capt. and Mrs. George Torrey have rejoicing in the birth of a daughter. | that for the efficient management of sary as to institute them. If in the aston entrant, but the Camden boys
1 cup (8 ounces)
your common interests in a country so opinion of the people the distribution kept everlastingly at it. and that oneC H S 43. Crosby 9.
skimmed milk____ 95 calorlea
resigned as caretakers at Star Island. Ann Louise.
pin
victory
over
Lincoln
Academy
• • • •
extensive as ours a government of as of modification of the constitutional
•C B S . 23, Lincoln Academy 22.
“
Mrs Amy Pike of Portland Is j 1 teaspoon butter ____ 30
Mr. Torrey has a captain's position
"
Portland Head
much vigor as is consistent with the powers be in any particular wrong, let brought home that well known break
C H. S. 54, Waldoboro 16.
spending a vacation with Mr. and 6 medium oysters ------- 55
on the Doris Hamlin, which sails
Hilt Mrs. ......
Hilt........................
and son Wii- Perfect security of liberty is indis- ' it be corrected by an amendment ir. fast commodity known as The Bacon
C.HS. 43. Boothbay Harbor High Mrs. G. P. Newman.
F O ...............
from Baltimore to Bermuda, about
180 calorfes
All honor to Coach Frederick F 13
Scald milk, add butter, oysters
March 1 Mrs Torrey is at her home lard were dinner guests Monday of : pensable. Liberty itself will find in j the way which the Constitution desigMrs. Adelbert Bridges who is il
Richards
who piloted this team to
and liquor, salt and pepper. Heat
Mrs.
R.
T.
Sterling.
'
such
8
government,
with
powers
propnates.
But
let
there
be
no
change
League games.
at Deer Isle. Captain Ames is acting
with grippe is being cared for by Mrs. until oysters get plump and curl at
Robert T. Sterling Jr. is enjoying erlJ' distributed and adjusted, its by usurpation; for though this in one highest honors. Net many of th?
as caretaker.
the edges. Ample for two servings
Georgia Wheaton.
Record to date, won 17. lost 0.
vacation
by skiing with a crowd of surest guardian. I t is, indeed, little instance may be the instrument of “wise” ones had expected Camden to
of 90 calories each.
Mr. and Mrs. George McKennev
Games to be played:
The Baptist Ladies' Aid met Wed
• • •
else
than
a
name
where
the
governcop
the
cup.
but
were
obliged
to
ad
good,
it
is
the
customary
weapon
by
and Mr and Mrs. Lloyd McBride ; boys at White Mountains. N H.
Friday.
Feb.
26.
at
Camcjfn.
Boothnesday
afternoon
with
Mrs.
May
The depleted shelves In the jam,
mit.
after
a
few
games
had
been
which
free
governments
are
destroyed
F.
O
Hilt
and
family
entertained
ment
18
t0®
feeble
withstand
the
visited Star Island, Friday and
closet can be refilled during the
bay High School.
nard Herrick.
stayed for lunch. Later in the day Sundav night at lunch Mr. and Mrs | enterprises of a faction, to confine The precedent must always greatly played, that it was both fast and con
winter season with a delicious jelly
Pending. Rockland at Rockland,
sistent,
two
qualifications
which
The
remains
of
Alden
P
Joyce
who
overbalance
in
permanent
evil
any
W
C
Dow
and
Arthur
Harlow.
each
member
of
the
society
within
the
prepared
from canned Hawaiian
they visited the Coast Guard Station
have produced many pennant win postponed on account of sickness, by died Tuesday in Rockland were j pineapple juice. Make pineapple
partial
or
transient
benefit
which
the
Mrs.
Sarah
Webster
and
Edgar
,
limits
prescribed
by
the
laws,
and
to
on “Appledore." The boys were ex
I
maintain all in the secure and tran- use can at any time yield . . .
ners. The team had high-class stars, Rockland. No date set.
i brought here Wednesday for inter jelly by the following method:
pecting the motor surf boat, and one . Webster of Danvers M ass. were
Measure 3 cups of Hawaiian pine
The Boys Who Did It
In offering to you. my countrymen but it was teamwork which carried the
ment in Rose Hill cemetery. Rev , apple juice and 6% cups sugar into
of the crews that were sent to the 1guests of R T. Sterling and family I qui1 enjoyment of the rights of person and property.
these counsels of a n old and affec day.
Captain. Norman Marrmer. Senior, i Bert Shurey officiated at the com a large saucepan and mix. Bring to
over the, holiday.
flood area.
I have already intimated to you the tionate friend I dare not hope they
Season's
Record
To
Date
mittal service. Mr. Joyce was native a boil over hottest fire and at once
guard.
F O. Hill recently called at Ma
The Isle of Shoals Coast Guard
add 8 ounces-(1 cup) of liquid pec
danger of parties in the State, with will make the strong and lasting Im
C
B
S
.
33.
Camden
Locals
24
Thomas Dickens. Senior, guard.
; of this place but with his family tin, stirring constantly. Then bring
crew, received an emergency call to rine Hospital on E. E Conary and
particular reference to the founding pression I could wish—that they will
C.HJS. 37. Castine Normal School 21
Edward Bartlett. Senior, forward. 1moved to Rockland 15 years ago. He to a full rolling boil and boil hard
at Cape Elizabeth Coast Guard S ta
the Merrimac River recently.
of them on geographical discrlmina- control the usual current of the pas
C B S 42. Camden Locals 18
Ralph Belyea. Junior, center.
leaves besides his wife. Nina Joyce i % minute. Remove from fire, skim,
Katherine Sullivan left Feb. 13 tion on Clyde Grant.
pour quickly Into clean jars. Paraf
' tions. Let me now take a more corn- sions or prevent our nation from runC
H
S
34.
1130th
Co.
C.C.C.
24.
C.
Wadsworth.
Junior,
forward.
■
two sons, Harold F. and Kilton R
Mrs Sterling and Mrs. Hilt attend
for a visit to the Pacific coast.
fin hot jelly at once. Makes about 9
prehensive view, and warn you in the ning the course which has hitherto
•C.HJ9. 26. Lincoln Academy 19
| eight-ounce glasses.
Keith Richards. Senior, forward. 1Joyce.
We enjoy reading the news from ed their Club Wednesday at the home
most solemn manner against th e 1marked the destiny of nations. Bat
of Mrs. W C Dow in Portland. The
Little River.
baneful effects of the spirit of party ' if I may even flatter myself that they
Keep up the good work boys from day was voted “apron day," each
generally.
j may be productive of some partial
member making an apron.
“down hum!''
_
... u .
„
! This spirit, unfortunately, is insep-' benefit, some occasional good—th&t
• • • •
le as ng on
r
y io
arable {rom Qur nature having lu they may now and then recur to medMatinicus Rock
lt seems was a a oa . Seas
eas rac?d
rac. roots in the strongest passions of th e , erate the fury of party spirit, to
■
"'• d i
c i* - .'
an ome—aa grea, human mind. It exists under differ- warn against the mischiefs of foreign
There have been a few happenings high wi e an
here which may prove of interest to thrill for those living inland. Many ent shapes in all governments, more ' intrigue, to guard against the ifff/ i f jf f * .
. e « r-*
came to the Light station in all the , or less stifled controUed or repressed;
the “Guardians of Our Coast
postures of pretended patriotism—
The Hibiscus made this station downpour of rain to watch seas toll ;but ,n those of the
(orm
this hope will be full recompense for
^ r r
Jan. 23 with Mr Sampson calling for Jinis seen in its greatest rankness and the solicitude for your welfare by
is truly their worst enemy.
a brief inspection.
which they have been dictated . .
Little River
The alternate domination of one
Go. Washington.
The families participated in a
Mrs Willie Corbett returned to the faction over another, sharpened by , The United States. Sept. 19. 1796
bean supper Jan. 23 after wh’cn
Deliveries of new Chevrolets
Light Station last Saturday after j
♦
cards were enjoyed.
are now being made in
If changes must come then you and
Mr and Mrs Fletcher wish to ac spending a few weeks with her Penow Citizens of Knox County:
mother
Mrs
Ruth
Johnson.
j
am
asklng
you
i{
you
realize
the
I
must
have
a
vote
in
the
matter
We
ever-increasing numbers.
knowledge the receipt of cards from
Purcell Corbett and Emily Corbett enormity of the grave peril that hangs cannot have our Constitution changed
W. O. Fuller and also from his new
Production in the great
ly-acquired daughter-in-law, Mrs attended the dance Monday night in over the freedom and the inde- unless we jhave voted to have such
Cutler.
pendence
of
this
our
country
of
the
Chevrolet plants is increas
changes made and have sanctioned
Donald Fuller in Florida.
Capt. George Farris recently ar United States? If you feel it you wish them. You know and I know that
M. H. Griffith, chief electrician.
ing with each passing day.
U. S. Coast Guard Boston Division rived in his boat, Fish Hawk, with to arise and do something to save men placed in the high office of a
6000
pounds
of
fish.
your country and yourself from fall Supreme Court Judg? is not an old
recently installed a radio transm it
• T o more than 100,000 loyal
Emily Corbett spent Monday night ing into the hands of a dictator. "But man at 70. He was chosen for his
ter and receiving set for our use
buyers who have patiently awaited
with
her
aunt
Mrs.
Nora
Meloon.
you
cay.
“W
hat
can
I
do?”
wisdom,
his
great
learning
and
his
This means that in “the twinkling of
delivery o f new Chevrolets ordered
Edward McGuire has returned
You can, first of all. read the Fare- long experience in the law. Our Conan eye,'' we can give or receive mes
weeks ago— and to scores o f thou
home
from
the
hospital
where
he
well
Address
of
George
Washington,
stitution
says
a
Supreme
Court
Judge
sages of importance from any of the
sands o f other people who are
has
been
ill
for
a
few
weeks.
written Sept 19. 1796, which The shall remain in the Supreme Court
Coast Guard stations having the
placing their orders now — our
Mrs Richard Woodsum. daughter Courier-Gazette has kindly printed until he voluntarily retires. If we
same.
With the main telephone
thanks and our assurance o f quick
of
Rev.
A
E.
Roberts
went
Sunday
above.
| vote to retire our Supreme Court
cable out of commission, the set was
delivery!
In this speech, as you will see. judges at the age of 70 we are losing
badly needed. We enjoyed Mr. G rif to Massachusetts, where Mr WoodChevrolet production is rapidly
Washington warns us against the j io or 20. possibly more years of wissum
is
employed.
fith's company at dinner and hoot
increasing,
and delivery o f your
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Swansie
Burns
of
very
thing
th
at
is
right
here
and
now
dom used solely in the direction of
to see him again some time.
car n ill be made soon, i f you have
taking
shape
in
our
country.
Wash
Southport
are
visiting
friends
in
this
affairs
of
this
nation
and
in
this
day
The Coast Guard cable boat Pequot.
placed your order in past neeks, or
ington warns us to keep our three of tumult, change, war. dictatorships,
was in this vicinity recently and over town.
i f you place it today!
The children who have been ill branches of government separate it would seem the better part of valor
hauled and repaired the cable be
M oreover, we can assure you
from
each
other
In
doing
this
and
to hold on to what wisdom we could
tween the station and Matinicus with scarlet fever are making good
that you will be amply repaid for
in
this
alone
can
we
preserve
our
recovery.
gather
together
as
long
as
that
wis
Island, so that we are able to call
insisting on getting a new Chev
Willie Corbett is busily engaged in government, as Abraham Lincoln ex dom was gracious and loyal enough
cur postoffice and store. We hope
rolet, because i t ’s the only complete
pressed
it—“A
government
of
the
peo
cleaning
and
painting
the
interior
of
to
serve
its
country
with
its
un
soon to have the main cable restored
car—priced so low . . . and because
ple.
by
the
people
and
for
the
people.
’
prejudiced
decisions.
the
house.
However, we are grateful for condi
it will bring you more value than
In
packing
the
Supreme
Court
or
in
Edith
R.
Maxwell.
Several families in this town are
tions at present date.
you can possibly get anywhere
making its judges retire at the age of
Tenant's Harbor. Feb. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E Thompson are quarantined with scarlet fever.
else a t such low prices.
70.
is
nutting
into
the
hands
of
the
• • • •
on vacation. Lester Beal arrived the
SHERIFF'S SALE
Thank you again for your loyal
chief executive of our country the
Cape Elizabeth
day of their departure to repair the
County of Knox, ss.
friendship— and you will thank us
Judiciary Branch of our government.
Taken
on
execution
wherein
Ensign
We have been much interested in
boat slip.
when you take the wheel o f these
Otis as Receiver of Security Trust Com
It so happens in this administration pany
Is creditor, and David Goldberg is
Spring cleaning in quarters and reading the articles written by Leah
better, more modern low-priced
the Legislative Branch has more debtor, and will be sold by public auc
elsewhere is now the most important Ramsdell Fuller entitled “Merry
to the highest bidder, at the
cars and trucks. For quick de
Democrats in its midst than there are tion.
Sheriff's office in the Knox County
item on the program.
making in Miami.” Mrs. Fuller has
livery—place your order now!
Court
House,
at
Rockland,
in
the
County
Republicans and on account of this
We send our sincere sympathy to a gift for writing which we all envy,
Knox, on the twenty-fourth day of
the President of the United States of
C H E V R O L E T M O T O R D IV IS IO N
March. A. D 1937. at ten o'clock in the
Mrs. W L. Lockhart at Petit Manan and penning these letters to "Guardi
has Congress more or less under his forenoon, the following, to wit;
G en era l M otors Soles Corporation
Twenty-five shares of the capital stock
in the recent loss of her grand ans of Our Coast" would be so much
sway.
D E T R O IT , M IC H IG A N
of the M & G Sportwear Company, a
mother.
easier if we had her talent. We no The seizing of all branches of our Maine corporation.
Dated at Rockland, in said County,
Signing off with best regards to tice our daughter, Mrs. Clarence
government and placing them in the this nineteenth day of February. A D.
all along the coast.
Fisher, has been one of the guests hands of one leader ,is what has 1937.
C. EARLE LUDWICK.
• • • •
entertained by Mrs. Fuller.
Sheriff Knox County.
wrecked so many previously existing
22-S-28
M t. Desert Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Fisher and daughters governments. Unless we can keep _________
SHERIFF’S SALE
Greetings to all our Lighthouse Muriel and Marlene will return June these three branches separate to
County of Knox, ss.
1 to Manchester.
friends along the coast.
work unbiased of the other we have Taken on execution wherein Ensign
Mrs. John Olsen received word of lost our independence. We have no Otis as Receiver of Security Trust Com
Merrill Frost, additional keeper at
pany is creditor, and David Goldberg Is
the
death Tuesday of her father Mel voice in our government; we wake up debtor, and will be sold by public auc
this station celebrated his birthday
tion. to the highest bidder, at the
anniversary Feb. 12. Mrs. Frost vin Cline of Spruce Head. Mr. and to find ourselves the miserable crea Sheriff's office In the Knox County
Court House, at Rockland, in the County
served ice cream and birthday cake. Mrs. Olsen and Selma went there at tures of a dictator government.
of Knox, on the twenty-fourth day of
Now this is not a party question. March, A. D 1937. at ten o'clock In the
Second Assistant Wallace observed once.
N I W H IO H -C O M P R IS S IO N V A L V E -IN -H E A D E N G I N E - N E W ALL-SILENT, ALL-STEEL B O D IE S - N E W D IA M O N D C R O W N SPEEDLINE STYLIN G
forenoon,
the following, to wit;
Mrs Flank Dawes is entertaining It has nothing to do with whether you
his natal anniversary Feb. 14 and
Twenty-four shares of the capital
-P E R F E C T E D H Y D R A U LIC B R A K E S -IM P R O V E D G L ID IN G
K N E E -A C T IO N RID E * — SAFETY PLATE GLASS A l l A R O U N D -G E N U IN E FISHER
her
sister
and
brother-in-law
Mr.
or I are Republicans or Democrats. stock of the M & G Sportwear Company,
Mrs Wallace also served ices and
a Maine corporation.
N O DRAFT V E N T IL A T IO N — SUPER-SAFE S H O C K P R O O F S T E E R IN G *. * K n m - A c t la n a n d S h o c k p ro o f S te e rin g o n M o c te r D o L u x e m o d e l* o n ly .
birthday cake. Even if we are 22 and Mrs. Sanford Gilliam of Small We are citizens of the United States
Dated at Rockland. In skid County,
and if we wish to be citizens and not this nineteenth day of Februarv A D
miles at sea we have social functions Point.
1937.
Capt Berry U.S C .G . returned subjects we must exert ourselves to
C. EARLE LUDWICK.
just the same
Sheriff Knox County',
Monday from the flood area in Ohio. save our country from one man rule
T h i s l ia s b e e n a m ild w i n t e r b u t
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